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Water District
Discussed Last
Night At Hazel

Carter To Sign
Panama Canal
Treaty Tonight
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WASHINGTON ( AP) — President
Carter and Panamanian head of
governmentsC•mar Torrijos will sign the
Panama .Canal treaty tonight,
celebrating the finale of a 13-year
negotiation in a ceremony witnessed by
19 chiefs of state.
The historic moment also was to be
televised to audiences in the United
States and most of Latin America.
Representatives of 27 nations were on
hand for the signing.
The Organization of American States,
host for the occasion, has been the
scene of many anti-American
confrontations in the past. Now it is the
forum for a rare display of hemispheric
unity.
The treaty nas won much more
acclaim in Latin America than it has it,
the U.S. Senate, which could render the
festivities an empty exercise by failing
to ratify the treaty by the requisite twothirds majority.
U.S. officials believe Senate defeat of
the treaty would trigger guerrilla
warfare and mob violence in the Canal
Zone.
The treaty calls for phasing out U.S.
control over the canal by the year 2000.
Panama then would assume full
operational control with the United
States reserving the permanent right to
intervene militarily against any threat
to the canal.
But many Americans retain a strong
emotional attachment to the canal and
wonder whether Panama. with a long

Weisenberger
To Co-Chair
Insurance Meet
Sen. Richard Weisenberger (1)Mayfield) and Rep. Ward (Butch)
Burnette (D-Fulton) will serve as cochairmen of a public hearing on Sept. 20
at Barkley Lodge near Cadiz to discuss
practices of insurance companies
which have become problems in
Kentucky.
The hearing, scheduled to begin at 10
a. m., is one of several to be held
throughout the state this fall by the
Interim Committee on Banking and
Insurance, of which both Weisenberger
and Burnette are members.
Topics for discussion include:
— Cancellation and non-renewal of
automobile insurance policies.
— Failure of companies to inform the
insured of the reason of cancellation or
non-renewal.
— The coordination of benefits under
health insurance policies in situations
where the insured paid premiums on
more than one policy.
— A discussion of no-fault insurance
and how it is working.
— Insurance company policy with
respect to teen-age drivers.
Weisenberger and Burnette said the
meeting will be attended by Rep.
James E. Bruce (D-Hopkinsville),
interim committee chairman, and
other members of the committee.
The legislative committee has been
with
periodically
meeting
representatives of the insurance
industry and the purpose of the area
meetings is to give citizens an
opportunity to voice their complaints
and views.

record of political instability, could be
trusted to run it.
Carter has been holding separate
meetings with the visiting dignitaries,
taking advantage of their presence to
push for his favorite foreign policy
themes: human rights, nuclear nonproliferation and cutbacks in weapons
purchases.

Panel Issues
Warning On
Tobacco Sales
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
potential threat to the federal tobacco
price support program should lead
farmers to "reconsider" continued use
of an experimental tobacco packaging
process, according to the Lexington
Tobacco Board of Trade.
panel,
seven-member
The
representing 32 tobacco auction
warehouses here, passed a resolution
Monday "warning farmers of the
danger of offering tobacco for sale loose
in sheets or in bales without a support
price."
If the tobacco can be sold for more
than the current support price of $1.17
per pound, congressional critics of the
program can argue that it is
unnecessary, Charles Marshall,
president of the organization, said
Tuesday.
Marshall, who has been involved with
tobacco sales since 1927, said that
would open the door for a tobacco price
depression.
He said, however, that the group was
concerned only with continuation of
price supports, not with the manner of
tobacco sales.
"We'll sell tobacco any way it's
brought in," he said. "If he (the
farmer) brings it in tin buckets, we'll
sell it."

Glendale Road
To Be Topic At
Council Meeting
The proposed extension of Glendale
Road between U. S.641 S. and Ky. 121 S.
will be the topic of a public hearing
scheduled at the beginning of
Thursday's meeting of the Murray
Common Council.
The meeting will begin at 7:30 p. m. in
the council chambers (second floor) of
the Murray City Hall.

inside today
Two Sections —24 Pages
An old-fashioned block party in one of Murray's fastest
growing residential areas is the subject of today's Cooking
Corner, featured on Page One, Section B of today's
edition.
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The Artist-in-the-School program, which was utilized in
the Murray City School System last year, is becoming
more and more in demand, the Kentucky Arts
Commission says.See the story on Page 5-B today.

y

mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy today with
chance for showers and
thundershowers, high in the low
to mid 80s. Slowly decreasing
cloudiness tonight with low in the
mid to upper 60s. Partly sunny
Thursday with high in the mid
80s.

•

DISCUSSES WATER DISTRICT—Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller
explained a point during a public meeting last night on a proposed water
Photo by Jennie t Gordon
district serving Hazel and the U. S.641 S. area.

Bert Lance Facing Increasing
Pressure To Resign Position
WASHINGTON ( AP) — White House
Budget Director Bert Lance is facing
increasing pressure to resign as federal
investigators prepare to reveal a new
report about alleged improprieties in
the use of money and an airplane owned
by Lance's Georgia bank.
Lance, a long-time friend of
President Carter, now is the subject of
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investigations that involve the Justice
Department, the comptroller of the
currency, the Securities and Exchange
Commission, the Internal Revenue
Service, and by a House subcommittee
and a Senate, committee armed with
subpoena powers.
Comptroller of the Currency John G.
Heimann planned today to reveal the
findings of his investigation into
allegations about Lance's use of bank
money and aircraft owned by the
National Bank of. Georgia for private
and political purposes.
Last month, Heimann said his office's
investigation of Lance's banking
practices had shown some questionable
dealings, but no evidence of illegal
conduct.
But after key legislators were briefed
on his new report on Tuesday, Rep.
Fernand J. St. Germain, D-R.I.,
chairman of a House banking
subcommittee looking into Lance's
finances, said Heimann had turned
information on Lance's private use of
the bank aircraft over to the Justicc
Department, the Federal Election
Commission and the Internal Revenia
Service.

Murray School
Board To Meet
The Murray Board of Education will
meet in regular session on Thursday at
7:30 p. m. at the board office.
Included on the agenda will be
discussion of a work release program at
Murray High; the transportation
report; personnel recommendations,
the close estimate of the working
budget, and the superintendent's report
on renovation.

Firemen Called
To MSU Campus
The Murray City Fire Department
responded to a call at Wilson Hall on the
Murray State University campus late
this morning.
Fire Department officials said an
electric motor in the air conditioning
unit had burned out, causing the
building to become partially filled with
smoke.
Students in class at the time weri,
evacuated until the cause of the smok,
was determined.

The Los Angeles Times reported in
today's editions that the comptroller's
report outlined "questionable loans and
-maneuvers" by Lance and his business
associates in 1971 and 1973 to buy
control of two Georgia banks — the
Bank of Ringold and the Cohutta
Banking Co. of Chatsworth, Ga.
The newspaper quoted the report as
saying Lance and his associates
borrowed money from the Fulton
National Bank of Atlanta and later
-picked that bank as a correspondent
bank, placing funds from Lance's
Calhoun First National Bank in the
Fulton bank at no interest.
Despite White House denials of
published reports that Lance's hours as
director of the White House Office of
Management and Budget are
numbered, the burly Georgia banker
clearly was losing ground Tuesday.

A proposed new water district that/
would serve the city of Hazel, residents
along U. S. 641 S. and an area east of U.
S. 641 on the old Murray-Paris Road,
was the topic of discussion at a public
meeting at the Hazel Community
Center.
Present at last night's meeting were
Hazel Mayor Cy Miller, Calloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller, Bob
Durbin of the Farmers-Home
Administration, Terry Derrington,
engineer for the proposed project,
Wayne Spencer of teh Natural
Environmental
and
Resources
Protection committee of the Purchase
Area Development District, and Gilbert
Sears, community development
specialist with the UK Cooperative
Extension Service.
About 75 interested citizens attended
the public meeting.
Hazel Mayor Miller explained that
the present Hazel Water System is in
dire need of being upgraded and that
the cost of reworking that system alone
would be prohibitive.
It was explained that current plans
call for the new district to purchase
water from the Murray Water System
rather than attempting to operate its

Farmers File
Suit Against
TVA On Damage
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP — Owners of
1,410 acres of McCracken County
farmland have filed the first soybeandamage suit to reach court against the
Tennessee Valley Authority, operator
of an electric plant they claim damages
their crops, a TVA lawyer says.
The suit claims two large generating
facilities, operated by TVA and
Electric Energy, Inc., produce
pollution that has caused "physical
damage, stunted growth and reduced
yields" in the soybean fields.
The landowners, doing business as
Kentucky Hogs, Inc., claim TVA's
Shawnee Steam Plant, 16 miles west of
Paducah, and EFI's Joppa Steam
Plant, across from Shawnee on the
Illinois side of the Ohio River, produce
"sulfur dioxide and other noxious and
poisonous gases."
The suit charges that both companies
have failed to comply with federal and
state emissions regulations.
The landowners claim the emissions
have cut soybean yields six to 20
bushels per acre and cost them $252,366
during the past five seasons.
Leonard Smith,legal counsel for TVA
at Knoxville, said Tuesday the suit is
the first to reach court against TVA for
soybean damages.

Harris Hopes To Help
Farmers Get To Market
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — State
Agriculture Commissioner Thomas
Harris says he's working on plans
designed to ensure that Kentucky
farmers have an easier time gettiu
this year's grain crop to market.
Farmers—particularly in western
Kentucky—have been faced with the
prospect of a limited amount of storage
space for their crops and with
shortages of rail cars. It happens to
some degree every year, but last year
the problem was exacerbated by a
record corn harvest which was 47 per
cent larger than the previous year's.
Some farmers had to accept low
prices because they couldn't find any
storage for their corn. Others saw their
crops rot because they had to delay
harvest, and still others got hit by bad
weather.
This year the situation should be
'somewhat better, since production is
expected to be 30 to 50 per cent lower
than last year, Harris said. Isi•easterts,
Kentucky. an early summer attack by
Japanese beetles will mean- that Only

about half the expected crop is
harvested, he said.
However, Harris said he has seen
shortages of rail hopper cars and
storage space occur every year, nd
matter what the production, so he's
working on contingency plans to meet
the farmers' needs.
One bit of encouraging news for
western Kentucky grain farmers came
last week from officials of Illinois
Central Gulf Railroad, the chief
transporter of western Kentucky grain.
Ivan Hall, vice president in charge of
the railroad's shipping division, told.
state transportation planners that there
should be more than enough rail hopper
cars to meet the demand this year.
He said 575 hopper cars should be
available in the western Kentucky area
this fall, and that granary operators
should contact the railroad to obtain
adequate numbers of cars.
"i believe we can assure the grain.
shippers of available rail transport
equipment for this year's harvest,"
• •

own water treatment plant. The present
water treatment plant at Hazel would
be phased out under the proposal.
Approximately 50 per cent of the
estimated $1.3 million construction cost
of the water system would be obtained
through federal sources. The
remainder would come from an FHA
loan.
Current plans call for present Hazel
Water System customers to be tied into
the new system for no tap-on fee. New
customers would be tied into the system
for an initial $200 tap-on fee if they are
hooked into the water line at the time of
construction.
Plans also called for an additional 26
fire hydrants to be installed in the city
of Hazel, one every 500 feet. It was
pointed out that this could possibly
lower fire insurance rates for residents
of the community. Fire hydrants would
also be installed every 1,000 feet on that
portion of the system outside of Hazel.
A public hearing on the proposed
project will be held on September 19 at 2
p. m. at the courthouse. Persons having
objections to the project should file
them by Sept. 19 in the office of
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller.

Hearing Scheduled For
New Concord Man Today
A New Concord resident has been
jailed here after state police were
forced to use tear gas in his capture,
according to Kentucky State Police.
J. D. Outland, 50, a resident of the
New Concord area, was placed in the
Calloway County Jail on charges of
wanton endangerment after he
barricaded himself in his home,forcing
Kentucky State Police and Calloway
County authorities to use tear gas to
capture him.
Outland was charged in a warrant
taken by his wife with wanton
allegedly
endangerment. Outland
threatened his wife with a shotgun.
After the warrant was taken, sheriff's
officials and state police attempted to
serve the warrant on Outland, who was
barricaded in his home.
According to police, the officers first
telephoned Outland, trying to talk
him out of his house, which is located on
Kentucky 280, near Kentucky Lake.
Outland refused to talk on the
telephone, and police then attempted to
talk to him over, a police car public
•
address system.
Officers were able to talk Outland
into coming out into the front yard three

Union To Discuss
Contract Changes
Members of United Auto Workers
local 1068 will discuss and vote on
contract changes with the Tappan
Company at a special meeting
Thursday according to union president
Franklin Rushing.
The meeting will be held at 8 a.m. at
the Capri Theatre, Rushing said.
"This is a very important meeting,"
Rushing said, in urging all union
members to attend.

times, but were not able to talk him
away from the house. According to
reports, he then hid behind a concrete
wait at the house and armed himself
with a shotgun.
Police then moved on the house and
fired two tear gas grenades inside.
Outland fired one shot from the shotgun
before he was forced to leave his home.
When Outland ran into the front yard,
Trooper .Guy Turner kept Outland's
attention while another trooper
removed the gun from the house,
according to police.
A hearing is scheduled on the incident
this afternoon at Judge Robert 0.
Miller's office.

Calloway Board
Meets Thursday
The Calloway County School Board
will meet in regular session Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. at the board office,
according to an agenda released today
by Supt. Jack Rose.
Included on the agenda will be
consideration of an attendance policy
for Calloway High; personnel
recommendations; final salary
schedule for certified employes;
membership in West Kentucky
ADA
Cooperative;
Education
contracts; cooperative transportation
program for deaf and blind students;
an executive session for land
acquisition discussion; purchase of new
buses; a close estimate budget; and the
superintendent's report.
The superintendent's report will
include reports on enrollment,
transportation, band, football, new
programs, food service program, the
annual meeting of the First Region
School Board Association, and a new
variation type special education unit.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS—Dr. dust Stewart, chairman .of
the Department of Recreation and Physical Education at Murray State
University, talks with freshmen physical education majors receiving $200
departmental scholarships Among the recipients are: (from left) Teri
Morris, Murray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris and Terri Erwin,
(WU photo by Lisp lohnion)
Hazel, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Erwin.
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CALENDAR
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Wednesday,September 7
Woody Herman and his 16
member Thundering Herd
band will present a concert at
eight p. m. at Lovett
Auditorum, Murray State
University. Admission is $3.50
adults and $2.50 students.

; Thursday, September 8
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Dexter Center
at 9:30 a.m. with a potluck
luncheon to be served at noon.
Murray Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club will have its
annual salad supper and
fashion show at 6:30 p.m. in
the Community Room of the
North Branch of Peoples
Bank, North 12th and Chestnut
Streets.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens. Devotions will be at
10:05 a.m., work on bazaar
and quilting at 10:30 a.m.,
sack lunch at noon, and table
games at one p.m.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at six p.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Blood River Association
board meeting will meet at
Murray at 7:30 p.m.
Frklay, September 9
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Charlie Robertson at 1:30
p.m.
Calloway County United
Methodist Men will hold its
annual all church family
gathering at 6:30 p.m. at the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church, Murray,
with Dr. Harry Sparks as
speaker.

Friday,September 9
Roadside sale will be at
Deward Chapel Church,
Highway 94 East, starting at
eight a. m.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and one
p.m. Call 753-0929 by 9:15 a-.m.
for morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping.
by
bust
Watermelon
Lambda Chi Alpha will be in
the Cutchin Recreational
complex from 3:30 to nine
p.m. Public invited as spectators.
- Exhibits of photography by
Ronald Hill, Bardstown, and
of three-dimensional design
by James Richard Hubbard,
Puryear, Tn., will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University, through September 21.

Sunday, September 11
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Hunter will be honored on
their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception at
the home of their son, Eugene
Hunter, from two to four p.m.
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A reception honoring Mr.
and Mrs. J. Dacus Bedwell in
celebration of their 40th
wedding anniversary will be
held at the Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church
from two to four p.m.

Starts Tomorrow
"The Bodyguard"(I)
& "Forced To fight"(R)

Accepted At David
Lipscoinb College
Brett Allen Harcourt, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Jules Vincent
Harcourt, 1710 Magnolia
Drive, Murray, has been
accepted for admission to
David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn.
A graduate of Murray High
School, he expects to enroll in
the fall quarter and will follow
a liberal arts program.
Lipscomb's fall quarter will
open for registration on
September 19, when approximately 2200 students are
freshman,
in
expected
sophomore, junior and senior
college classes.

Kay Morrissey
Area Director

Mr. sand Mrs. Ray Irvin

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irvin, 717 Sycamore Street, Murray, will
be honored vfith a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,September 11, at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Trevathan on Dodd Road in the Locust Grove
Community.
Baby Boy Hopkins (Mother
Mrs. Barbara Cope, 1015
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours
Twila), Box 65, Hardin.
Paris
Rd.,
Mayfield,
Miss
of two to five p.m. The family requests that guests not bring
Tianya J. Robertson, 802
gifts.
The couple was married in Stewart County, Tn., on Sep- ,College Cts. Murray, Mrs.
Miss Mary E. Davis, Box
tember 10, 1927, with Bro. Dee Knight performing the !Betty J. Smith and Baby Girl, 119, Hardin, Mrs. Linda S.
ceremony. They moved to Calloway County in 1945 and are Rt. 1 Hazel, Leonard M. Darden and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Carter, 1609 Loch Lomond
members of the Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Box 467, Murray, Mrs. Debra
Mrs. Irvin is the former Grace Futrell, daughter of the late Murray, Jackson D. Brandon, J. Elkins and Baby Girl,J308
Rt.
9
Bx.
189
Mrs.
-Benton,
Cullen Futrell and Ella Vinson Futrell of Stewart County, Tn.
McFadden, Murray, Clifford
Mr. Irvin is the son of the late Finis Irvin and Fannie Berkley Sarah Calhoon, Rt. 2 Hazel, C. Houser, Rt. 3, Benton,
—.Miss
Faye
A.
Cherry,
Rt.
1
Irvin of Trigg County.
Clarence J. Kurowski, 1407
They have-one son, Cullen E. Irrin, and three daughters, Buchanan, Tn., Herbert 0. Story, Murray, Mrs. Nellie F.
Cochrum,
914
N.
18
Murray,
Mrs. Pat(Robbie) Trevathan, Mrs. Robert (Ella) Moody,and
Merrell, 903 Vine, Murray,
Mrs. Cecil (Catherine) Glass, all of Murray. Their grand- Mrs. Lana S. Garland, 800 N. Mrs. Viola P. Miller and Baby
children are Sandra, Michael, and Sheila Irvin, Charissa, 18 Murray, Fred R. Johnson, Boy, Box 635, Murray, Marty
Christopher, Candi, and Carmen Glass of Murray, and Cullen 115 Spruce Murray, William L. Scott, Box 110, Paris, Tn.,
P. Jones, Bx. 328 Murray,
Moody,serving with the Marines at Jacksonville, N.C.
Mrs. Minis M. Parrish, Rt. 6 Mr. Ziegnhorn, 113 GreenMurray, Mrs. Lavelle Smith, brier, Sikeston, Mo., Miss
Rt. 3 Bx. 416 Murray, Mrs. Teresa J. Oakley, Rt. 1,
Linda G. Stanley, 1616 Patriot Hardin, James H. Blalock, 311
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Margaret E. N. 10th, Murray, Mrs. Eufaula
Murray,
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd. 0. Sanders, Rt. 4,
Mrs. Edmonia Spann, 709 S.
Murray,
Roezona
J.
Mrs.
f you're ever in a French, Spanish or Italian speakThomas, Rt. 1 Bx. 561 3rd, Murray, Mrs. Mary S.
ing country don't turn on the faucet marked "C" to
Springville, Tn., Bill R. Johnson (expired), Rt. 2, Box
get cold water. It stands for the French chaud, the
Spanish caliente, the Italian caldo —all meaning hot.
Vanderaa, Rt. 1 New Condord, 211, Murray.

DISMISSALS

cattutloit'uot C4otilludin9,KAr cottiut

NEW

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Georgia Cutchin of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Sandra Coleman has
been dismissed from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Miss Jill Samples of Murray
has been a patient at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.

DISMISSED
Henry Doron of Murray ha:
been dismissed from Westerr
Baptist Hospital, Paducah

PADUCAH PATIENT
James Chavis of Mum)
has been a patient atIfolu.de:
Hospital, Patlucah.

NAME NOT LISTED
Also attending the famil
reunion held at the home o
Mrs. Dyru
Mr. and
Stubblefield on August 27 wa
Mrs. Edna Mae Burton o
Seminole, Fla. Her name wa
not included in the list o
guests published earlier.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Anna Parker o
Murray has been dismisse(
from the Western Baptis
Hospital, Paducah.

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

DISMISSALS

Play Tennis Thursday

MiNtRithht,

CA

O?

Jdints(

Italian
Festival

'77

SPAOHE7T/
MEATBALLS
4235

COM/AUX4411141

surerLOOK

Pairings for the Advanced
group of women's tennis at the
Murray Country Club for play
on Thursday, September 8,
have been released as follows:
Court No. One — 9:00 a.m.
— Patsy Miller vs. Lillie
Johnson.
Court No. Two — 9:00 a.m.
— Donna Keller and Lou Ann
Philpot vs. Carolyn Bradshaw
and Kathy Burchfield.
Court No. Three — 9:00 a.m.
— Judy Nall and Agnes Payne
vs. Nancy Walston and Peggy
Billingtoh.
Court No. Four— 10:00 a.m.
— Shirley Boone and Sharon
Brown vs. Georgianna Moffitt
and Teri Burke.

SEAMLESS BRAS
by PLAYTEX

Smooths and rounds you ..
doesn't flatten...
The secret is in the
unique design: Super
LookTras are knit to
shape and mold to
you for superb comfort
and a smooth, rounder
look without flattening.

7:l
'
vEr,H1 r.S.ivIT( HRS.

"OUR FAVORITE
RECIPES COOKBOOK"

Tharp, Rt. 2
Mrs. Patricia
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Vera A.
Farris, 1311 Olive Murray,
Howard Thorn,Dexter, Lee H.
Baby Boy Beecham (Mother Gingles (Expired), 511 S. 13
Liessa), Rt. 6, Paris, Tn., Murray.
Baby Girl Williams (Mother
Phillis), Rt. 7, Mayfield, Baby August 28, 1977
Girl Harrell (Mother Nancy), Admissions 122
1412 Stadium View Dr., Nursery 8
Murray.

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Introducing

10th Anniversary Special Gift

L.

8-27-77
Adults 106
Nursery 10

-1dranced Group Will

WEIGHT
WATCHERS

knit and was presented a
corsage of yellow carnations.
Her mother, Mrs. Edgar
Smith, and her mother-in-law
to be, Mrs. Howard Brandon,
were also presented matching
corsages.
Refreshments of cake,
punch, nuts, and mints were
served at a table covered with
green net over ;yellow cloth.
Each corner wascaught up
with ribbons and wedding
bells. In the center of the table
was a beautiful arrangement
of summer flowers.
Seventy persons were
present or sent gifts.

HOSPITAL110TES)

Dedication ceremony for the
new lodge hall of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will be held.

Brett A. Harcourt

Band video tape of "KC and
the Sunshine Band" will be
shown from eight a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
University, through September 19. Admission is free.

Miss Donna Smith, September 10th bride-elect
Randall Brandon, was
recently honored with a bridal
stiower held at the Community
Room of the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank.
The gracious hostesses for
the special occasion were
Mesdames Mason Thomas,
Pat Redden, Lamon Lovett,
Larry Suiter, Alvin Usrey,
Gary Wicker, Shirley Doran,
and Misses Gina Lovett,
Belinda Suiter, and Bonnie
Smith.
Miss Smith chose to wear a
street length dress of qiana

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irvin will
be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of a
Mrs.
Pat
daughter,
Trevathan, Dodd Road in
Locust Grove community,
from two to five p.m. No gifts
please.

Saturday,September 10
The roadside sale at Deward
Chapel Church, Highway 94
Land Between the Lakes
East, will continue starting at activities will include slide
eight a. m.
program and discussion on
birds at 1:30 p.m. at Center
Four wheel drag racing will Station;
tour
of
the
be at the Jaycee Fairgrounds Homeplace at entrance road
at seven p.m.
at 2:30 p.m.; field archery
tournament at range starting
Night Visual, 11
/
2 hour drive at nine a. m.; horsemanship
searching for elusive wildlife, demonstration at Empire
will start at Center Station, Farm from one to four p. m.
Land Between the Lakes, at
8:30 p.m.

WAIT DISNEY

Ends Unite
"Thunder &
Lightning"

Sunday,September 11
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Stokes
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of their
son, Will Ed Stokes, Murray
Route Six, Highway 94 East
then on A.B. Lassiter Road,
from two to four p.m. No gifts
please.

Celebration Planned Miss Donna Smith Is
gme Honored With Shower

Our
Favorite
Recipes

Regular style in white and nude
32-36A B, C $5.95*
wh.le and nude
Low cut sttle
32-36A B. C $6.95*

Foiled with some 100 deficioon recipes for
those who want to lose weight and keep it
off.

GIVEN FREE
To all regular members and those
who join during the week of September 18-24.
MESSAGE FROM KAY:
"Variety is the spice of life, and variety and good nutrition are
the basics of the Weight Watchers Program. The gift of this
cookbook is our way of saying thanks to Kentucky and
Southern Indiana for 10. exciting, wonderful years. We
dedicate ourselves to continue helping those who nee,us to
fight the "Battle of the Bulge."

Playtex is so sure you'll love your super new look
that you'll get

1

DOUBLE YOUR
BACK
MONEY
completely satisfied
if not

WEIGHT WATCHERS:It's Teaching...Sharing...and Caring
CLASS SCHEDULE First Presbyterian Church
1601 Main Street
Monday.-6•45 PM.

Gbod on purchases made before Octpber 31, 1977

See store display for details'

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER -RAY,KY.
*OPEN 10 TO 9^0SUN, 12:30-5:30
*BEHR'S CHARGE ABANK AMERICARD *MASTER CHARGE

••

3 'Regular suggested

Kay & Jim MorrisseyilAres Directors
- ISTERED TRADEMARK OF WEIGHT WATCHERS INWEIGHT WATCHERIPA-MIATILP-111/t
TERNATIONAL INC-, MANHASSET N 5' WEIGHT WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL,197

proce
r,t,... cr.v.,
4 UNAt-yy.o.ciy. F ahe Nylon Rayon trandn. r.
'
•
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Married 40 Years
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You've heard about
Fisher stoves now
see a live demonstration
in the parking lot

September 10th

4-- digital watch

STYLE SHOW—Leone Travis and Pat Winchester
model dresses to be included in the style show, sponsored by the Murray Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club, to be held Thursday, September 8, at 6:30 p.m. in
the Community Room of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Areets. A salad
supper will also be held. The Mademoiselle Shop, Inc.,
will present the style show of new fall fashions for
_women.

Until now you could buy either a
quality watch or an inpkpensive
watcp Now you can Kaye both
with this Texas Instruments five
function digital watch for only

FISHER

$995
526-1

Mr. and Mrs. J. Oacus Bedwell
Mr. and Mrs. J. Oacus Bedwell will celebrate their fortieth
wedding anniversary on Sunday, September 11, with a reception at the Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church from
two to four p.m.
Friends and relatives are invited to the reception in the
fellowship room of the church.
The couple was married September 11, 193'7, at the home of
the bride with the late Rev. Cletus Clernments officiating. Ted
Bedwell and the late Jessie Andrus Bedwell were the attendants.
Mrs. Bedwell is the former Pawnee Burchett, the only
daughter of the late Lee Burchett and Florence Thweatt Burchett of Calloway County. Mr. Bedwell is the son of the late
Boyd Bedwell and Verdie Brown Bedwell of Coldwater.
The BedwelLs are the parents of one daughter, Sandra, who
Is married to Dr. R. Douglas Wood of Calhoun. They have two
grandchildren, Andrea Cheryl Wood and Susan Leigh Wood.

. 0
:ptis

Observations

The TI ANYTIME'm WATCH —
• Sporty

fashionable anytime, anywhere

• Five time functions controlled by single command
button—easy-to-read LED display shows hours.
minutes, seconds, month and date.
• Never needs cleaning never needs winding.
• TI digital watches are warranted for one year
against defective materials and workmanship
• Contemporary styling at a price you can afford.

9 to 5
Rain or Shine

BEAR ARCHERY HEADQUARTERS

By Lochie Hart
Community Theater
Tryouts Thursday
There are few dull minutes
In this community. One who
complains of "There's nothing
to do here," hasn't read or
heard about the many things
going on here. Right now we
are in the midst of completing
a charter membership list in
the local Community Theatre
organization. When this is
finished, an
attractive
financial grant is available to
aid in the promotion. Already
several performances have
been given in the county
library and in the old freight
depot on Railroad Avenue.
This interest includes
children and adults. Try-outs
for parts in the next
production is to be held
Thursday afternoon for

LONG JOHN SILVER'S.
FISH & HUES.IF THE TASTE
DOESN'T HOOK YOU,
THE PRICE WILL.
It's the fish that made us
famous — our crispon-rheoutside, juicy-on-the-inside,
tasty through-andthrough fish fillets.
serve three of them with
fryes for just $1.79.
Of course if fish isn't your
kettle of fish, you can have
•
a heaping helping of dams,
tender oysters, a slew of
-'•••
shrimp, chicken peg legs or
fish fillet and chicken.
They all come with h-yes
and SorT1V with slaw,.toitti.
And when you bring
the kids to Long John
11 Silver's they eat from 89(
So next time you get
hungry for lunch or
II" 'dinner. bnng your whc,ic
crew in to Long John
Silver's and enjoy the
best seafood on
dry land

•

children and that night tor
adults. With leadership like Jo
Curris, Margaret Trevathan,
Richard Valentine and more
like them, this cultural venture is bound to succeed and
give a lot of pleasure to participants and those who love to
attend.
Speaking of Cultural Interests, this is not Murray's
first dramatic organization. In
the lore of Murray there lists a
drama company and an orput on
chestra. They
Shakespearean plays, and had
road shows. Murray's leading
lady was Miss Ella Bolen, a
young lady of rare beauty and
talent and of exquisite form.
In one performance, she wore
flesh colored tights like the
ones worn by female circus
riders. It is reported that this
was the first time the female
form was ever revealed to a
Murray audience. Men admirers said, "She looked
mighty purty." She was the
daughter of Capt. J. N. Bolen
who published the Murray
Gazette:
We once had an opera house
- The Woodruff Opera House a brick structure, built to meet
opera needs. It later became
Shroat's Meat Market on the
ground floor. The second floor.
became an apartment complex. The building would have
measured to the specifications
of an historical society. The
floor was elevated in the hack
to give all visitors a good view
of the stage. There was a
balcony, dressing rooms,
orchestra pit, and the ceiling
featured a dome with sky
lights and paintings of pretty
artwork.
This became a picture show
place during the silent movies.
and was used by other
assemblies. I rememter
playing a part in Murray High
School senior play there. It
was also used by the First
Christian Church as an adult
Sunday School class room
Thebuilding, was just south of
the First Christian Church and
built by L. W. Y. (these initials
may not be correct) Woodruff.
a prominent farmer who built
a palatial home on the Wiswell
Road. The old, opera house
was purchased by the Murray
Peoples Bank and destroyed
1 in a renovation project.

Another interest in current
promotion is that of The
American League of Women
Voters. The membership
drive opening last week was
attended by approximately 50'
women and a few men. This is
nonpolitical in nature and is
an attempt to keep wortea
• alert to the issues of our
country and to inspire them to
use their influence in the
making or unmaking of laws.
by their vote. Susan Vandergrifft is the leader of the
group. .

'Longgohn
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 Seetb 126 Street
•

THE FISHER SUPER STOVE

Bear Polar II Ltd.
Short or Long Draw

Space age Woodstove
newest home appliance
CLEAN, SAFE
WOODSTOVE IS
ENGINEERED FOR
MODERN HOMES

Adjustable Weights
From 35 To 60 Lb.
Drilled and Tapped For
Berger Button, Bow Quiver
And Several Sights
Price Good
through Sept. 10

PRESTONE 11

111 steneu
2_
1

ANTI-FREEZE 1:-7

slue

.an skin

$169
gip

GAL

—Special—

Protects against freezing and boiling. Patented protection you can trust.

Oil
Treatment

TialeaVagae.
HARDWARE STORE

97. BARGAIN

of the MONTI!
8.99 Value

Quantities Limited

1 11 12

s4---,

,

9
,

1

2
3
"IE
..

VALVI INE

MOTOR OIL
Summer heat can bun perform•
lace Improper oil levels can
ruin your car's lenient Valvoline
10W40 is an ercellent alleh
tests motor oil that protects
moving parts G6/10W.0

now 377
Just
,nSe-(51I—

nI

Lighted Dial Alarm Clock

Elegance and function at this low Price' Housed in a crisp
white case with raised amber tinted crystal, the Mystic
Lighted Dial Alarm Clock features large. easy -to-read
, innamon brown numerals and hands JpSt the right sire
.
i lock for home or travel
.
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Yexsun

Low Over Head means Lower Prices
Prices Good
ria
Sept.14
e Sept.8
Thurs.,

PINK
GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

ThruWed.

46 oz. Save 12'594

U.S. No. 1

Your Choico

to 01.6 bottle carton

Red Potatoes

with bottles or deposit
Save 14'

PRODUCE

Del-Monte
Tomato

Yellow Sweet

5 Lb. leg
With $10.00 Order or More

Corn
Grapes
New Crop Jonathan

3

Apples

lbs. Bags594

Soap

25 Lb. Bag Ration

Bath
Size
Save 35'

FROZEN
FOODS

Large 2/
1
2Size
Limit 4 Cans Please

Ole South Blackberry

Cash Give Away

2 lb.$1 29
Morton-Chocolate, Lemon

Cream Pies
Bryan Pork Bar-B-Q
Sandwiches
Frosty Acres Nash Brown
Potatoes

Register each throe you
are it the store for the
$100given away each week

594

ea.

This Week's
Winner:

Case $12.98
3 Lb. Can
Save 20(

Bon L. Canter
887 Vine

*Mottling to Buy .•Ko Cords To Punch •All You Do Is

494

20 oz Bag

Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 5:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.

Bremner Jumbo

Assseoir.vBox..59'

Pies

.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win .Adults
.
only may register .You do not have to be present to vim

trE tL

Carnation

Slender
Bars $119

Armour's Test Tender Almost Boneless
Boston Butt

Save 20' Box

Pork Roast
Lean Tender

Field's
Smokey

Pork
Steak

7

Trash
Bags

Field
Pro Leaguer

Link
Sausage
12 Oz. Pkg.

10 ct.
30 Gal. Size
Save 29`

Glad

Wisk

12 Oz. Pkg.

Laundry
Detergent

Family Pack

Pure Fresh Lean

Ground Beef

984

32 oz.
Save 12'$1

3 Lb. or More

Asserted
Flavors

29
Sealtest Assorted Flavors

Purex
Bleach

Field's
Worthmore

Gallon
Save 24'

"If You Matc

ur uo ity... ou an t eat I ur 'rice

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps
•

Downtown Shopping Center
,r
•

•

Save 40'

HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p.

Mon.-Sat.

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
.0041
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EDITORIAL

hEARTONE

Tourism Is Vital
To Local Economy
The estimated number of
visits to Tennessee Valley
Authority lakes totaled a record
69.2 million in 1976 according to
recently released figures from
a TVA survey.
The figures show that Kentucky Lake, the largest impoundment in the TVA system
and traditionally the most
visited lake, led in reservoir
visits with some 16 million.
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's 170,000-acre outdoor
recreation demonstration area
located between Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley, had 2.3
million visits.
Reports from TVA indicate
that there were 400,000 overnight visits in the LBL during
the past year. Kentucky Parks
Department statistics indicate
that 6,675,000 people visited
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at Gilbertsville, 180,000 of
them as overnight guests.
More than one million visited
Kenlake State Park including
50,000 overnight guests and
more than two million people

visited Barkley Lodge State
Resort in 1976 with about
100,000 staying overnight.
The state is considering a
plan that would establish a fund
offering low-interest loans to
people interested in starting
tourist businesses in the state.
Other reports this summer
revealed that tourism in
Kentucky accounted for over $1
billion in trade last year and
that tourists spent over $62
million in the eight counties
surrounding the lakes. •
_ This is another indication
that tourism is a vital economic
force in the Jackson Purchase
and that it is one of the main
future growth areas for West
Kentucky.
We support such a plan, but
we urge at the same time that
caution be exercised in our
development.
region's
Preservation of the unspoiled
nature of much of our lakes
area will be an investment in
the future of tourism for West
Kentucky.

Opinion Page
Consumer Comment

Contractual Disputes
A consumer recently complained to
our office that he thought he would be
paying 8 per cent interest on the
furniture that he bought on an
installment plan but was now being
2 per cent interest. He later
/
charged 91
admitted that he had signed the
contract before checkingto see if there
were any blank spaces in it. He felt that
the business later filled the blank in at a
higher interest rate, Because there is
almost nothing that can be done in
cases like this the consumer is usually
out a considerable amount of money.
This can easily be avoided if you will
never sign a contract with blank spaces
in it. Put an X in all blanks. If you leave
a blank, you may end up signing
something which requires you to pay
more, sooner, or to someone other than
you expected.
The Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division receives many
calls a day from consumers that want
to get out of a contract which they
signed before understanding all of the
terms. It is important to remember not
to sign your name to anything unless
you fully understand all of the terms of
the agreement. If a sales person tells
you to disregard a contract because
"it's just a legal form" be especially
careful to read the form before signing
it and to keep a copy of the form for
your records. Once you have signed
your name to a contract it is legally

binding. There is little that can be done,
short of going to court, to break a
legitimate contract.
Except on rare occasions, the only
time a consumer can cancel a signed
contract is if the sale was made in the
consumers home and he or she gives
written notice of cancellation within
three business days after the sale. This
is the "Home Solicitation Law" on the
"Three Day Cooling Off Period." This
law gives Kentucky consumers three
days in which to cancel a purchase
which is over $25 and does not involve
insurance.
The Attorney General's Consumer
Protection Division cannot act as a
private attorney for individuals that
Want to cancel legitimate contracts. To
avoid the expense of hiring a private
attorney to break a contract, read and
understand the contract before signing.
Know what you are signing! If you don't
understand it, take it to someone who
does.
For more information on contractual
disputes contact the Office of the
Attorney General, Division of
Consumer Protection, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601. The office has found
that it can most effectively deal with
written complaints and encourages you
to write when you have a complaint.
However, if you have an emergency
sitmati•nt call the Consumer Hotline
number which is 1-800-372-2960.
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

On Air Bags

"Sorry, mister-it can't be repaired"

Inside Report

t3 H.iiai,d F.% an.. and Rolm•rt Nosak

Politics As Usual
study
A
—
WASHINGTON
recommending a federal rail yard for
Delaware instead of Massachusetts
was consigned to oblivion after the
intervention of Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr., making clear that politics in
Jimmy Carter's Washington is played
today much as it has been for nearly
two centuries.
O'Neill is not only the most powerful
member of Congress but a loyal son of
Massachusetts intent on federal favors
for his state and her sons. The Carter
White House is increasingly attentive to
O'Neill and other Democratic members
of Congress, particularly those with
difficult fights for reelection.
Since this is the way business always

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
H. T. Waldrop, prominent realtor and
civic leader in Murray for many years,
has been named "Realtor-of-the-Year"
by the Murray Board of Realtors,
according to Frank Ryan, board
chairman.
A special note burning and service of
dedication will be held Sunday at two p.
m. at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
Deaths reported included Robert W.
Huie, age 47, James M. Joe Russell,
age 39, and Eris 0. Edwards,age 56.
Kim W. Wallis has been promoted to
Lance Corporal while serving with the
First Division of the U. S. Marines in
Vietnam.
Robert J. Lent and John C. Runyon
enlisted in the Armed Forces during the
month of August.

20 Years Ago
Army Pvt. Harold F. Shultz was
graduated September 2 from the
Carpentry Course at Fort Leonard
Wood, Mo.
Plans for the new City Hall building
at South Fifth and Poplar Streets were
discussed at the meeting of the Murray
City Council with Mayor George Hart
presiding.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Vergie
Hodges,age 70.
The Murray High School Tigers and
the Halls, Tn., football teams played to
a 6 to 6 tie in the game last night. Gene
King passed twenty yards to Dan Pugh
in the end zone to mark up the Murray
score.
Births reported include a girl.
Michele, to Mr. and Mrs. Bethel
Richardson on September 6, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Scull on
August 21.

REP. BUD SHUSTER (PL)". .
Nationwide agents a $1.41 discount on a
There are two new developments in the
policy...
$295
air bag controversy which I would like
the much touted reduced
—So,
colleagues.
to share with my
premiums will offset the
Insurance
"First, statistical data showing that
original cost of the air bag only if one
belts
safety
than
safe
less
are
air bag,s
the same car for 81.3 years...
has been obtained from NHTSA, the drives
"The initial air bag cost of
Federal agency that is pushing for
atproximately $200 (Closer to PM)
mandatory air bags. Specifically, the
not include the replacement cost
data shows that your chance of being does
inflation, which is estimated to
after
2times
/
killed in a serious car crash is 51
the original cost. None would
exceed
higher using an air bag equipped car
The Murray First Christian Church
replacement cost of the
the
Insure
Your
belts.
Instead of wearing safety
as host church for the We
acted
inflations.
accidental
2
/
chance of being injured is nearly 21
Kentucky Missionary Institute an,:
other insurance companies
"Ten
times higher.
Retreat held at Wells Hall, Murra
offered no price reduction for
"Surprisingly, the air bag did not contacted
State College, this week, according to
bag equipped cars.
air
tow
the
of
cent
per
42
in
inflate
even
the Rev. Robert Jarman, church
The air bag order is most unfair to
away crashes. ..
minister.
of Americans who wear safety
The second major development is millions
extra for a
J. F. Graham, son of Mr. and Mrs
pay
to
them
forcing
belts,
that we have investigaged the claim by
than the
safe
less
be
may
Charlie
that
system
Graham, was honored at a
the air bag lobby that insurance
their car. Congress
in
given by agricultural and
already
dinner
one
cent
premiums could be reduced 30 per
mandatory air
the
disapprove
business
should
leaders in Caldwell County for
with air bags and found that air bag
or until, a better case is
unless
his
bag,
services
to agriculture in tht
1
than
less
users currently are getting
Princeton
made..."
area.
per cent price reduction from the three
Miss Elaine Ahart, daughter of Mr
insurance companies that support the
Mrs. J. S. Ahart, and James M
and
air bag.
GRASS
Brown, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E
"We obtained quotations on a typical CRUMP'S
COMMENT
Brown, were married September 4 at
1974 Oldsmobile Delta 88, with and ROOTS
Protests to congressmen killed the
Mayfield.
without air bags, from 50 different
buzzer interlock system.
mandatory
The Rev. S. C. McKee, pastor of thi
Insurance agents in Pennsylvania,
protests would kill the
College Presbyterian Church, has beer
Maryland, Virginia, and Washington D. Similaap
insurance lobby sponsored air bag ripthe guest of his sons and their familie.,
C., representing Allstate, GEICO and
Car buyers should decide if they
in Dayton and Cleveland, Ohio.
Nationwide . . . Allstate agents quoted off.
want their cars equipped with air bags.
"The Perils of Pauline" starring
an average discount of $3.44 on a 8281
law mandates air bags ot1,19112
Present
Betty Hutton and John Lund is showing
policy,'" 15 GEICO agents -a $2.29
,-----abcebtget busy!-,7—IirtiliCapiCorTheitie
131'z''putty and L diStbtiff dti

30 Years Ago

has been conducted in this town,
politics as usual under President Carter
is remarkable only in view of his
campaign's vows of righteousness. In
ways less convulsive than supporting
Bert Lance, the President all summer
has been quietly shedding layers of
campaign sanctimony.
Tip O'Neill has been a major catalyst
in the change. Presidential aide
Hamilton Jordon's cavalier treatment
of the speaker in handing out inaugural
tickets is a distant memory of a bygone
day. Most notably, O'Neill has won
presidential selection of a political
crony from Boston to the Federal
Election Commission over obviously
better qualified candidates and kept
Fort Devens operating despite expert
recommendations that the old
Massachusetts Army base be closed to
cut costs.
O'Neill's latest intervention concerns
a new heavy maintenance facility for
Amtrak in the Northeast corridor. A
study prepared by the Federal Railroad
Administration ERA, for Secretary of
Adams
Brock
Transportation
recommended Wilmington, Del., over
competing sites in Washington and
Boston.
But O'Neill considered Boston
infinitely preferable. "The Speaker
made it very, very clear," one federal
railway official told us, "that the one
thing he wanted was the Amtrak
facility located in Boston." Secretary
Adams informed the FRA that he was
"dissatisfied" with the report, and was
widely expected to select the Boston
site by Aug. 1.
That has been delayed by persistent
efforts of Delaware's three-member
congressional delegation. During the
week of Aug. 1, Republican,, Sen.
William Roth repeatedly telephoned
Adams, but his calls were not returned
by the usually congenial Secretary of
Transportation. When Roth charged an
"arrogant and persistent political
coverup," Adams denied political
motivation and said no decision had
been made.
Nevertheless, that FRA study
recommending Wilmington has been
kept from members of Congress and is
significantly harder to obtain than a top
secret national security document.
Moreover, there is little doubt — even
among Deiwareans — that ultimately
O'Neill will not be disappointed by the
location of the Amtrak rail yards.
The speaker meets less resistance in
influencing federal appointments.
Nobody but O'Neill's inner circle knows
how many officials he has placed in the
government this year, but the length of
the speaker's arm is measured by one
obscure appointment: general counsel
of the commodity futures trading
commission.
The White House preference had been
designated, when the speaker's office
telephoned chairman William Bagley
.the
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with a late entry: John G. Gaine, 34,
who worked summers between 1959 and
1965 as a legislative intern for Rep.
Edward Boland of Massachusetts,
O'Neill's closest pal. Bagley informed
the White House of the new
development and was given this reply:
we have no objection to anybody the
speaker wants,Game started work July
31.
.
Politics as usual is by no means
O'Neill's exclusive property. During a
group meeting of Congressmen with the
President this summer, Republican
Rep. William Cohen of Main asked
whether his state's delegation might
have the same chance to convince the
Pentagon that Loring Air Force Base
should be kept open that O'Neill's
Massachusetts delegation had with
Fort Dev ens. The President cordially
agreed, telling Cohen to call to set up
the meeting.
That was less than pleasant news for
Democratic Sen. William Hathaway,
who might have to run for reelection
against Cohen nest year. Hathaway
telephoned the White House, which
quickly took corrective action. The
Senator was authorized to say the White
House had asked him, not Cohen, to
arrange a meeting. When Cohen called
the White House to set up the meeting
promised him by the President, he
experienced the same fate as Sen. Roth
and other Republicans: unanswered
phone calls, one after another.
There is nothing new or improper in a
Democratic administration favoring
Democratic Congressmen for federal
goodies. It is, however, foreign to the
tone of the President's rigidly highminded campaign, but that may soon
be of interest only to purists and
perhaps a few naive voters.

Bible Thought
The path of the just is as the
shining light, that shineth more and
more unto the perfect day. Pros erbs
4:18.
The righteous man follows Jesus,
who said, "I am the way." And the
daily walk with Jesus enables the
Christian to be "the light of the
world," confirming one's faith in
Him
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
tir
Murray
Ledger
Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington. D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg,
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, - Xy. 40601. Home
addresses of- state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Mayfield. Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray,Ky.

HEARTUNE Is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose Is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. U you have a question or a
problem not answered In these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45311. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped:self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column,
HEARTLINE: I am fa, live alone and
only see my children once a year. They
have been on their own so long that they
know very little about my affairs,
belongings, insurance policies, etc. I
have important papers, deeds, policies
and other information in various
locations. What should I do to make
sure they can locate everything and
know what they must when I die? —
R.W.
A. The best thing to do is make a
record of your belongings and give
copies to your children. The following
guideline will help you.
— Location of will, its date, executor,
trustees, and designated guardians of
children. The name of attorney, bank or
person who drew up the will and the
witnesses should be included.
— Personal belongings should be
itemized and if insured, name of
insurance company.
— List all investments.
— List location of all personal
documents.
— Safety deposit box location and
who has access to it.
— Social Security number, location
of Social Security card, benefits you are
receiving or are eligible to receive.
— Location of deeds.
— Banking account locations and
numbers.
— Information on trust funds.
— Outstanding debts.
— General arrangements.
— People who have helped handle
your affairs.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are both
63 years old and are wondering how
other peoples' cigarette smoke can
affect non-smokers. Do you have any
information about this?
A. Heartline has compiled much
information about this and has sent you
a copy. Anyone else desiring this
information should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
"Heartline-Smoke," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: I am a 64-year-old
widower. I live on Social Security and
my company pension in a small, onebedroom apartment. Since my wife
died, I have had very little social life. I
would like to find a pen pal. Do you
know of any for people in my age
group? —J.C.
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over age 50.
The "American 60 Club" has been in
existence for over three years and has
thousands of members throughout the
country. For complete information and
an enrollment card, write to "Heartline
American 60 Club," 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed,stamped
envelope with your request.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, September 7th,
the 250th day of 1977. There are 115 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1940, German bombers
began the World War II raids against
London which were to become known as
the "London Blitz."
On this date:
In 1533, England's Queen Elizabeth I
was born.
In 1812, the French defeated the
Russians in the battle of Borodino,
southwest of Moscow.
In 1822, Brazil declared independence
from Portugal.
-In 1825, the French hero of the
American Revolution, the Marquis de
Lafayette, said his last farewell to
President John Adams at the White
House.
In 1930, work began on Boulder Dam,
now known as HdiVer Dam, on the
'Colorado River.
In 1953, the government of South
Vietnam had hundreds of students
arrested for demonstrations against the
regime of President Ngo Dinh Diem.
Ten years ago: A White House panel
recommended the establishment of a
new federal bank to lend money to
qualified students for college
education, with 30 to 40 years to pay.
Five years ago: an Israeli patrol
entered Lebanon in search of Arab
marauders after a border clash.
One year ago: A Soviet pilot who flew
a Russian MIG-25 to Japan was granted
political asylum in the United States.
Today's birthdays: Movie and stage
director Elia Kazan is 68 years old.
Actor Peter Lawford is 54.
Thought for today: All the world's a
stage and all the men and women
William
—
players
merely
Shakespeare.

Isn't It The Truth
In every congressional district
throughtut the land, Republicans and
Democrats agree on one important
poinf: Neither wants the othesl, to
amainate the nOlt Congressnian.
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Couple Takes Tumble
Without Insurance

•Bel-Air Shopping Center
•Limit Rights Reserved

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I fixed up our backyard with
a.slide, swings and a sandbox for our grandchildren to
enjoy when they visit us on weekends.
The neighbors' children and there are many') asked if
they could play inveur backyard during the week, and we
saw no reason to refuse them.
Well, last week a neighbor girl fell off our swing and
broke her nose and twe front teetbaThey_Were
• baby_
. . not
teeth, so they have to be replaced.)
The•girl's father informed us. through his lawyer, that
WE are liable for the doctor and the dental bills.
•• 0iitiaown lawyer said we had to pay it. because it
&Opened in our yard. Abby, we're just average
usuidle-clast people, and this has hit us hard.
I hope youll print this as a warning to other naive,
big-hearted people who can' ill afford such generosity.

Blue Bonn

s'rucK

DEAR STUCK: Will do. But if you had spent just a few
dollars for insurance, you would have been "covered"—not
stuck! Readers, talk to your insurance agent, and be sure
YOU'RE protected.
DEAR ABBY: I have a European man friend who lives
abroad but comes here very often on business for his
government.
We are very close physically and emotionally, have even
spoken of marriage and have exchanged "I love yous"
many times.
The only thing I don't like about him is that he's cheap.
Last Christmas he sent me a seashell and a T-shirt. The
seashell was beautiful—if you like seashells. And the
T-shirt was obviously secondhand. I have nothing against
secondhand clothes, but I don't think they are appropriate
'few a gift.
I didn't mention it for several months, but it kept
bugging me,so Hinally wrote him and got it off my chest!
Well, I haven't heard from him since.
All his letters up until then were lovey-dovey. Do you
think I made a mistake telling him I thought he was cheap?
I'm sorry now. Should I write him again and apologize?, I
miss him, and I do love him.
GIRLFRIEND

INSTANT
PO ATOES

DEAR GIRLFRIEND: A secondhand T-shirt is a
firsthand indication of his chiatziness. However, it's the
thought, not the value of the gift, that counts. You were
right to level with him, but if you love him and miss him,
write and tell him so. And if you get him back, I hope you
realize you'll have a man who's cheap.

ROUND MA

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of a 20-year-old college
girl who had to be bribed, coaxed and begged to help her
mother clear the table, dry the dishes, make her own bed,
hang up her own clothes and do her own ironing?
When she's away at college, she lives at the dorm and
ships her laundry home for her mother to do and ship back.
She has never tried to get a summer job to help pay for
her college expenses. Instead she goes out every night and
sleeps until noon. Ever since she was a young girl, she has
expected me to be her slave. Why?
DEAR MOTHER: Because somewhere along the line
she was given the impression that she could get away with
it. And apparently she was right.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope please.

named in a 36-count felony
indictment on charges of
Some-of—_bribery and corruption.
BOSTON t API
the city's prominent residents
WASHINGTON (AP)
pictures of
may find
of
years
13
themselves on wanted posters la-After
along with the amount of negotiations, the United States
delinquent property taxes and Panama will sign a treaty
they owe. The city is planning tonight that would turn
to put the pictures of tax the waterway over to the
delinquents on wanted posters Panamanians by the year
in various public spots. 2000. But the treaty-signing
Details of the campaign are ceremony doesn't guarantee
negotiators'
the
still sketchy, according to that
George Regan Jr., Mayor agreements will stand. The
Kevin H. White's press treaty must still be approved
secretary, but the posters by the Senate and by the
were expected to be up this Panamanian voters in a
plebescite.
:week.
NATIONAL

BARROW, Alaska (AP) —
The Eskimos, who have
PEKING (AP) — Vice
survived 2,000 Arctic winters
through subsistence hunting, Premier Teng Hsiao-ping says
could face tougher winters if a President Ford promised to
ban is upheld on killing the break diplomatic relations
bowhead whale, which is on with Taiwan if he was elected,
the endangered species lists. but the Carter administration
The International Whaling offered only to reduce the
Commission, meeting in June American embassy there to a
in Australia, unanimously liaison mission in exchange
approved a ban on killing — for full ties with Peking. At a
including subsistence hunting meeting Tuesday with 13
— of the bowhead, a slow- executives and directors of
Press,
Associated
moving mammal whose head The
Teng said efforts to normalis almost a third of its length.
ize U.S.-Chinese relations
suffered a setback during the
WASHINGTON
visit of Secretary of State
WASHINGTON (AP) — Cyrus R. Vance.
Atty. Gen. Griffin Bell is
asking President Carter to
COLOGNE, West Germany
help return South Korean (API — The kidnapers of West
businessman Tongsun Park to German industrialist Hanns
the United States to face a Martin Schleyer are reported
trial in connection with demanding the release of 14
alleged influence-buying in jailed radicals and publication
Congress. Bell, describing of a manifesto. A televised
Park as "a fugitive from government annountement
American justice", made his Tuesday night acknowledged
appeal to the President on receipt of a ransom letter
Tuesday. "We're' ready to go from the kidnapers and into trial immediately," said dicated that the statement
Bell of Park, who has been would be publohl.

U.S.D.A. Choice Bonitiess

Rump Roast

'
9
'
lb $13

U S.D A Choke Boneless Sirloin

. lb 'Int'

Tip Steak
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Hunts

Limit I er cent

Dial

Gold
Soap

3/694

Expires 9-13.77
Good Only At Storey's

Catsup

Tomato
Sauce

5/$1°°

8°z
Expires 9 1 3-77
Geed tally-Al Stetet's

Dove
Soap

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
Seven Seas
Family Style
Italian Dressing

3/79'

Reg
Expiras 9 '377
Good Oeiy At %trey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Fam.ly

Sno-Bol
Auto Bowl
Cleaner
9 oz

Exp,res 9 13 77
Good Only Al Stoteis

63

Expires 9 13 77
God Only is Stow's

Hewitt Wins Match Play
At Murray Country Club

Limit 1 Per Customer With 7.50 Add.
Purlading Tobacco & Dairy Products

Velveeta

Buddy Hewitt, Al Lindsey
and Joe Rexroat have joined
Darold Keller in the winners'
circle of the men's annual
match play golf tournament at
the Murray Country Club.
Hewitt, Murray State
University's golf coach, had
ttle trouble brushing aside
Bobby Fike's bid for the
championship flight laurels,
winning 9 up and 8 in their
scheduled 36-hole match. It
was the ninth time in his
career that Hewitt has captured the ma
lay championship at th4 club.
Lindsey found the going a
bit rougher in his match with
Don Robinson for the first
flight championship. They
were all tied up at the end of
their 18-hole match before
Lindsey took the first hole of a
sudden death playoff for.the
championship.
Rexroat won the second
flight championship with a 4
and 2 win over one of his
regular playing companions,
Clyde Adkins, in their Labor
Day afternoon shootout.
Earlier, Keller had defeated
Scott Seiber in the finals of the
third flight to win that
championship.
In the championship flight
finals, Hewitt posted an even
par 36 on the front nine and
made the turn two up on Fike,
having taken the 3rd, 5th and
6th holes, while Fike captured
the 9th with a birdie putt. It
turned out to be the only hole
he was to win in the match.
On the back nine of their
. first time around the 6,338yard layout, Hewitt went one

under par for a 71 on the 16,
reaching the half-way mark
eight up. He took the 11th with
a par, the 12th and 14th with
birdies and the 16th, 17th and
18th with pars.
Both played the next eight
holes in two over par, halving
the holes ax._they came to
them, before Ffèwitt spade it 9
up and 9 to go with a par on tie
410-yard 27th hole. The match
ended on the 28th green when
both posted par 4s.
In his match with Adkins,
Rexroat took the par-3 second
hole with a par and the 405yard 5th with another before
Adkins could draw blood,
taking the 6th with a par. Both
parred the next two holes
before Rexroat made it two up
at the 9th with a par, posting a
39 to Adkins' 41.
After making the turn,
Rexroat increased his advantage to 3 up with a par at
10, but Adkins got it back at
the 11th with a par. Rexroat
then parred the 325-yard 12th
to go 3 up again. The next
three holes were halved before
Rexroat took the 560-yard 16th
with a par five to end the
match, 4 up and 2 to go.
Awards to the winners in
both the club's medal and
match play tournaments will
be presented Thursday night,
Sept. 15,at the club's regular,
monthly Stag Night activity.
Buddy Buckingham is the
chairman, and serving with
him are John Gregory, Chad
Stewart and Bobby Johnson.
Reservations may be made by
contacting any one of the
committee.

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer •
Carlton Fisk has opened his
stance and kept the Boston
Red Sox close to the top in the
American League East.
The Red Sox made it five
victories in a row by handing
the Toronto Blue Jays their
11th consecutive setback, 11-2.
Fisk drove in seven runs with
a first-inning grand slam that
spoiled Mike Darr's major
league debut and a three-run
homer in the eighth off Pete
Vuckovich.
Kraft qt

99'

Miracle Whip
lit I8 oz

89'

Peanut Butter
Canned Drinks

Shasta
_ Bunny

Popcorn

12 oz

18c

Royals 10, Mariners 0
While Cowens was having
his big night, Fred Patek and
Amos Otis also homered as the
Royals remained 5% games
ahead of the White Sox in the
AL West. Paul Splittorff
allowed two hits over the first
six innings before giving way
to Randy McGilberry, who
made his major league debut.
Mark Littell took over in the
ninth and the trio combined to
allow the Mariners just four
hits as Kansas City won its
seventh game in a row and
18th in the last 21.
Yankees B, Indians 3
Lou Piniella's tie-breaking
solo homer in the sixth inning
and a three-run shot by Reggie
Jackson in the seventh were

American league
East
.W L Pci
84 54 .60
N York
81 56 .59
Boston
79, 57 .58
Balt
66 71
Detroit
65 74
Cleve
59 84 .41
Milwkee
45 90
Toronto

Hefty
Tall
Kitchen
Bags

69

Explres 9-13-77

.603
76 59 .363
Chicago
77 62 .554
Minn
74 62 .544
Texas
63 70 .474 17
Calif
54 82 .397 28
Oakland
55 85 .393 29
Seattle
Tuesday's Results
Boston 11, Toronto 2
New York 8, Cleveland 3
Baltimore 7, Detroit 2
Minpesota 7, Texas 4
Kansas City 10, Seattle 0
Chicago 7, Oakland 2
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore(Grinisley 12-7 and
McGregorN2-3) at Detroit (Morris 1-1 and Glynn 1-0), 2,(t-n )
New York (Guidry. 124) at
Cleveland (Garland 10-17), in)
• Boston (Jenkins 10-9) at Toronto(Lemanczyk l0-13),(n)
Texas (Ellis 7-13) at-Minnesota iSchueler 7-7),(n)
Kansas City (Hassler 11-5) al
Seattle (Abbott 11-10),(fl)
Milwaukee ( Augustine 12-IS)
t California i Hartzell 6-91,
.1e,nkaval at Oak,chicagp,41
!Pen (n)
ftruPAri
`44ur

the key blows as the Yankees
ended a brief two-game skid
and remained 24 games
ahead of Boston. Piniella's
homer off Dennis Eckersley
gave the Yankees a 3-2 lead in
the sixth.
Orioles?,Tigers 2
Dave Skaggs and Al
Bumbry drove in two runs
apiece and Eddie Murray and
Ken Singleton homered to help
Mike Flanagan win his llth
game. Skaggs doubled home
two runs in the Orioles' fiverun second inning while
Bumbry singled a run across
in that inning and doubled
home another in the sixth.
White Sox 7, A's 2
Wayne Nordhagen, pinch
hitter Oscar Gamble and
Henry Cruz homered to pace
the Chicago attack as Vida
Blue suffsied his 17th loss in 30
decisions.
Twins?, Rangers 4
Dave Goltz survived a shaky
start - Texas scored three
runs in the first inning - and
allowed just one run and four
hits over the final eight
innings to notch his 17th
victory in 25 decisions. Larry
Hisle and Lyman Bostock
homered for Minnesota and
the Twins battered exteammate Bert Blyleven for
five runs in 32-3 innings.

National League
East
W L PcI
64 53 .613
Phila
79 60 .56
Pitts
73 63 .53
Chicago
74 64 .53
S Louis
Montreal 62 75 .45
N York
84 54 .609
Los Ang
73 66 .525
Cinci
68 70 .493
Houston
64 75 .460
S Fran
62 78 .443
S Diego
51 87 .370
Atlanta
Tuesday's Results
New York 5, Montreal 3
St. Louis 3, Chicago 1
Los Angeles 3, San Diego 2
Pitsburgh 5, Philadelphia 4,
11 innings
San Francisco 12, Atlanta 2
Houston 8, Cincinnati 3
Wedaefday's Games
Montreal (Bahnsen 7-7) at
Chicago(R. Reuschel 19-6)
St. Louis(Denny 7-5)at Pittsburgh (Rooker 7-9),(n)
Los Angeles (Hooton 1 • -7). at
Atlanta (Capra 3-10),(n)
Philadelphia(Christensen 136) at New York (Zachry 8-12),
(n)
San Francisco (Haliclei 12-10)
at Cincinnati (Soto 2-4),(n)
San Diego (Freisleben 6-7) at •
Houston (Bannister 5-8),(n)
Thursdays-Games
Philadelphia at New York,
n
Montreal at Chicago,In)
St. Louislit Pittsburgh,(n)-
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Lose 22-8 To Fulton City

Calloway Jayvees Impressive
Even Though Dropping Opener
FIRST LAKER TD—The first touchdown in the history of Calloway County High come on this
play as John Canody went 4.6 yards up the middle for the score Leading Canody is teammate
Troy Garland (30)
i,Stutf Pbotos by Mat

)

DOWN WITH DICKERSON —Flotton Oty fvlilsock David Dickerson, who is lbs second string
fullback for the varsity Bulldogs, gets pulled down by cornerback Roy Williams of the Laker
layrees. Behind Williams is Timmy Graham.

Top-Seeded Borg Withdraws At
U. S. Open Because Of Injury
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. AP)
— A computer, in its infinite
wisdom, spewed out the
seedings at the U.S. Open
Tennis
Tournament,
predicting that top-seeded
Bjorn Borg of Sweden would
meet No. 2 Jimmy Connors in
the finals, a rematch of their
grand, five-set thriller at
Wimbledon earlier this
summer.
The computer didn't know
about the pectoral muscle. It
didn't know about pain. So it
certainly didn't expect Borg,
the Wimbledon champ, to be

Jeutifs
it

Italian
Festival
8A11ED 41E47
L,45:46/VA
#295,

sitting on his stool when the
bell rang for the second game
of his third set with Dick
Stockton of Dallas on
Tuesday.
And the computer never will
understand that only the
severest kind of pain to his
injured muscle could make
the 21-year-old Swede default
his fourth-round match,
robbing him of the chance to
win
the
only
major
tournament that has eluded
him.
"I'm very disappointed. I
wanted to do really well this
year, especially after coming
so close f second) last year,"
said Borg after he defaulted
his match to Stockton 3-6, 6-4,
10. "This was the worst. It
was much too painful to serve,
and what can you do if you
can't serve?"
So there will be no rematch
with Connors, no new data for
the computer in its effort to
decide whether Borg or
Connors is No. 1.
Connors downplayed Borg's
default. "He's out of the
tournament?
Oh,"
he
deadpanned. Then he joked.
"I got one round farther than
he did, maybe I'm No. 1 on the
computer now."
He was certainly No. 1 on
the court Tuesday night when
he devastated Roscoe Tanner,
the No. 11 seed from Lookout
Mountain, Tenn., 6-0, 6-2 in a
match that took 55 minutes
only because it takes time to
change courts every odd
game.

Connors and Stockton joined
Manuel Orantes and Brian
in
Tuesday
Gottfried
advancing to the quarterfinals of the Open. Orantes, of
Spain, the No. 5 seed who is
playing marvelous tennis,
easily handled 18-year-old
John McEnroe of Douglaston,
N.Y. 6-2,6-3.
Stockton was to meet Harold
Solomon of Silver Spring, Md.,
and Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina was scheduled to
play Ray Moore of South
Africa in the quarter-finals
today.
Five more women Tuesday
moved into the quarter-finals,
including top-seeded Chris
Evert, who whipped Nancy
Richey, San Angelo, Tex., 6-3,
6-0.
Miss Evert meets Billie
Jean King, a four-time
champion here and the No. 7
seed, tonight in a quarter-final
match. Other women winners
Thursday
were
Wendy
of
Australia,
Turnbull
champion
Wimbledon
Virginia Wade of England,
Mima Jausovec of Yugoslavia
and second-seeded Martina
Navratilova, the Czech
expatriate now making her
home in Dallas.
In today's other women's
matches,
quarter-final
phenomenal Tracy Austin, the
14-year-old retriever from
Rolling Hills, Calif., was
matched against 32-year-old
of
the
Stove
Betty
Netherlands.

Dixieland
Disco
Thursday
September 8
7 p.m. until?

004 Off

ClitiStrnaS

Monopoly •
Game
Special $490

By MIKE BRANDON
early in the third period, a
Ledger & Times Sports Editor couple of big gains by the
Last week, the first football hulking Dickerson put the
game ever in the history of Bulldogs all the way down to
Calloway County High School the Laker 20.
found the Laker freshman
Dickerson was given a brief
team losing 34-0 to Crittenden rest after his last carry set up
County.
a first and 10. On the first play
After the game, Laker from scrimmage, Dickerson's
coach Stan Outland said he replacement, David Craven,
felt his junior varsity club, gave a lead block to the left
which was yet to open its side and Jerry Wade followed
season, would do better in 20 yards to paydirt for the gotheir first game.
ahead score. The conversion
The first game for the Laker pass was broken up on a nice
jayvees came Tuesday play by Roy Williams of the
evening at Calloway. And Lakers. Williams leaped into
though they didn't win the the air and batted the ball
game, the Laker junior away from Fulton's John
varsity played impressive ball Jolley, leaving the Bulldogs
in a 22-8 loss to Fulton City.
with a 148 lead.
"I guess I was sort of halfLate in the third period,a 44way pleased," Outland said. yard pass from Hagan to
"We just didn't have enough Wade put the Bulldogs on the
offense. The boys are not Laker six. But on a third and
picking up the plays fast goal from the three, Fulton
enough for me to institute my fumbled the ball and the
offense as quickly as I'd like Lakers recovered.
to. But give us a couple of
After getting a first down,
more games and we'll be well- the Lakers then fumbled the
adjusted to our offense," ball and Fulton took over on
Outland said.
the Laker nine with about
Though there were some eight minutes left in the game.
costly mistakes on offense and A holding penalty took away
though the offensive unit an immediate scoring threat
completely broke down on but on a third down play from
several occasions, the Lakers the 20, the Bulldogs pulled an
still managed to look end-around pass with the ball
respectable. They did manage going from Greg Greer to
to gain about 125 yards on the John Jolley for the TD.
ground.
. On the conversion pass, the
Forty-six of those yards ball was tapped away by a
came on one play and sent a Laker defender but split end
large crowd of Laker fans to Eltoro Patton of the Bulldogs
their feet early in the second made a sensational midair
quarter as the first touchdown catch and the Bulldogs led 72-,
ever in the history of Calloway 8
County High School was
The Lakers threatened one
scored.
more time late in the game as
On a first and 10 from the Troy Garland carried the ball
Fulton City 46-yard line, John from the Bulldog 47 down to
Canady took the ball and the 16 but time ran out before
broke loose up the middle. Calloway could score.
After going about 15 yards, he
I felt we played pretty well
almost went down • but on defense except for a couple
regained his balance and flew
breakdowns on pass plays.
on into the endzone.
We knew they were coming
"It was just a power play up but the breakdowns just came
the middle," Outland said of from inexperience," Outland
the touchdown run.
saich
"There was some good
blocking up on the line to open
the hole and Canady is a good
runner. When he gets some
daylight, he'll pick up the
yardage for us. Pound for
pound, he hits harder than
anyone on the team," Outland
added.
The Lakers did something a Mel Purcell of Murray has
bit different on the try for the advanced in the first round of
two-point conversion.
the United States Junior
"We spread our offensive Tennis Open at Forrest Hills,
formation and split our line N. Y.
out away from the ball and
In a match with the number
didn't go with a huddle. It's one junior play from Gerthe element of surprise and if many, Purcell won 6-2, 14 and
it works 50 per cent of the 6-3.
time, then you're ahead,"
Today, in the round of 16.
Outland said.
Purcell will take on the top
The play worked.
from
player
junior
Troy Garland had enough Czechoslavakia.
room to nearly walk into the
Only the top junior players
endzone for the conversion. from around the world were
And so for the first time in the Invited to play in the tourney.
school's history, the Lakers
had a lead in a game.
Grass Farm
Throughout the first period,
the Lakers played a scrappy
VANCEBURG, Ky. (AP) —
defense and got some good Evidence from a marijuana
punting to keep Fulton City on raid on a farm owned by New
their own side of midfield. Bit York Yankees pitcher Don
in the middle of the second Gulled will be presented to a
period, the Lakers got caught Greenup County grand jury,
napping.
says Commonwealth Atty.
On a first and 10 from the Jack Kibbey.
Laker 45, Bulldog quarterback
The 882 plants, weighing
Greg Hagan fired a 38-yard 2,800 pounds, were confiscated
pass to Dave Dickerson out of Aug. 1 on the farm near Lynn,
the backfield and Fulton City Ky., Gullett's hometown.
had a first and goal at the
A state police spokesman in
seven.
Ashland said Tuesday that no
On a third and goal from the arrests had been made in the
five. Hagan flipped a scoring case. Carter previously stated
pass to John Whitsell and Gullett was not a suspect in
Calloway's lead was 8-6. the case, but two other men
Tailback Jerry Wade ran in were under surveillance.
the conversion to tie the game.
However, he said there was
The game remained tied not enough evidence to make
throughout the second period arrests and that the grand
as the Lakers remained ex- jury will be asked to decide
tremely tough on defense. But whether arrests will be made.
•

"We got good defensive end
play from Mark Herndon and
Jirruny Scruggs and I was also
pleased with our tackle play
from Howard Garland and
freshman Richard Young. I
felt Tim McAlister, another
freshman, played very well at
linebacker as did Troy
Garland. Roy Williams also
did a heck of a job at cornerback.

pressed with the Laker performance was Fulton coach
Gwin Wood.
-They surprised me. They
were a lot better than what I
expected," Wood said.
"They were very-well
coached and it looked liki-to
me they ran a very complex
offense, which for a first-year
team is quite an accomplishment in itself.
"I remember when Ballard
and Heath and some of the
others first started their
programs and I have to say
that comparing them with
other first-year teams, they
have quite a future for football
at Calloway County," Wood
added.
Wood said he was surprised

"Offensively, I thought
Canady was our top performer
and Williams did a good job at
fullback. Roy Williams also
played pretty well at fullback
and I was very pleased with
David Brandon's running on
the kickoffs," Outland added.
One person who was irn-

with the passing game from
his own team.
"Hagan is our third-string
varsity quarterback and he
had six of eight passes for 77
yards. I didn't think he could
pass that well. We had 120
yards on the ground and
Dickerson had 48 of those,"
Wood added.
Dickerson is the second
string fullback for the varsity
Bulldogs, who are off to a 2-0
start.
For Laker fans, the next
chance to see more football
will come Thursday when the
Calloway freshman host
Heath to a 5 p.m. contest.
The Laker jayvees will play
Heath at home at 5 p.m.
Monday.

SEPTEMBER ONLY

Hand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 4 store inventory.
Save on clusters. sets,
solitaires, wedding bands,
pendants, and earrings.
Huge discounts and o
free bonus gift

MICHELSON'S'

Our bonus gift to you this month
only with any diamond purchase
or lay away of 1150 or more in
value.

tckft2.9/
494.6
Shopping
Bel-Air
Murray, Ky

A $66
WNW ...
Seld
Olunsed Peadm.

Dixieland Disco
Specials

id

(Thursday,Sept 8,
7:00 p.m. until 1)
The First 12 to
One Rack
Buy Rumble Seat

Purcell Beats
Best German
In U. S. Open

T-Shirts
$299

Jeans
FREE

(Reg.$6.00)

Will get
A Rumble Seat
T-Shirt

All Summer Slacks

60%

off

snitc\N
designed for you

atxT1.%
SP'

.11
mcd!

Taste-Wise Price-Wise
h=4ic=0==esc==45=14.==1,4

Come Dance

with us [
Dixieland a
Disco a
Thursday
September 8
7:00 p.m. until?
Dixieland Shopping
Center

Thursday Night Only

10 0

OFF

AI Foil Boots
-

4

Larklial%
(Excluding Tor MreadY

1 Group

Morey Styles
and Colors te-

Bogs

1/2

am*Fre=
S-114A

Price

Sale Good 77tursday Only'

Boggie on
into.

ZuMone
Bag & Beads
C

Di ieland CU.

See All

The Latest In
Fall fashion Footwear

753-7598
•••••••...-1111.^.
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Standing On
The Firing Line
By Mike Brandon
Sports Editor

It's A Small World Of Football

11

1

A purchasing agent for a meat company, a high school
football coach, a New York businessman and a farmer.
Where in the world would you find all of those people at on
a Saturday night?
This past Saturday, they were all in Cape Girardeau.
They had come to see their alma mater, Murray State,open
its football season with a 13-6 win over Southeast Missouri.
Sure. There are people who have never been to class in
South Bend and yet, they go to every Notre Dame football
game. But let's take a little glimpse into a typical MSU.
game.
- The phone begins ringing in Bill Furgerson's office
early Monday morning. From Ohio, New Jersey, New
York, Tennessee, almost anywhere east orthe Mississippi,
people call up and extend their best wishes to Furgerson
and his staff.
- By late Monday afternoon, the ticket list begins to
grow. Former players, parents and coaches have all
requested tickets. By the middle of the week,the motels are
beginning to get bogged down with calls.
And then comes Saturday. Belt guess what. We are not
describing Homecoming weekend, nor are we talking about
even a home game. Because all of the things mentioned
took place last week and the motels were all in Cape.
Here's part of the list at Cape Saturday:
Former Racer Jay Waddle, now a farmer, came all the
way from Ohio, former Racer Charlie Reeves came from
Mississippi, former Racer defensive end Matt Schappert
came down from New Jersey, Harry Hine came in from
Atlanta, former Racers Bruce Farris, David McDonald,
Don Porte11, Kent Ward, Al Martin, and Chuck Wempe were
there.
Here's the next list: Larry Farwell, Gary Brum, Jeff
Braten, Bobby Craig, John Farris, Jeff Boyd, Chuck
Marquess, Tony Boone, Doug Shelton, Cecil Wolberton,
Tony Franklin, Dennis McGee, Jeff Parks, Bud Foster,
Randy Jones, Chris Robbins, Mike Dickens, Bruce Raley,
Thomas Wright,Steve Wilson and David Thomas.
Recognize them'? They are all members of the MSU football team of course. And their families came to Cape for the
game.
In addition, about half of the town of EasePrairie, Mo.,
was on hand to see freshman tailback Danny Lee Johnson
of the Racers. Johnson didn't disappoint them either as he
came up with a 46-yard TD run.
"I even saw Al Cope over there," said Racer head coach
Bill Furgerson.
"He played on the team back when I did. Just about
everytirne we go somewhere in the area I usually run into
someone who played on the team with me," Furgerson added.
The group of MSU fans and alumni had reserved a few
rooms at the Howard Johnson Motor Lodge. There were so
many people in town, the reception spilled over into a
couple of more motels. It would be quite safe to say that if
there were a crowd of 10,000 people at Cape this past Saturday, at least 1,500 were from Murray, or let's say, were
FOR Murray.
One of the former Racers at the game, Matt Schappert, is
now working with a corporation in the New York
metropolitan area and living in north New Jersey.
"I have relatives in this area and since this is my
vacation, 1 decided to come to Cape and see the first
game,"Schappert said.
"I called up Jay Waddle, Dave McDonald and Al Martin
and a few other guys to see if they were going to make it. I
was thrilled we won the game. It really made it a nice night.
"There were some other guys up in 'Jersey who would
have liked to come down but they were involved in coaching
and couldn't make it.
"Just the other day, I was talking with Dick Cox. He was
known as quite an offensive player at Murray and now he's
a defensive coach up in 'Jersey. And believe it or not, he
was named as the defensive coach of the year in New Jersey last year.
"He said he'd like to send a couple of his high school
players down here to play for MSU,"Schappert added.
So based upon the record over the past and of course,the
fans who come to the games, you have a pretty good idea of
how to judge a football program. Right?
Well,there's one more area. All of these following people
are former Racer gridders. Now,all are coaching football:
Al Martin at DuQuoin, Ill., Don Hettich in Louisville,
Mike Hobbie in Florida, Mike Lacy in Georgia, Buff Fritts
in Ohio, Russ Carlisle at Paducah Mennen,Flip Martin at

Reidland, Bruce Walker at Murray High, Charlie Carpenter in Cincinnati, Donnie Williams at Louisville
Western, Roger White in Alabama, Gerald Young at Henry
County, Th., Bill Bona also at Henry County along with Jimmy Counts, Tolly McClatchie at McKenzie, Mack Etheridge
in Mississippi, Hiram Sanders, at Mayfield, Jimmy Harrell
at Trigg County, Rick Fisher at Murray High,Stan Watts at
Fulton County and Dennis Fisher at Fulton County.
The list could be stretched even farther but those are just
part of a group of coaches who all come from the ranks of
•MSU football plays.'
In fact, there are more requests for coaches than can be
handled.
So you see,it's rough.
People calling up all the time, wanting motel rooms,free
tickets, passes into the Racer Room,football coaches....
Not many schools the size of Murray have problems like
that and it simply shows that the football program at
Murray has been and will continue to be a success.
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GOOD,YEAR
We've gotThe Quality Tires...

PRICED TO SELL
•Whitewallsl•Blackwalls!•Steel Belted Radials.Bias Ply Tires
•Bias Belted Tires
111116.....
First come...First served
RallemearW-

stal

eos

CUSTOM POWER CUSHION

,
,011

stai s'4*

POLYGLAS
WHITEWALLS
A78-13
plus V.73
F E T and
old tire

'295°

POWER GUIDE
4-PLY WHITEWALLS
Price F.I.T.

Size

Price i.t.T.

Size

t178-14$32.50 $2.73
078-14 $20.95$2.09 G78.15$30.80$2 59
F78.14$20.40 $2.37 1478-l5$32.50$2 79
G78-14$30.80$2.53 L78-15$34.30$3.09

878-13 $25.70$1.82

tietemelasicl

$3875

WS°

Size F78-14
plus $2.42
F.E.T. and
old tire

Sze G78-15
plus $2.65
F.E.T. and
old tire

78 SERIES
POLYGLAS RADIALS
WHITEWALLS

Er34

SUPER-LOW
SALE PRICES 41,
START AT

All Other Sizes Available

44

needed
AR 78 13 plus $I 34 E E T No trade

9 OTHER SIZES
DRASTICALLY REDUCED
IN PRICE
SAVE!

All prices plus Old the in trade
.100P,'•

SAVE!
eeiW,
Ite44
4ts

Esos
SO sta.

NS, .

01
0

V‘if‘sigt&v

*P3
0
110

POLYGLAS
RADIALII
4 POPULAR
SIZE
WHITEWALLS
FFI78-14

ER7B-14
FR711-15

MN&

POWER STREAK

s,

k
It

$39

Plus $2.79 F E T No trade needed

$44

$20

N
W
&

vii74_,Ial!
SPECIAL

Plus $2 79 FE T No trade needed

trade needed
SA70-13 plus $2 29 F E T No

9 OTHER SIZES
REDUCED DRASTICALLY
IN PRICE
SAVE!

MM:f
1
a..

1.•
.
4
'
W

SAVE!

70 SERIES
POLYGLAS RADIALS
WHITEWALLS
SUPER-LOW 1E39
SALE PRICES
START AT

Size A78-13
blackwall. plus
$1.73 F.E.T.
and old tire

. ft:
‘31
444

1.

wog.:

gem:

lepy

•
.7,-.

Goodyear No-Hassle Auto Service...Stop In Today
Engine Tune-Up
Lube&OilChange Front-End Alignment

5

$ 88•
Up to 5 OtS
of major brand
10/30 grade oil

il

Complete chassis lubrication and oil change
• Helps ensure long wearing parts and smooth,
quiet performance•Please
phone for appointment
• Includes light trucks

$1

Ask for our
Free Battery Power Check

• Complete analysis and
alignment correction —
to increase tire mileage
and improve steering
• Precision equipment,
used by experienced
mechanics, helps ensure
a precision alignment

88

U.S. made cars —
parts extra if needed.
Excludes front-wheel
drive cans

$3
B3B.118 — 4 cyl.
MASS —8 cyt.
Ado 1.2 00 for air conditioning
Price includes parts and labor

•Our mechanics electronically fine-tune your engine•
• New points, plugs and '
condenser.Test charging/
;
starting systems, time
engine, adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth
running engine • Includes
Datsun, Toyota, VW and
light trucks. Cars with
electronic ignition 44 less.

JustSay'Charge It'

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
41,

,rectior.,,

Or use any of these 7 other ways 10 buy:.
Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

GOODTIAEAN

See Your Independent Dealer For His Price and Credit Terms Prices As Shown At
r.
Goodyear Service Stores In All Communities Served By This ti4r3o.soape Services Not
Available At Starred Locations.

TOUGH BOTH WAYS—Jerry Wade (24) of the fish** City
junior varsity footbaN team proved to be tough both ways
Tuesday. Here, Wade knocks down a pass intended for Mark
Herndon of the takers wise gets hit a split second after he
touched the ball, tiles there was no pass interference. On the
offensive side of the beard, Wade scored one %ectoderm and
en M hatpin° the Bulldogs to •221
.d694 a two-point chltv•rld
4-

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE

Mgr. R. Cartwright

Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. until 600 p.m. Daily
4
721 So. 12th St.

- Open Friday until 8:0ep.*.
Murray, Ky.

753-0595
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Son Of Yogi Berra Singles To Give Pirates Victory Over Phi!lies
By The Associated Press
The Berra bat is still
Making a hit in the big
leagues. Dale Berra, hoping to
emulate his famous father
Yogi, upheld the family
tradition Tuesday night with a
tlin-scoring single in the Ilth
Inning to give the Pittsburgh
Pirates a 5-4 victory over the
Philadelphia Phillies.
dli

=if

I=1

"Yogi always did brag
about the kid," said
Philadelphia Manager Danny
Ozark after the PhiHies' lead
over Pittsburgh dropped to six
games in the National League
East.
The son of the New York
Yankee Hall of Famer had
been summoned from the
minor leagues last month
after second baseman Rennie

start since July 14 as Houston
beat Cincinnati. Andujar, 11-5,
surrendered all the Cincinnati
runs in his six innings of work
as the Astros won their 11th
game in 12 starts.
Cardinals 3, Cubs 1
Ted Simmons drove in two
runs with a homer and a single
and Lou Brock ripped three
hits and stole two bases to lead
St. Louis over Chica:o.

Winner Tom Underwood, 810, Was nicked for a run in the
first inning, but went on to
record his first complete
game of the season.
Meta 5, Expos 3
Rookie Steve Henderson
drove in three runs with a pair
of singles to power New York
past Montreal. Henderson
cracked a two-run single off
Fred
starter
Montreal

Holdsworth,24,in the sixth to
provide the decisive runs
Giants 12, Braves 2
Willie McCovey, Darrell
Evans and Gary Thomasson
combined to drive in 10 runs,
backing the five-hit pitching of
Bob Knepper and leading San
Francisco over Atlanta.
Knepper, 8-7, had a shutout
until the seventh, when Vic
Correll hit a sacrifice fly,
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second. Spinner then walked
Reggie Smith and Ron Cey to
load the bases. Steve Garvey
chopped a grounder to Ivie,
whose throw to first was in the
dirt and could not be handled
by first baseman Gene
Richards.
Astros 8,Reds 3
Art Howe drove in three
runs and Joaquin Anduiar
notched a victory in his first

leagues and I don't think it will
be a problem."
Dodgers 3, Padres 2
Mike Ivie's two-out, basesloaded throwing error in the
10th inning allowed Bill
Russell to score the winning
run as Los Angeles defeated
San Diego.
With two down in the 10th,
Russell beat out an infield hit
against Dan Spinner and stole

Stenneti was injured. Berra
began Tuesday night's game
with two hits in 15 at-bats for a
.133 average and had driven in
one previous run. Berra was0for-4 in the game before his
big hit.
"Sure, I was nervous," he
said. "But _ I'm always
nervous. rni-it hyper person.
But I guess there are a lot of
other nervous guys in the big

50
Piece
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Aquariums
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Regency
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StemWare

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
hunting equipment in this area

Hand Cleaner

Champdp4Vise

Compound
Bow

or Goblets

77' & 87'

—Arche
Target

Now In Stock

Dalton Twist

Size D-Heavy Duty

Bernz-O-Nlatic

Batteries

Propane
Fuel
Cylinder

Piq of?

$249
ea.
Special

Special$1595

Rod Repair
Special

594

Eveready
Size C 8, D

ATrarcrrhogeweris
Ay

Batteriesof
Pkg.

Pkg of 2

69'

39'

Bring your
rod with a
broken or missing
tip this weekend. We
will replace the tip for
S1.00 including labor.

for thavrhp ft sioldorhp

Eveready

Heavy duty backing
designer' to cushion
impact even from a
compound bow.

Big Bass Caller, Still mode out of wood,
not plastic

Fish Bowls

UI

• MM 1/1 lii • MB ow
•
ON IN •
' • MI •
iii
• IllE•Ol••ii••1111111111wkiiiIM•1111111•
•

We have the largest selection of fishing and

Grease
Cartridge

Reg. 529.97

s
e

r_li
E

311bi —me

Shell MP a

Stainless

• is a ell •
III • IIi
II
••
_11.1110
NB MI

ACM II II
I•

Large
Assortment

Champion

994
Lowrance

We Trade
LTP100 Fish-N-Temp
Will indicate the preferred temperature
and depths of the water for all game fish.
Completely portable, the solid-state FishN-Temp is easy to carry in the smallest of
tackle boxer The 100 ft. cable and sensor stores easily
inside the case and cable is stamped with
footage markers for easy depth readings.

Guns!
Bank Financing
Available!
Up to 2 years to pay!

1

Ginger
Lamps
$847

,

1111.M

Juvenile
Lamps_

$847 I

Lawn
Mower
Plugs

$937

Fits 99%
of oil

Edith McKiney - Winner of Free Coat!
Cannon

Immo
Toothpaste

c24

$2495
Reg. 39.95

Pillows

Sale iirla

WW %wide:hosts sirs 7 oz. kr

Dish
Cloths

With Ruffled
edges, machine
washable
without removing
contents. Non-Allergenic

Prices Good through Sunday

May
Night Cream

Cnoice of Regular or Super. Box
of 30

2 oz. Jar

$r9
Style
Hair
Spray

Ban Roll-On
Anti-Perspiront
Deodorant

tran

OWN W &war w
pawed
ii w.

Choice of logokor - Soper Hold
Ultra Ifold - Unscented Color
Treated. GAM 14 oz. Aerosol

69'
Gillette
Afro
twin Blade
Razor

Sale

New

?11\
,... Pepto-Bismol
upset stomach,
'digestion, nausea
8 oz. Bottle

'You've never shaved
so close with so much
comfort''•
Regular 5496

—o.
Feirt-o
T
!Wool
.77110JJ'
=IV

Low Wow.Fria inint tests. 12.s. Seta.

Ladies

Roomier fit for
the heavier
build. Now men
who ore built a bit bigger
can look a lot better.

Jumpsuits
00cyo
Polyester

Edge
Protective
Shave

Boys
Full Cushion

Ladies Big Yank

Tube
Socks

100% Cotton
Sanforized

Jeans

1/2

Price

88'

Sale

Jif
Peanut
Butter

Pringle's
Potato Chips

Riopan
Antacid

Jeans

Omit. oIllyeler. Menthol,
Lime. Sp.ci 7 oz. can

99'

4
Now5/66

$1399

79'

1" all one size box of 30 05626 or assorted size
box of 50 05624. Your choice

Reg. 5/99'

Men's Wrangler
Wround About

Sale

Sale

IMOV/011

99fa.

Choice of rippled or regular chips. Twin
Pack

Dress
Pants
100% Polyester
Double Knit, Solid
L

Choice of Creamy or
Crunchy. 18 oz. jar

611

1
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6
1
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111
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.
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3011NSONV
IJPER MARKET

Store Hours:
7-9 Mon.-Sat.
12-6:30 Sun.

Fit-rwc
to.
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities

Owned& Operated By Chadas Johnson

21

Prices Good through Sept. 13

4

Frosty Acres

Swift Proten 1st Cut Chuck

ROAST

12 oz

ORANGE'JUICE.59°

lb
Bush English

Swift Proten Center Cut

CHUCK ROAST
ARM ROAST'

lb8r

lb

Fields- Regular or All Beef

WIENERS
ROUND STEAK
JOWLS

890

2Gal.
1
/

Pillsbury

BISCUITS

Frosty Acres

$219

FISH STICKS

Hart White Cream Style

4601.55

DRESSING
CHERRIES
HOMINY

79°

DONUTS
Crinkle Cut

Free Lettuce Crisper
With Purchase
6 oz.

$_259
Ihir

49°

FRENCH FRIES
*PRODUCE*

quart99

Yellow Sweet

CORN

Bush R.S.P.

5 ears69

Fresh Green

Bush White

2oz.
1
14/

2/no CABBAGE

LB.

Whit or Red

Sunshine Krispy

PORK & BEANI2/35v CRACKERS

G

PES

lb.

120

690

Jonathan

Maxwell Housfi

COFFE

With Coupon
Below

1 lb. $319
bag

.

4=4:011.41 • COrl

16 oz.-8 Bottle Ctn.

Johnson's Coupon

Pepsi or
Phis bottles

16 oz.89

Frosty Acres

Miracle Whip Salad

Showboat 9 oz

bageo

17oz2/39

lb $/49 JUICE
b79°
FEE
COF
$169

49°
8.11/5r

16 oz.

Frosty Acres

Folgers Instant

2
1
/

HUSHPUPPIES

25 lb. Bog

Texsun Grapefruit

Sliced

B
E

303 can&

CORN

Swift Proton

CREAM
,
PUREX

PEAS
FLOUR

Milk Maid Self Rising

Swift Proten

*FROZEN FOODS*

$/00

COFFEE

or deposit

9

115

$

o.'1,41111rn

FREE
LETTUCE
CRISPER!
----)WHEN YOU BUY 0*
6 cy JAR OF
ElkjerS CRYSTALS

1 lb. beg
Maxwell House

7-Up

APPLES

$319
With This Coupon

Limit 1 Per Customer
Expires 10-4-77

$359

PRY, SUPPLY LIMITED
LL OUR SPECIAL DISPLAY

IV
3 lb. Bag 75
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Deaths and Funerals
Houston Cathcart
Dies; Was Father
Of Murray Woman

Mrs. Mary Timmel
Dies This Morning

,

Mrs. Robbie Lupa
Dies Tuesday With
Funeral At Dover

Houston R. Cathcart, father
of Mrs. Mable Pearcy of
Murray, died Tuesday at 8:30
a. m. at his home at 226 Oak
Street, Mayfield. He was 91
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the First ,Baptist
Church, Mayfield, where he
had retired as custodian. Born
July 22, 1886, he was the son of
the late Tom Cathcart and
Emma Decson Cathcart.
Mr. Cathcart is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mattie
Lawrence
Cathcait,
Mayfield; two daughters,
Mrs. Pearcy of Murray and
Mrs, Ula Mae McClanahan of
Detroit, Mich.; one son,
Grover Cathcart, Detroit,
Mich.; one step son,' Luckey
Weeks, Houma, La.; one
• sister, Mrs. Jewell Moore,
Graves County': six grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
John Huffman and the Rev.
Charles Dinkins officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Ned Bullock, Otis Gary,
Raymond Bryan, Harry
Vandergriff, Neal Bushart,
and Weldon Johnson. Burial
will follow in the Maplewood
Cemetery at Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Arraign tiient Set In Shooting Of Trooper
SHEPHERDSVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — His bond. set at
$520,000; arraignment is
scheduled Oct. 4 for an
Indiana man who is charged
with shooting a Kentucky
State Police trooper.

Michael Faulkner, 22, of
Indianapolis, Ind., appeared
Bullitt County Court
Tuesday before Judge Arson
Moore, who
postponed
arraignment because the
defendant did not have an

attorney.
Faulkner was arrested
Friday by scores of state
troopers and local police
following a careening, highspeed chase.
Faulkner, who is lodged in

the Bullit County Jail, is
charged with the attempted
murder of State Police Sgt.
Herbert Gibson on Interstate
65 — the incident that started
the chase.
Gibson, who was wounded in
the neck, was listed in serious
condition
Tuesday
at
Louisville General Hospital.

1
2 miles
sped north for about 2/
of 1-65
lane
southbound
in the
and crashed the car as he tried
to elude a police roadblock at
the ShepherdsvWe exit.
Moore appointed public
defender Charles Sanders to
represent Faulkner.
In addition to the attempted
murder charge, Faulkner is
charged with first-degree
assault and two counts of theft
by unlawful taking in
connection with the auto theft.
State Police Detective Ted
Hettel said Faulkner also is
named in four fugitive
warrants, involving an escape
from custody in Clearwater,
Fla.; theft of an automobile in:
Marietta, Ga.; theft of an
automobile in Evansville,:
Ind.,and robbery of a business
in Marion County,Ind.
Bullitt County Atty. J.
Chester Porter recommended..
the $520,000 bond on the four
charges related to last
Friday's incidents. He said the
case will go to the Bullitt
County grind jury on Oct.3.

Mrs. Mary Timmel of
Mrs. Robbie Lee Lupa,
Murray Route Six died this
morning at 8:45 at the sister of Mrs. Willie Garland
Murray-Calloway County and Mrs. Olene Barrow of
A state police spokesman
Murray,died Tuesday at 10:15
•
if.
Hospital.
said
Gibson's condition had
Marvin
Harris
Clerk
County
'
The
Calloway
County
Fiscal
She was 71 years of age and a. m. at the Henry County
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Court met in regular session was., authorized to purchase improved, and that paralysis
Tn.
Paris,
Hospital,
General
the wife of Carl Tinunel who
Child
actress
Danielle Tuesday,' and discussed four used voting machines, at that had affected his body
died July 12, 1973. Born July She was 70 years of age and
from the neck down now
Spencer,
who
who
plays
the .sevetal items of county a cost of $1,095 per mach*.
Lupa
J.
John
wife
of
the
16, 1906, in Evansville, Ind.,
affects only his left side below
0.
'Miller
Judge
Robert
cynical
little
sister
business.
in
the
1973.
ABCshe was the daughter of the died NovembSr 24,
reported on a $34,000 his waist.
TV
Situation
Office
space
comedy
for
Sid
Easley,
a
"What's
was
deceased
The
late Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Gibson was shot after he
member of the Temple Baptist Happening," is in "guarded who will be District Judge Community Development
Schriver.
will be stopped a car on 1-65 in
Grant, which
condition"
after
a
year,
was
next
was
thisee-car
but
discussed
by
Tn.,
Paris,
Church
at
Survivors include two
accident that killed her father, the magistrates, and it was distributed to the Hazel connection with the theft of$25
daughters, Mrs. Randy a resident of Route Two,
a
hospitil spokeswoman says. decided to put the district Community Center, the from a service station on the
1907,
May$14,
Born
Dover,
Tn.
Little
(Elizabeth) Tardy of
•
The 12-year-old Danielle judge's kffice in the room on Dexter Community -Center, interstate.
she
Tn.,
County,
Stewart,
,
Rock, Ark., and Mrs. Joe in
Wrather
Hall
Museum
the
was
in
the
southeast
intensve
corner of the
care ward the
State Police and -officers
( Carleen i Belcher, Murray was the daughter of the late
Joel Pettitt and Eunice of Santa Monica Hospital second floor, where the county project, the Murray-Calloway from three counties joined
Route Six,
Medical
Center
after • treasurer's office is now. County Airport, repairs to the forces along Interstate-65 near
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Spiceland Pettitt.
undergoing
surgery,
by
the Treasurer Sue Outland will courthouse clock, remodeling Shepherdsville to look for the
survived
is
,,Lupa
Mrs.
Home will be in charge of the
spokeswoman said late probably be moved to the of the second floor of the man who shot Gibson.
funeral arrangements which four dadghters, Mrs. Onedia
the
and
present county attorney's courthouse,
.Poppie, West Memphis,. Ark., Tuesday.
Police said the man they
are now incomplete.
for
either
a arrested, later identified as
remainder
going
office,
since
Her
incoming
father,
county
Timothy
Sanford,
Pelt,
Mrs. Faye Decie,
Maine, Mrs. Kay Melton, died at the same hospitalfrom attorney Max Parker has gravel truck_ or a bridge.
Faulkner,. had stolen a car,
Dover, Tn.,and Mrs. Kathleen injuries sustained ,in the indicated that he will probably
Mullins, Scottsboro, Ala.; four Tuesday morning accident in use his current office space on
the court square.
sons, James H. Bailey, Santa Monica.
The driver of the second car, Approval was given for the
Peoria, Ill., Vernon E. Bailey,
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.., Joe Zev William Litenatsky of Los construction of a new dog
Loman Bailey, Tennessee Angeles, was hospitalized in pound, on the property owned
Ridge, Tn., and Clayton R. guarded condition with by the county at the county
Futrell, Tacoma, Wash.; two possible fractured ribs and ro4I barn. Edison Miller was
injuries.
His appointed to construct the
sisters, Mrs. Garland and internal
passenger,
Ronit
Cohn,
Orr
of
13,
of pound, with Squire Dan
(Joy)
T.
Murray;
Mrs. Elisha
Mrs. Barrow of
1508 Canterbury, Murray, died twenty-four grandchildren; Beverly Hills was treated for Bazzell in charge of the
construction.
this morning at 4:30 at the seven great grandchildren. head,arm and leg bruises.
Police 'said Pelt's station
Murray-Calloway County
Funeral services will be
collided
with
Hospital. She was 61 years of held Thursday at two p. m. at wagon
age and her death followed an the Memorial Chapel of the Litenatsky's car, and both
Will Continue To Practice
extended illness.
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, cars sideswiped a van. The
The Murray woman was a Tn., with the Rev. Richard driver of the van was unhurt.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
At
member of the Oak Grove Skidmore officiating.
Plans have been announced to
Baptist Church. Born May 18, - Pallbearers will be John T.
build a 25-foot bronze statue of
1916,in Henry County,Tn.,she Bailey, Warren Bailey,
Elvis Presley which will be
was' the daughter of Arlin George Perkins, James
given.to the city by the
Funeral,services for A. B. Paschall, who survives, and Filson, Allen Sykeseand Tony
Memphis
Development
Jack) Smith are being held the late Commilous Wicker Melton. Burial will be in the
Foundation.
AGANA,
Guam
—
Senior
Pettitt Cemetery in Stewart
today at twO p. m. at the Mt. (Paschall.
Joe Pipkin, president of the
Mrs. Orr is survived by her County, Tn., with the Airman Monty S. Cathey, son Mid-South Fair Association,
Hebron United Methodist
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
B.
McChurch at Backusburg, where husband, Elisha T. Orr, to arrangements by Ridgeway Cuiston of 1606 Loch Lomond and real estate developer Dan
he was a member, with the whom she was married on Morticians, Paris; Tn.
Wilkinson said Tuesday the 50- • .
Friends may now call at the Drive, Murray, has been ton statue would be financed--444
Rev. Johnson Easley and the January 22, 1938; her father,
named
Outstanding
First
After Hours And Weekends
Arlin Pascall, Route Three, Anglin Funeral home at
Rev. Jim Glass officiating.
with private funds and built on
Term
Airman
of
the
Quarter
Sons and grandsons are Puryear, Ti.; two daughters, Dover, Tn. '
a site that has not been
at Andersen AFB, Guam.
serving as pallbearers and Mrs. Charles (Carolyn)
selected.
A telecommunications
burial will follow in the Mt. Guthrie, Hazel Route One, and
center specialist, Airman Donations will be accepted
Shekell,
(Karen)
Mrs.
Jerry
the
with
Cemetery
Zion
Cathey was selected for to finance the tribute to
arrangements by the J. H. Paducah Route Three; one Federal State Market News Service Sep- professional skill, duty per- Presley, who died Aug. 16 at
'
tember
7,
1977
sister, Mrs. Adolphus ( Reba) Kentucky Purchase ,Area Hog Market
Churchill Funeral Home.
'10:f3-2,
*re
formance and exemplar) age 42.
Includes8 Buymg Stations
'Mr.Smith,age 94,a resident Paschall, Route Three, Report
conduct.
is
Re
assigned
Receipts:
Act.
955
Est.
800
Barrows
&
to
the
of Kirksey, died Sunday at Puryear, Tn.; two brothers. Gilts .21-.75 lower Sows steady 1.00 lower 27th
Communications
940.5040.75
Foley, Mo. His wife, Mrs. Hildred and Othel Paschall, US 1-2 2OG-2301bn.
US 13200-240 lbs. ....... . 940.25-40.50 Squadron, a part of the Air
four
One;
Route
Janie Hart Smith, died in 1948. Hazel
US 2.4240-390 lbs.
939.50-40.25 Force
Communications
US 3-4 260-21101bs. . .
338.75-39.50
A retired blacksmith, he was grandchildren.
Command.
.
Sows
of
the
member
was
a
She
born January 11, 1883, and was
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
... 13510-36.00
The
airman
'is a 1972
134.00-35.00
the son of the late Charles Oak Grove Baptist Church US 1-3 300-500 lbs
US 1-3 500,
650 lbs $35.50-36.50 few 37.00 graduate of Murray High
will
be
funeral-services
where
Smith.
Smith and Bell Bean
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
$33.00-34.00 School and att•nded Murray
He is survived by two held Thursday at two p.m. Boars 24.00-27.00
State University.
Rev. Virgil
Mrs. Hilda with the
daughters,
LAKE DATA
Rev.
Hughes, St. Louis, Mo., and Blankenship and the
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
Mrs. Dorothy Craig, Long Phillip Mansfield officiating: 356.0,down 0.1.
Oak
in
the
Burial will follow
Beach, Calif.; two sons, Udell
Below dam 302.7, down 0.2.
Smith, Kirksey, and Howard Grove Cemetery with the
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.9,
B. Smith, Foley, Mo.; one arrangements by the'Bielock- down 0.1.
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(AP)
sister, Mrs. Dolly Davis, Coleman Funeral Home
Below dam 303.1, down 0.1. — With her six-year marriage
Bloomington, Texas; several Where friends may call after
Sunset 7:18 p. m. Sunrise to Gov. George C. -Wallace
four p.m. today (Wednesday). 6:32 a. m.
grandchildren.
apparently coming to an end,
has
Wallace
Cornelia
ercisanh
instructed her attorneys to
"do what is necessary- to
protect her.
nuite6 You 30
Whether that means a
divorce, Mrs. Wallace, 38,
Bel Air Shopping Center
wouldn't say for certain
Tuesday, as she had her
Phone 753-3642
personal belongings moved
from the executive mansion.
But Montgomery attorney
Ira DeMent said Tuesday
evening that heandiwo other
attorneys representing Mrs.
OFF
Wallace — George Dean of
Destin, Fla., and John Kohn of
Montgomery — soon .will
7 pm — until
discuss with the governor's
attorney an "amicable set-

Child Actress
Injured In Wreck

Fiscal Court Meets Tuesday

Mrs. Elisha T. Orr
Dies Today With

Dr. Richard R. Cunningham

Rites On Thursday

FACOG PSC

Statue Of Elvis
To Be Erected

Funeral Is Today
For A. B. Smith

Obstetrics And Gynecology

Monty Cathey
Is Promoted

807 Poplar
Telephone

753-1340

759-1550

Hog Market

Mrs. Wallace Is
Leaving Governor
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Custom
Draperies

DIXIELAND CENTER

DeMent said the governor
was told Tuesday afternoon as
his wife supervise& the
packing of her belong
-ings' that
his attorney would be
contacted.

Aero Drape
Lines

12th & CHESTNUT ST.

STOCK MARKET

Anything You Design
They Can Make

Custom Spreads
To Match

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledgrr &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp ,
, of
Murray,are as follows

Complete Window

"Some of the
Most Beautiful
Crystal in Town"

Bird Crystal

. 2462 -410
. 49% unc
13xv
44 -%
41%
unc

"FREE"

2714 .
04

BAND

Coca-Cola

540
. +14
10 unc
uric
3171I

2714 unc
17anc
39% -14
9% +14

Popcorn

Prices'of stocks of local interest at
noon today firnished to the Ledger &
Ttrnes by M.Simon Co are as follows:

Reproduction of
Anything of Antique
Crystal 24 Per Cent

1500
Lid Crystal....$

fieublein Inc....
McDonalds Corp..
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark..
Union Carbtde
W.R.Grace
Texaco ......
General Elec.
GAF Corp....
Georgia Pacific
Pfizer
Jim Walters .....
Kind)
Disney
Franklin Mint

Indus. Av

1 UP

Anything from very plain, to very elegant. Come In .and check our
materials. If you don't like drapes, look at the very beautiful woven
wood shades, verygood item for the rustic typehouse.
• •

Airco
Am. Motors.
Ashland CU .
A.T.fr T..
.
Ford Motoko.
Gen. Dynamics
Gen. MotorsGen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil . .
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel .'. .
Singer Mfg. .
TIPPso
Western Union
Zenith Radio . .

,
p‘
40146

+14
-10%4 +
-4- 4
*4
61,
29
4 +14
43% unc
55% -%
ft% uric
25 uric
2304 -4-141
27 Ai
134 +A*

eI
SPONSORED B\'

41.
22
23 +44-14:
:.

DIXIELAND MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION

_j.

A

•

•

•

COOKING CORNER

lea
45
ied
at

Block Party Brings New Neighbors Together

to
Ited
IS
ree

make a stiff dough, beating
down. Picnics that her daughter can powdered sugar-milk glaze. 2 t. dill seed
when meats on the grill were one at a time and beat until bulk. Punch the dough
well. Cover and let rise until
I
t.
salt
tasty.
safely
eat and enjoy. One of Very easy and very
then
ready to eat.) Others were smooth after each addition. Knead for a minute,
in bulk. Punch down'
double
soda
t.
Dilly Bread
Add the chocolate and vanilla. divide into two equal pieces, the easiest is her Banana
keeping
food,
briefly. Place in
the
out
checking
knead
and
There was an old fashioned
1 egg
Cake.
1 large loaf or
Stir in the chopped nuts. Pour or three. Place in buttered
bread tin-tins and let
buttered
sifted.
flour,
e
all-purpos
Labor Day Block Party in one flys away, and running after
c.
2
1
/
2
Linda uses a Duncan Hines
two small loaves
entire mixture into pan lined bread tins. Cover loosely and
preheated
of Murray's newest and last minute forgotten articles.
Saute onion in butter until rise again. Bake in
Deluxe yellow cake mix, three 2 T. chopped onion
doubled.
crust.
Cracker
Graham
with
until
again
re
rise
everywhe
let
350 deg. oven for 50-5*
warm
in
yeast
Proof
fastest growing areas this Children were
tender.
mashed bananas, and banana I T. butter
Top with the whipping cream. Bake in preheated 375 deg.
foil the
year. About forty residents of doing what children always
water. In a mixing bowl minutes. Cover with
pudding and uses the pudding- I package active dry yeast
The
before
hours
minutes.
Chill
several
30-35
for
oven
minutes or so ta
20
last
cheese,
cottage
the
Lynnwood Court and Cardinal do.
combine
cake recipe found on the
c. warm water
loaves should sound hollow
over browning. Brush
Things were going smoothly serving.
Street got together over a
Package. She bakes it in a tube 1 c. large curd cofiage cheese, sugar, onion, dill, soda, salt. prevent
botCraig's
and
Doranda
top
on
tapped
when
decided
Nature
soft butter and
Mother
with
Mix
top
yeast.
and
egg
the
potluck supper and in the when
Add
pan for looks and easy cutting. heated to luke warm.
Rice Casserole
throughly before
and
Cool
tom.
party
coarse salt.
the
to
with
to
come
sprinkle
to
flour
enough
better
process became
well. Add
Then she glazes it with a 2 T. sugar
serves64
slicing.
acquainted. For several years drenched everyone in a 1 C. raw rice
French Onion Sour Cream
Lynnwood Court has been downpour. there was much
2cans beef bouillon
may be used for lovely
Dip
"save
of
shouts
about,
running
very stable. Six families
can
water
t
i
Garnish top of bread
flavor.
shared this block long street. the bread" from Roy Smith,
1 small can mushroorits, with sailed minced onion.
toffee?"
the
and
"Where's
There were no homes on
Linda Beane's
from his son Wade. Almost drained
Cardinal.
1 can water chestnuts, sliced
Banana Cake
and
salvaged
was
everything
Now, within the past six
and drained
Because Chrisey has some
months three new homes have brought to either Larry salt
Wednesday September 7 1977
Sect;on B — Page One
food alergies Linda likes to be
been added to Lynnwood and Wade's garage or Forrest 1 t. Italian Seasoning
to
sure she brings things
room.
four built on Cardinal. Plus a Priddy's family
1 onion, chopped
on
kept
people
Somehow
few of the original homes in
1 green pepper, chopped
the neighborhood had changed eating, talking, and laughing. Saute onion and green
rain
The
it.
loved
children
The
hands. All in all, it was a
pepper in kt c. butter or
neighborhood of virtual was • better than going margarine. Add rest of
LISTERINE
swimming! During the constrangers.
ingredients and bake in 350
OZ
-year3
Beane,
Chrisey
fusion
Barbara Priddy, a long time
ANTISEPTIC
deg. oven for 1 hour. Do not
and
Linda
,of
daughter
old
party
a
that
resident, decided
Westctox
over bake or casserole will
USTERINE
MOUTHwas the best way to remedy Alan Beane, "found" a very become dry. Best when baked
S
STORE
DRUG
take
to
Pocket
this situation. Calls were wet cat she wanted
WASH
aMa
in large flat baking dish.
made and everyone responded home.
James Beard's
Watch
After the storm, while
SALE GOOD THRU SEPT 12 1977
32 OZ.z.--)\ ...0arnacT
enthusiastically. The party
Sour Cream Bread
Famous Westclos qualBULL'S-E.YE
various
including
everyone
LAST.
IES
GOOD
WHILE
QUANTIT
PRICES
on
was called for 5:00 p.m.
ity at low cost Well-madc. tood-10okifill
BOTTLE-r. .0*•
2 large or 3 small
up,
cleaning
were
pets
••••••
family
with a durable, nickel-finish case Small
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED,
Monday, Labor Day. By 4:00
loaves
second hand
the neighborhood children there was much talk of let's do 1 package active dry yeast
.
1111=.i
were already on the scene it again, and next time. I do 3 T. granulated sugar
about
comes
it
all
hope
,
OW
On
t
i
tables,
helping with folding
c. warm water
grills, and running errands. because if everyone could 2 c. (16 oz.) sour cream, at
rain,
the
in
time
a
good
have
the
in
t
There.was excitemen
think of how much more fun it room temperature
BEGLEY S
.air.
STORM
1 T. salt
stayed
if
everyone
be
could
up.
fired
were
Three grills
Y
ALLERG
1.4 t. baking soda
3%let
S
WINDOW
dry.!
Everyone brought their own
taoets
RELIEF
- 442-5 cups all-purpose flour
BILL
of
Lynnwood
HEAT
residents
The
CUT
of
array
an
was
There
meat.
some of Combine the yeast, sugar,
TABLETS
hamburgers, hot dogs, steaks Cardinal are sharing
SET FOR FOUR
party and water, and allow to proof
their
and Polish sausages. Some the recipes from
WINDOWS
sour
the
Put
for
5
minutes.
families were asked to bring a with you today. They are aW cream, salt, and soda in a_
OF
BOX
,but
wet,
slightly
good
vegetable dish, others salads, very
mixing bowl. Add the yeast
20
dessertii, breads or drinks. excellent dry.'
mixture. Then and 4 cups of
TABLETS
/
Smith's
Glenda
Paper plates, plastic forks,
flour, cup by cup to make a
English Toffee
waxed cups were all on hand
FROM SELSUN BLUE
very wet, sticky, dough. Beat
serve*8-9
to keep things as simple as
addition.
each
after
hard
possible. Cathy Wade received L4 c. butter
Scrape out on a floured board
NEeN.
lots of help in arranging the 1 c. powdered sugar
or counter top. Turn dough
INSTANT HAIR CONDITIONER
dishes from adults and curious 3 whole,eggs
until it can be worked well
ned
unsweete
s'quares
FOR
REG.. OR X-BODY
children as well. Name tags
liquid with your hands. Add only
were on hand to help people chocolate or 2 packages
to
prevent
ACNE
80Z.BOTTLE
flour
enough
chocolate
identify each other.
stItn"
sticking. Or beat with an
t.
vanilla
Comradarie was gr
HARD.
electric mixer's dough hook.
% c. chopped nuts
built as people shared
MED. •
Shape the dough into a ball,
crust
cracker
1
Graham
becue tools, pot holders; and
SOFT
place in a buttered bowl, and
2
1
/
cream
pint
whipping
built fires. (They held
butter.
with
to
coat
dough
turn
Cream together the butter
discussions over the' best way
sugar. Add eggs Cover with plastic and let sit
•
r
e
.
to get grills started and to tell and powdered
in a warm spot to double in
Alka,
By ANN UDDBERG

in
ed
•is
ive
• Pa
ter,
em
an
• e,
ess

•

4

the

IAurray Ledger 8t Times

J.
ded
four
last
, the
'tt

•••=.11•111M.

K

BEGLEY'S

KICKS OFF A
SEASON OF ...

A

3.94

4.1.1110

58

Fbstex.
CAKE

1.22

71c

IIR.WESTS•

TOOTHBRUSHES

•••••••

sleil,

1g.

•••••
r11.140 •••11. WOW.

THE
ORIGINAL

ALKA-SELTZER

TABLETS
BOX OF 25

safe last Pal r":!1"464;;;witt"311 asPirin •

68,

TYLENOL
pram k 41N 41 1.0 Atots

for the millions who should not
take aspirin BOTTLE OF 100

i
)
fir L
_i

14
4 .)
)

TABLETS

S*A EIS

,̀1

NOW ONLY....

-\ BOX OF 170
\
NOW
ONLY...

1•27

81

LIMIT
2

No.522

32 OZ

/ IVORY
LIQUID

on the af- •
Residents of the Lynnwood Court area got together for a Block Party
but the
rainstorm,
sudden
a
by
short
cut
was
party
The
Day.
Labor
of
ternoon
continue.
to
festivities were quickly moved inside

What?

• WHITE
• BLUE

Cloud

Carroll Extends State Policy

"OLD FASHION"

GENTLE ON YOUR
HANDS

1

• GREEN
• PINK

MOD
MA

COTTON
MOP

NOW

Absorbent/Colorful

tjey‘ktO

aNLY....

YELLOWY

funds to discriminate against every citizen who is qualified,
the handicapped. While many able, and seeking work in
Kentucky state agencies do Kentucky State Government."
not receive federal monies,' Gov. Carroll said that
the Governor said he found it personnel
Commissioner
consistent with the goals of his Addie D. Stokley has pledged
administration to require all the Department of Personnel
state agencies to provide to do all it can to guarantee
op- that the new regulations
equal
employment
portunity for handicapped receive full compliance. "We
Kentuckians.
are re-examining alliof our job
"We are morally committed specifications for state
to fair and equitable treat- positions to be certain that all
ment of all our citizens," Gov. job qualifications represent
job-related
Carroll stated, "and will bona -fide
continue our policy of equal requirements," Mrs. Stokley
employment opportunity for said. "In cases where revision
of job specifications is needed
to assure fair treatment of
handicapped persons, those
revisions will be made," she
Don't forget to bring your
added.
dancing shoes and attend
During recent years Kentucky's recruitment and
examinations division has
Dixieland Disco
been a leader among the
in assisting the hanstates
p.m.
Thursday,September 8,7:00
dicapped, according to the
commissioner. "Our testing
While there stop in...
facilities in Frankfort can
physically
accommodate
handicapped persons, in—
cluding those confined to
wheelchair. Special testing
tools for sight handicapped
applicants include braille and
cassette tape equipment,"
I.
Dixieland Cent! Murray
Adza..Stok)ry 444

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Julian Carroll in an Executive
Order dated Sept. 1 officially
extended the state's policy
forbidding job discrimination
against the handicapped. The
Order (77-831) requires all
state agencies to provide
opemployment
equal
portunity to any handicapped
individual who meets jobrelated requirements.
Recent adoption of federal
regulations implementing the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973
makes it unlawful for any
agency receiving federal

The
Roinhandler

•

• 4 ROLL
PACK

01•. 514

•

WHITE
CLOUD

CHEX
WitiL
)
(
BATH
SIZE
'
4.5 oz. BAR DEODORANT

LIMIT 1 PACK

SOAP

T.V.SNACK TABLE

.97

i
f

GOLD

LIMIT
2

66

KING SIZE
ALL METAL

1.57

83'

TOUF r TISSUE

wilRNETEsRTsoutlERl

ANTIFREEZE

..

3.99
Shell Fire & Ice
Motor Oil
10W40
WEIGHT

6

„

LIMIT 4

NOW
ONLY...
1Z

COOLANT
;11

4•
4.

Apirp,07
aloft

1 GALLON
BOTTLE

CLOROX
BLEACH
NOW ONLY...

77c

7 oz.

ore

Limy
2

1IJ

Good
re.wf

GILLETTE

REST

GOOD
TOOTHPASTE NEWS RAZORS

*REGULAR
*MINT
NOW
ONLY...

9

TWIN PACK
DISPOSABLE
RAZORS
•TWIN BLADES

z
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Health Officials Speculate Weather Linked To Disease

Your Individual
Horoscope
-

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
of
appearance
The
Legionnaires disease in
Columbus late this summer
officials
health
has
speculating that a link may
exist between weather and the
infection that killed 29 persons
in Philadelphia last year.
Dr. Ian Baird, director of

-- Frances Drake ---- —
FOR THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 8, 1977

• What kind of day will
karnorrow be? To find out what
She stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 'iJtn
To be successful now, ideas
and plans need not be on a large
scale. A series of well done
"little jobs" could add up to a
very important whole.
AQUARIUS
.1•••
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar aspects indicate a day
of successful moves and plans,
but all will require know-how,
diligence and painstaking care.
Don't launch into uncharted
seas.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Here is a time for
reevaluating, "pulling over to
the side" to determine if you
can improve your situation
through new ideas or methods.
Be eager to meet new
challenges.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 200
Happily aspected, this day
favors the completion of new
plans, revising procedures for
the balance of the week and
completing all "unfinished
business."
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Shrewd analysis before
starting day's program will
prevent errors, wasted time.
Don't just accomodate; rather,
be choosey, selective in your
endeavors.
GEMINI
May 2 to June 21)
You • may receive _several
unusual suggestions. Accept
only those worth their salt. Be
YOU BORN TODAY are
careful, however, not to
intellectually inclined, affable
overlook something helpful
by nature and a born producer
through miscalculation.
You have a strong drive and, if
CANCER
you choose business as a career,
(June 22 to July 23)
would make an outstanding
There will be nothing dazzling
success
in
banking,
about this day, yet it offers you
manufacturing, railroad ena multitude of benefits if you
terprises or promotion. But you
look in the right places. Use
are extremely versatile, and
your fine know-how.
may fit yourself for a career in
LEO
the theater, where you could
July 24 to Aug. 23)
shine as actor or producer. If
Fine solar influences support
you should take up the law, you
your best endeavors, stimulate
will probably wind up in the
your talents. Some excellent
world
of
politics
or
opportunities indicated. Go
statesmanship. In the arts, the
forward confidently.
best outlets for your talents are
VIRGO
writing or music. No matter
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
what career you choose,
Watch expenditures of time
however, you will always be
and assets. Know why you are
trustworthy, diligent and
doing what you ARE doing, and
meticulous in handling details.
its consequences. Don't run
Birthdate of Lodovico Ariosto,
with the crowd; neither ignore
ItaIlpoet; King Richard I (The
its influence.
"Lion-Hearted"), of England;
LIBRA
rc
Peter Sellers, film star.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Allow for some delays in
carrying out your program but
NeSPITAL NEW
I
don't create them neealessly
yourself. Crisp, consistent
8-25-77
action needed to top the corn-,
Adults 119
petition.
Nursery 4
SCORPIO
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
i Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Keep things moving, and with
Baby Boy Lowe Mother
well-planned design. A "wait Mary), 815 Broad Murray,
Baby Boy Darden (Mother
and see" attitude could only
Linda), Rt. 1 Bx. 467 Murray,
stifle enthusiasm on this
somewhat problematic day.
Baby Girl Smith (Mother
SAGITTARIUS
Betty), Rt. 1, Hazel.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
DISMISSALS
Continuing good influences
Mrs. Jennifer J. Dix and
bwor original ideas, advanced
Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 42
bsethods and clever strategies.
Murray, Mrs. Louella D.
good period in which to put
Smotherson and Baby Boy,
neer unusual ideas.

Tr-A

nor-

12

RP%

nvet-

(

Joao(
Italian
Festival
/77
TALANSAUSAGE
./GgEENPEPPERLS

PAGI

Rt. 5 Bx. 2300 Murray, Mrs.
Ora N. Bumpis, 204 Pine
Murray, Mrs. Cindy S. Cooley,
Rt. 1 Wingo, Mrs. Helen M.
Lee, 103 L & N. Paris, Tn.,
Miss Ramona J. Ross, Rt. 1
Benton, Miss Charlott A.
Booher, Rt. 5 Benton, Miss
Eva J. Thurman, 515 S. 13
Murray, Roger L. Miller, Rt. 1
Bx. 209 Murray, Howard H.
Haskins, Apt. 24 301 W.
Washington Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Marie G. Crisp, 1001 Fairlane
Murray, Mrs. Minta A.
Tanner, Murray, Manor Apt.
1-7 Murray, Mrs. Ruby E.
Rudolph, 713 Sycamore
Murray, Mrs. Odell V
Garland, Rt. 1 Murray, Mrs.
Connie M. Cavitt, 119 Spruce
Murray, Raymond Freeze,
Fern Terrace Lodge Murray,
Robert H. Williams, Rt. 5
Murray, Mrs. Paula R. Suiter,
103 S. 12 Murray, Herbert S.
Robertson. .Fern Terrace
Lodge Murray, Baby Boy
Darnell (Mother Gail) expired), Rt. 9 Benton.

Free for the Asking!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Historic Grants
Deadline Moved
Up To October 1
FRANKFORT
-The
deadline to apply for federal
and state matching grants-in-

infectious
diseases
at
Riverside Hospital where all
four confirmed cases were
admitted, said the disease's
recent history indicates it
becomes active in late
summer.
So far the disease has
claimed the life of Catherine
M. McCoy, 56, of Columbus,
who died Aug. 6. Three other
women, including one who
recovered and was released
Friday, are
confirmed
victims.
One other person, a 65-year-

old woman,remains in serious
condition at the hospital with
symptoms ofthe disco ,but a

final diagnosis is not expected that is the same as those found
from the federal Center for in
the blood of the

Control in Atlanta for Philadelphia and Columbus
victims.
Baird said his research
He said the appearance of
shows there were late summer the disease in Columbus lends
outbreaks of pneumonia-like more credence to the theory
deaths in Pontiac, Mich., and that the weather may increase
Washington, D.C., before the the activity of the yet
infection was isolated when n unnamed organism labeled as
of about 180 persons stricken the cause of the disease, often
with the disease died during or undetected
because its
after an American Legion symptoms are similar to those
convention in Philadelphia of pneumonia.
July 21-24, 1976.
"Really with Mrs. McCoy,
He said blood samples saved we didn't know it was
health Legionnaires disease," Baird
by "far-sighted
officials" in Michigan and said. "She had rapidly
Washington show an antibody progressing pneumonia and
Disease

at least a week.

was only sick about a week.
An autopsy didn't show.the
disease.
"But then 10 days later, a
second case — an honest-toGod identical case — was seen
and we called the Ohio
Department of Health and
sent blood from the second
case to the CDC. We sent lung
tissuefrom the first victim. A
few days later we knew what it
was," Bairdsaid.
Althouth he will admit there
may hi-9e been, earlier
undetected cases of the
disease in Columbus, he said
he seriously doubts any deaths
attributed to pneumonia

might actually have been
Legionnaires diaease.
"There alight have been"
some milder cases which
resolved spontaneously,"
Baird said. "I would not be
surprised to see another one or
two cases diagnosed. But I
foresee no epidemic," he said.
The CDC has dispatched two
specialists to Ohio to conduct
the investigation into the most
serious, concentrated
outbreak of the disease since
the Philadelphia deaths.
Since that outbreak, 30
cases have been confirmed,
with three occurring six
months ago in New Jersey,
said Dr. Thomas J. Halpin,
head of the Ohio Health
Department's Communicable
Disease Division.

aid for restoration of historic
property has been extended to
October 1, according to the
Kentucky Heritage Commission staff.
William Hearn, grants
coordinator for the Heritage
Commission, said that the
commission staff anticipates
having approximately $400,000
of federal matching money
avaitilable to owners of
property listed on the National

Register of Historic Places for
stabilization and 'restoration
grants. Federal grants, which
are provided by the Nationa:
Park Service, must be matched with private funds by the
property owner. State matching funds are provided
through
the
Kentuck}
Heritage Commission b)
appropriations from the stat(
legislature.
Grants are also ,ivaila bit
for the acquisition of
properties that are listed or
the National Register, and for
survey and planning work b)
local -groups.
For applications and in.
formation about the granti
ptogram. contact William
Hearn, Kentucky Heritag(
Commission, 104 Bridg(
Street, Frankfort, Kentuck)
40601, or call 502)(
564-3741

Safety
Grant
Awarded
FRANKFORT
-The
Bureau of Kentucky State
Police has been awarded a
$1,305 federal highway safety
project grant, according to
Transportation Secretary
Calvin G. Grayson.
The grant will be used to

finance specialized training in
traffic accident investigation.
According to the grant application, the funds will be
used to send one front-line
supervisor to the Traffic Institute at Northwestern
University for a three-week
Accident
Investigation
Training Program.
Kentucky has recently
adopted a statewide uniform
police accident reporting
program, with the Bureau of
Kentucky
State
Police
designated as the agency
responsible for its administration.
According to a bureau
spokesman, the training
received by the supervisor
will provide expert help in
improving the effectiveness
and efficiency of the new
system.
The grant, along with all
highway safety
project
grants, is administered by the
Office of Highway Safety
Programs, a division of the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation.

cowlriAr

Dr. Conrad H.
Jones

PYREXR Ware by CORNING
COLLECTION
WEEK 1 $4
.
50

WEEK 2

4111AV
.r.: Neg-g
3-piece Mixirii Bowl Set
VEEK 5

$6
.
65

t_z_ _
,._
• .._
,,t,

3-piece ..:.X..•*":'
Bake, Serve & Store Set

:4,99

___# qie...____

..,-,.
2' qt Oval Casserole

:6„70
_,. ,._,-,
.,...„---_-_,.
,

WEEK 3

WEEK

:7.84

. wv,
•
.tiittw

4-piece Bowl set

3-piece Casserole set

WEEK 6 $7.29
WEEK 7

$4.50

ot „.„....
/
aUIV.\.

,,,,,: .

p_;.' ,

4-piece
Oven, Refrigerator & Freezer set

\

0
-.Alt ON

4,
:*

11
/
2 qt. Oval Casserole

SAVE UP TO 40%Limited Time Offer

SEVEN WEEKS OF SAVINGS ON
FAMOUS PYREX7WARE SETS!
Each week, for-seven full weeks—you can save on a different set
of this charming PYREX®Ware OLD ORCHARD Collection ...
PLUS! You'll savor the savings even more by cooking up the special recipe offered with each set.
Take them home and discover how something so good looking—
can do such good cooking. You can mix in them. Bake in them.
Serve in them. Freeze in them—and, store in them.
Discover the PYREX®Ware difference for yourself. Collect the
entire OLD ORCHARD Collection during this special offer.
Because one good cook ... deserves another.

and

Dr. Gene Cook
Obstetrics and
Gynecology

•

are moving to a new location

305 South 8th St.
Directly across the street
from the hospital effective

Sept.10,1977
753-1340
Telephone 753-9300
Nights
t.. 1116

- to

•

f

-"111311MMIPI. Alaaar1201640`116L0

_
'

•

Northside

—

Southside
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NORTHSIDE SOUTHSIDE
6 AM - 10 PM
DAILY
CLOSED
SUNDAY

LOIN
SLICED
INTO
CHOPS

IER

7 AM - 10 PM
DAILY
OPEN SUN.
NOON-9 PM

Lb
FAMILY PAX•M1XED PARTS

CUT-UP FRYERS
FRESH

CHICKEN BREAST

PleaesineYou...
Plea8e8GTAI

FRESH

FRYER
DRUMSTICKS
FRYER
THIGHS

SOUTHSIDE 1GA

OPEN
SUNDAY

FAMILY PAR

L, 99'

TENDERIZED
CUBE STEAK

Lb 694

LOIN END

Lb $169

IN THE BAG.WHOLESALE CUTS
CUT UP FREE

WHOLE
RIB
BEEF 23
Lb.

$139

AVG. WT.

10' Lb. EXTRA
FOR FREEZER WRAP

PORK LOIN
ROAST

Lb

Lb $119

NOON-9 PM

PORK CHOPS

PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 13, 1977.
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED.
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS.

FRYERS

L, 43'
Lb 794

FRESH

WHOLE

.$109]

CENTER
CUT

$148
Lb.

9

4

,-1
LIMIT

LIMIT TWO

ONE

It's THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!"
WIN... Free Cash
Bankroll!

wit“THREE
•RsG.pRiCE: 654

FROZEN•NATURE'S BEST

e% g%A.
Ov.'
COFFEE CAKE
BUNNY ORANGE

CRINKLE CUT

POTATOES

NORTHSIDE: $700 SOUTHSIDE: $300

BAG

si. 4

300

Buy A Case(24/12 oz.cans)
Of Checker Soft Drinks!
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO
SUPPORT THE BAND!

WHITE or

Murray High Band Boosters Club
& Jim Adams!GA!

JUMBO
ROLL

49C

GOLDEN

& MIXED FRUIT FLAVORS

$
FOR

3 oz.
PKG.

VAN CAMP'S

IVORY
32 OZ.

MACARONI
& CHEESE

PORK'N BEANS
300 SIZE CAN

3/87C 29'

sf0SIZE4sNH
3/89

TENDER

BROCCOLLI

. Bunch

794

CRISP•6 OL PKG.

POTATOES

RED
RADISHES.

• 2/294

12
oz-

BOTTLE

AUNT JEMIMA

AUNT JEMIMA

SOFT
DRINKS

PANCAKE
MIX

PANCAKE
SYRUP

5/89

Cans

2 Lb.

Box

79'

ITS

111 G!

ONIONS

Tt
MURRAY-CALLOWAY CO.

19

POWDER

•

Ho,.994

AGREE

21

INSE/COND.
Reg., Oily-X-Body
8 oz.

994

ii (itch .PPI- it •Sept. 21

LB.

LB.1

Bottle

SHOWER TO SHOWER

RED OR WHITE

694

24 oz. $1

ANACIN 100's

GRAPES
YELLOW

49'

20 oz.

SHASTA•CANS

SEPT.
r
/
Illi

BIG

LIF0R79c

BUSH'S

KRAFT•DINNER

RUSSETT

cz)
CATSUP

CHERRY•LIME•PEACH•STRAWBERRY

JELL-O

DISH LIQUID

$109

Pleae5ers

FOR

110141NY .. • ...

Sponsored By

BIG

People

PEAS
BLACKESEPEAS•PURPLE HULL
BEANS
NO
PINTO BE!
Z7t)KRAUT
BEANS'
CHILI HOT

SUPPORT
MURRAY HIGH
"TIGER" BAND

HI-DRI
TOWELS

49

BIG
2 Lb

(1 "I'mple

CHECK OUR

c-Pleaet's

PYREX
ORCHARD
OLDCOUECTION

People
Plea,.set's

WE SPECIALIZE IN
CAKES DECORATED
FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
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KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL

TV•600 COOPER DR ALE XI NGTON, KY. 40502
....
. WKPI 22
wicks 25 Pikeville

Ashland.
Bowling Green

Ket

Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington-Richmond
Louisville
Madisonville . .
Morehead
.
Murray-Mayfield .
Owenton

YVKG8 53
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
VVKHA 35
WKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35
WKMR 38
WKMU 21
WKON 52

Somerset

.

12
.64
9

Falmouth

.56

Louisa
Pineville
Whittsburg

66

wealthy sportsman and a young
years old and a successful rehitchhiker in this story of viporter. Charles falls head over
cious tensions IR. from Sat.)
heels in love with Maria Bead4:00/3:00 MADAME BOVARY
nell
"First Love" Ill-health has
BOMADAME
10:00/9.00
prompted Emma and Charles to
VARY "Lost Love" Failed by
move to the village of Yonville
her husband, deserted by her
where she meets Leon Dupuis.
lovers. Emma hides from reality
(R. from Sun.)
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
5:00/4:00
DOCUMENTARY
Eastern/Central Time
SHOWCASE "Going Past Go
6:30/530 ONCE UPON A
SESAME
An Essay on Sexism" (R. from
p.m.
4:00/3:00
CLASSIC "Little Lord FauntleFri.) (Captioned)
STREET
roy" Cedric's grandfather re6:00/5:00
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
SEABROOK—DO
runs to recognize Cedric's
WE NEED IT? A look at who
NEIGHBORHOOD
mother. (Captioned) FPI. -from
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMdecides how much power we
Sun.)
PANY
need and how we will get it.
7:00/6:00 THE
MACNEIL/
6:00/570 ZOOM
6:30/5:30
WASHINGTON
LEHRER REPORT
6:30/5:30 INTERNATIONAL
WEEK
IN
REVIEW
7:30/6:30
SEABROOK—DO
ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL
7:00/6:00
INAI
STREET
WE 1 NEED ITT A look at who
7:00/8:00 THE' MACNEIL/
WEEK
decides bow much power we
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 SOMETHING PERneed and how we will get it.
7:30/6:30 WORLD WAR I
SONAL "Till Deal-6 Do Us Part"
8:00/7:00 UPSTAIRS, DOWNp-,The Tide TurnsThe average woman in the
STAIRS James takes his attrac8:00/7:00 UPSTAIRS, DOWNUnited States outlives her hus•'
tive young stepmother up in an
STAIRS When Virginia's son
band by more than 18 years..
airplane, and anxiety grips the
goes away to boarding school,
this program examines the lives
household when they are proher daughter causes a major
of five of these women.
nounced missing.
...
domestic upset.
8:00/7:00 PBS MOVIE THE9:00/8:00 INSIDE THE CUC9:00/8:00 ILONA'S PALETTE
ATER "Last Holiday" Alec
KOO'S NEST This documentary
''Beginning FlowersGuiness plays the role of a lonecontrasts the realities of treat9:30/8:30 CROCKETT'S VICly Englishman who is told he
ment at the Oregon State HosTORY GARDEN "Lawn Care"
has a terminal illness.
pital with scenes from the
.(R. from Sun .I
9:30/8:30 SOURWOOD MOUNAcademy Award-winning "One
10:00/9:00 IN PURSUIT OF
TAIN DULCIMERS This film
Flew Over the Cuchools Nest."
LIBERTY Second in a four
by Appalshop features dulcimer
(90 min.)
part series on civil and personal
maker and player I. D. Stamper.
10:30/9:30 TWO CENTURIES
liberties.
10:00/9:00
BLUEGRASS
OF BLACK AMERICAN ART
11:00/1000 LILIAS, YOGA &
BLUEGRASS "Boone Creek"
A look at the contributions
YOU
11:00/10:00
MONTY
PYmade by Black Americans to
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS
.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
this country's art. (R. from Tue)
Eastern/Central Time
11:00/10:00
GED
SERIES
"Math V Percents"
SESAME
4:00/3:00
PanSUNDAY, SEPTEMBEVIT—
"
ROGERS
5:00/400
MISTER
Eastern/Central Time
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
NEIGHBORHOOD
8:00/7:00
a.m.
SESAME
Eastern/Central Time
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMSTREET
PANY
4:00/3:00
p.m.
SESAME
9:00/8:00 MISTER ROGERS
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
STREET
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE
5430/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
9:30/8:30 ELECTRIC COMMACNEIL/
7:00/6:00 THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
PANY
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
PANY
11:00/10:00 ELECTRIC COM6:00/5:00 ZOOM
PANY
11:30/10:30 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 INTERNATIONAL
12:00/11:00 STUDIO SEE The
ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL
Studio See camera fours the
7:00/6:00 THE
MACNEIL/
Louisville Slugger baseball bat
LEHRER REPORT
factory in Kentucky.
7:30/6:30 LOWELL THOMAS
12:30/11:30 REBOP
REMEMBERS "Aviation, 1935"
1:00/12:00 INFINITY FAC9.00/8:00 EVENING AT POPS
TORY
-Judy Collins joins Arthur Fied1:30/12:30 ONCE UPON A
ler and the Pops. (R. from Sun.)
CLASSIC "Little Lord Fauntle10.00/9:00 DOCUMENTARY
roy" The Earl's affection for
SHOWCASE "Going Past Go:
Cedric has deepened, and it
An Essay on Sexism"
comes as a shock lyst,m to
11:00/10:00 WOMAN ''Pornogdiscover that the bor.
' ly not
L
raPhY'.
be his heir.
2:00/1:00 FIVE
HERRINGS Episode two of Dorothy
SATURDAY,SEPTENSER 10
L. Sayer's mystery with her
Eastern/Central Time
aristocratic hero Lord Peter
12.30/11.30
Wimsey.
p.m.
NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION
3:00/2:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES: CHILDHOOD - A
1:00/12:00
GED
SERIES
"Math IV. Rounding off NumGreat Day for Bonzo" Three
children and their dog, Bonzo,
bers"
are caught up in a web of in
1:30/12:30
GED
SERIES
"Math V Percentstrigue.
2:00/1:00 PBS MOVIE THE4:00/3:00 NOVA "Meditation
ATER "Kind Hearts and Coro-' and the Mind" (Not Captioned)
nets" Jealousy erupts between a
5:00/4:00 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLFTRAP "Sarah Vaughn
and Buddy Rich"
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN "Lawn Care'.
6:30/5:30
COOK IN' CAJUN
Sabsathere orbs lsrest est
7:00/6:00 HARNESS RACING
received thaw beams-delvered
IN KENTUCKY A look at this
copy el The Ream Wear IL
famous sport, from it's history
-to the running of the Kentucky
The.. by 5130 p. a,Nowittrt
Sore Stakes at Louisville Downs.
Miley a by 306 p. et. es
(WHAS Production)
Satardays air awl te cal
7:30/6:30 RUN THAT BY ME
75.1-1146 between Said p.
AGAIN. In this first of a series
lad 6 p. a., mendey-svidery,
by KET on great moments in
Kentucky College sports, UK's
er 3:30 p.
aid 4 p.
1976 Peach Bowl game is
Sathrtheys, to Insure slavery
highlighted.
ef the newspaper. C.aills wet
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
be pieced by 6 p... weals.
-Roy Clark"
9:00/8:00
days er 4 p. es. Sathrieys
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: • DICKENS
OF
paraetwe dalthery.
LONDON "Love" Now thirteen
THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER 8
Eastern/Central Time
4:00/3 00
p.m.
SESAME
STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/430 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM (Captioned)

10

A

LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:'30 PESTS, PESTICIDES
AND SAFETY first in a fivepart series on the applications
of restricted-use pesticides.
8 00/7:00 UPSTAIRS, DOWNSTAIRS Bored and unsettled,
James becomes involved again
with an old,, love, his best
friend's wife.
9:00/800 IN PERFORMANCE
AT VVOLFTRAP "The Daughter
of the Regiment" Donizetti's
comic opera, starring Beverly
Sills in an encore performance.
(2 hours)
11:00/10:00 _ GED
SERIES
"Math VI. Percents and Inter.
est"
WEDNESDAY, SEF'TEIVIIIER14
Eastern/Central Time
4:00/3.00
p.m.
SESAME
STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER., ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 INTERNATIONAL
ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL
7:00/6:00 THE
MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 UPSTAIRS, DOWN.'
STAIRSA serious crisis 'develops after Hudson is seen at
the Wembly Exhibition in the
company of a young girl.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES: CHILDHOOD -Easter Tells Such Dreadful Lies"
1000/9:00 ALL-STAR SWING
FESTIVAL This concert, taped
at New York's Lincoln Center,
features many of the great jazz
and swing musicians of the bigband era with Doc Severinson,
Benny Goodman, Ella Fitzgerald, Count Basic, Duke
Ellington and others.
11:00/10:00 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU

Rm.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
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'01S6
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Realth
Viewpoint
Mary lee Ross
WHAT ABOUT MINERALS

Minerals serve two general body functions: building
and regJlating Most of your body's hard tissues, such as
hones and teeth, ore composed in part of minerals The
building functions also affect all soft 'tissues The
regulating includes many systems, such as heort beat,
blood clotting, nerve respons.-n, transportation of oxygen
from the lungs to the tissues, and fluid balance
rroce minerals are tho<e needed in extremely small
It-noun's .compored to the larger omounts of calcium,
-noanesitim, potassium, phosph lrus, sodium and sulfur
Cnic,um is the mnneral present in the body in the
greatest arount It helps r ..-iii!ate the proper functoning
"cores, muscle tone, an i i.i,:od clotting.
Cht-,rine, port of hydrochioric acid, is very important in
the digestion
in the r- t, --or h.
Iron, es a yitol cc.rprmer,r of herixe4ilobin helps
"01/'art oxygen to blood and muscle cell3, and corny
dioxide owa, from cells to the lungs Iron also
helps cells obtain energy from food
Magnesium acts as a catalyst for several hundred
biological ,reactions. It influences protein synthesis and
works with calcium to provide the normal functioning of
cardiac and skeletal muscle and ne-vous tissue.
More on value of minerals in the next column, that you
mi.-;ht more fully opprecicte the value of good nutrition
and whot it con mean to your family Begin to include
more natural foods in your kitchen, lunch box. ond ever
your pocket for snocks. See and feel for yourself the:
difference You ore too greai • extent what you eat
If you're interested in your health, HOME & HEARTH
HEALTH FOOD STORE, Lone Oak Plaza Shopping
Ccoter. Hws. 45 So Lone Oak Rd., 554-5222 should be
your headquolers Specializing in health foods, vitamins,
minerals, food supplements and natural foods, we feature
a wide inventory of quality products for your•selection
We welcome yOu to come by and shop at the largest
health food store within 150 miles. Open 10 AM 6 days b
week Mon Thurs. 10.6, Fri 10-7, Sot 10-5.
•
HEALTHY HINT:
To Use up more calories in your doily. life, make your
octIons a hit brisker It wilt odd up

t-

Sniper Kills One, Wounds Three
Others Before Ending Own Life

WKSO 29

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville .
Boston-Butler . . .
Cowan Creek-Eolia .

ANT ATTACK
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
group of enraged fire ants can
sting a victim several thousand
times in just a few seconds,
says the National Geographic
Society.
When disturbed by an intruder, fire ants of both the red and
black species respond by sending forth an army of defenders
Charlotte was in intensive from their two-foot-high hills.
care and listed in critical Each ant grabs the victim with
condition early today at its mandibles, arches its back
Presbyterian Hospital where and jabs with its stinger more
she underwent surgery than a dozen times in rapid
Monday night. Joseph Walker succession.
Jr., 29, of Charlotte was in Fire ants, named for their
satisfactory condition with a fiery sting, exist in nine southfoot wound, while Larry ern states — occupying more
150 million acres. ScienEugene Smith, 15, was treated than estimate their
population
tists
for a leg wound and released. oetween five and ten billion.

CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) —

swastika-wearing white
high school junior who turned
an M1 carbine on a crowd of
blacks at a Labor Day picnic,
killing one man and wounding
three other persons before
killing himself, was "daffy
about World War II," one of
his teachers said.
Police withheld the identity
of the gunman who fired at
some 200 picnickers Monday
while they were on an annual
gathering at the Jonesville
African Methodist Episcopal
Zion Church.
But the Charlotte Observer
today identified the youth as
Kenneth Wilson, 17, who
attended East Mecklenburg
High School.
Acquaintances of the youth
gunman's
the
verified
identity.
Meckleniturg County police
said the gunman stood about
40 feet from a softball field
where some of the picnickers
were playing and began firing
the carbine without warning
about 3 p.m. .
The gunman fired 11 shots,
striking four persons, as the
picnickers hit the dirt and
grass, police said.
The gunman then put a
bullet through his throat,
police said.
Lottie Carothers, organizer
A

of the picnic, said she saw
Roosevelt Davis fall from a
chest wound. Davis, 29, of
Charlotte,, died about 20
minutes after being taken to a
hospital.
"I heard a shot and saw that
boy ( Davis) fall backwards,"
she said. "They (members of
the church) told us to get
down, get down. Whoever it
was just kept shooting."
Witnesses said the assailant
wore a light green military
shirt, light brown military
trousers and military boots.
On his left arm was a red
armband with a black
swastika in a white circle.
.No one could offer any
motive for the shooting or
explain why the youth wore a
swastika.
The Charlotte Observer
quoted Gene Manion, one of
Wilson's junior high school
teachers, assaying,"He and a
friend were both daffy about
World War II. You know —
German planes, that sort of
thing. They read about it
extensively."
The friend, Doug Russell,
15, said he and Wilson talked a
lot about World War II when
they were classmates two
years ago but he had not been
close friends with Wilson
since.
Jo Anne Terry, 28, of

PUBLIC HEARING
A Public Hearing on the proposed Glendale Road
Construction from Highway 641 South to Highway 121
will be held September 8, 1977, 7:30 p.m. City Hall
Building. The following points regarding the proumed
road will be discussed:
1, ff no decision is made by the City of Murray in
the near future, state funds will be withdrawn
2. The state will only participate in construction of
a road 48 feet in width
3. Initial design will be for two lanes of traffic with
two lanes for parking with the road being changed
to four lanes or traffic at such time traffic warrants
four lanes. This decision will be made by the state.
4. Local government will have no voice in determining when the road is changed from two lanes of
traffic to four lanes
5. Upon completion of the road, it will be deeded to
the state
6. Speed limit on the road will not exceed 35 miles
per hour
7. The city could probhibit truck traffic on the
road if approved by the state.

/011f4(1f#Ig
QRANIID
OplElkiINQ

REGISTER
FOR
FOUR '25
GIFT
CERTIFICATES
•vo PURCHASE NECESSAR1

Thurs., Fri., Sat.-Sept. 8,9, 10
Come in and brouse. Acquaint
yourself with our new fall
collection of fine men's clothes.
Select from dress styles or
casual wear - jeans, even shoes
for men! This is our chance to
say "Hello" and your chance
to get to know us better. You'll
want to visit often and make
MARSHALL'S YOUR STORE. We
want to see you become a
"Marshall's Man".

Lake‘sas, Village
Shopping Center
Hwy. 79 E.
Paris. Tn.
•

I SE 011R FREE LA Y-4-1F4V
or R.4NK CARD

I
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Artists-In-The-Schools
Becoming More In Demand
for grant money to bring
artists into their classrooms.
1 Fire extinguishers are
There is also a six-week dance
marked indicating the
Program, in which a dance
class or classes of fires
company v,isits a school for
upon which they can be
two week This is follhwed by
properly used For what
a four-week visit from a
burning materials are the
movement specialist who
following fire extinworks with the children.
guishers intended for
In a- separate program
use? Class A, Class B.
begun last
year, the
Class C and Class D
commission offers a series of 2 How do you properly
incentive grants to teachers so
operate a fire extinthat they can invite guest
guisher/
artists into their classrooms to
supplement a teaching unit.
About $6,000 in federal and
state funds were awarded last
year, and the commission is
salioleiouei siaiiiatiapun Aq
trying to find money to
aOlAias Aia)es 3imnd
P Sf papinom
continue the program this
year, Ms. Carpenter said.
anal 344 azaanbs pue
Programs are scattered
aizzou
814410 aseq at
among 28 Kentucky school
Jaysin3w4la 344 wie 'upd 844
districts. However, federal
aAowai 04 paprugut aq Him noi4
585e3 isow ui pueq axi43q Ann;
financing is leveling off, and,
-84e3 way) pead iaqsin3uipia
if the program is to expand, it
all 40 Apoq 3144 uo pawud 14Jeal3
must have local support, she
ale suotpnlisui autieiado •Z
said.
asn awoq ioi 43apad Si 4319*
POPULATION RISE
•i3t4singuipta 814 „asodind
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
--o'g'y sseio e
Si 0.041
t AP) — Czechoslovakia's popu.348 'wnisselod
lation has reached 15 million,
'iunisauHew •wnipos se 14355
according to CTK,a news agenalq14snqwo3-13 s5ei3
cy.
4uawdinbale3up3i3-0sseo
Two-thirds of the population
lives in Bohemia and Moravia,
sasel aigetuwell
the agency said, while the othsprnbiiaigewwei; •uweied
ers inhabit Slovakia. If the pop'aseail! 'aUi)OSBD-9 sseio
ulation follows current growth
spilseid aUJOS pus laqqr11
curves, it should reach 17 mil'440p 'Jaded .poom—y sseo
lion by the end of this century.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Artists who apply for a
More and more local school
residency are selected by an
districts are asking the
evaluation panel. They are
Kentucky Arts Commission to
asked to submit a resume and
lend them an artist.
'samples of their work. About
"We've had an awful lot' of
six to 12 of the best in each
requests this year," says
discipline are invited to an
Nancy Carpenter, director of interview.
the commission's artists-in"They must not only be good
the-schools program. For the
artists,
they must be able to
first time since the program
relate
well
to children," Ms.
Kentucky
began in
in 1971, the
Carpenter
said.
demand for artists has exartist is matched with a
ceeded the supply, she said. The
local district that has applied
The program is financed by
for someone with the artist's
a 864,600 grant from the
particular talents.
National Endowment for the
Since there are now more
Humanities and by state and applications
from schools than
local funds. This year, 13 artists,
Ms. Carpenter said
artists are setting up studios
she tries to determine which
in schools across Kentucky,
schools would benefit most
ELIMINATING THE CONFUSION — Michael and
where they will work and hold
from the experience, and
Steven Davis, 5-year-old twins from Royal Oak, Mich.,
classes.
whether a school district plans
make a point with judges as to who's who in the look
The aim of the program is to
to follow up on the artist's
Alike Twins contest at the Michigan State Fair in Detroit.
give students, teachers and
residency by continuing an art
The two took an honorable mention in the contest.
their whole communities a program.
(AP Wires:41ot°)
chance to see a creative
Although she stresses that
individual at work. The artists the artist should
be a
include filmmakers, poets, supplement
to an art program
photographers, a potter, a in the sihool,
she said the
printmaker, and a sculptor.
artist often may represent the
They are expected to live in only exposure to art a child
the community and to involve gets
during his school career.
adults as well as students in That's primarily the case with
artistic projects ranging from the visual arts,
she said.
workshops to performances or
artists-in-the-schools
The
lectures. They work with program
also involves a
By F.J.L Blasingame, MD.
potentially dangerous if students from all elementary summer training program to
Q: Mrs. R.D. writes that they become malignant. - - and secondary schools in the train teachers about teaching
this spring and summer,
school district to which they film. The teachers are eligible
her 11-year-old daughter Daily Liquid Intake Varia- are assigned.
has developed a brown ble
spot about one-fourth of an
Q: Mr. G.F. wants to
inch in diameter on her left
cheek. She has been in the know what is the average
sunlight more than usual, amount of water a person
but this area is much should consume each day.
A: The average adult
darker than the remainder
of her skin. The spot is ( 150 lbs.) should consume
smooth, not elevated, and about 2.5 quarts of fluids
every 24 hours. However,
has not been inflamed.
A: Occasionally, certain the intake is highly variaareas of a child's skin will ble and may be markedly
show more pigmentation increased to 10 times this
than surrounding skin. The amount for replacement
change may be related to under extreme conditions
an increased exposure to of heat and exercise. Chilsunlight in your daughter's dren require smaller quantities of liquids than do
case.
In view of the fact that adults.
The
brain,
the
working
pigmentation
has
appeared only recently through the nervous and
endocrine systems and the
and
has
not looked
controls
the
inflamed, I suggest that kidneys,
you try applying a sun- amount of fluid in the tisscreen cream ( available sues. Fluid is also used in
from your pharmacist) to cooling the body by taking
the pigmented area and blood to the skin and by
that your daughter limit sweating. Hence, fluid reexposure to direct sun- quirements usually go up
light. When she is exposed, in hot weather.
Thirst is a complicated
it would be wise for her to
wear a hat which protects sensation which brings on
her face from sunlight. A the desire to drink fluids
suntan is not needed for and replace the liquid
good general health and needed by the body. Under
healthy conditions, thirst is
can have a long-range
damaging effect on her a dependable regulator of
skin, causing it • to show the body's fluid needs, but
premature aging later „in certain diseases are characterized by excessive,
life.
If the pigmented area chronic thirst. It is always
does not clear in two or regarded by the physician
three months and shows as an important sign, and
added growth or signs of he searches for its cause,
inflamation, she should such as in uncontrolled
sugar diabetes.
consult
physician
a
promptly about the pigBANGOR PROGRAM
mented area. Pigmented
Hundreds ofStyles
tumors of the skin are BANGOR, Maine(AP) — The
Bangor Symphony will open its
A 1977-78 season with a Chamber
Series Concert in Portland Hall
given by the symphony's chamFor Information
ber orchestra.
Regarding
Among attractions in the
chamber series are Aston Magna, a group that performs on
original instruments, the Bangor Symphony String Quartet,
(Permanent
the Down East Players and the
Portland String Quartet.
Removal of Hair)
The full orchestra will include among its repertoire in
the corning season Rimsky-Korsakoff's "Scheherezade" and
Verdi's '`Otello."

ANSWERS

Let's Stay Well

Skin Spot Should
Be Watched

RUNNING FOR COUNTY EXECUTIVE — Gene Buck
doesn't like politicians who plaster their faces on
billboards, buses and television, so he wears a brown
bag over his head at all public gatherings. He is a writein candidate for King County, Washington, Executive. It
is the Kirkland, Wash., man's first move into politics.
(AP Wireptioto)

374.4
*
44:407

LAKEWAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
SEPTEMBER 8-9-10

MARAEL LIGHTING

FACTORY OUTLET
HALF PRICE SALE

BUY ANY ITEM IN OUR STORE AT OUR
EVERY DAY LOW WHOLESALE PRICE.
THEN ANY SECOND ITEM OF UP TO EQUAL VALUE
FOR

Call 753-8856

. FOR THE PRACE OF A ROOM

Enjoy your own private villa at the Warier%
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House
.Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air Conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TYShopping center
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac,
tions Autts
Pe welcome. Fishing.
Alai, o'Dog Racing.

101.

‘(,
'645:406
t,*1

Hundreds ofStyles

fe%, WOULONT YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH

Hundreds ofStyleA

Over 1,000 Items
Factory Direct To
You At Less Than
Wholesale Prices.

*LAMP
SHADES
*FIGURINES
*HANGING
LAMPS

Electrolysis

50% OFF

REPLACEMENT
SHADES

*MIRRORS

Bring your lamps in for +,ee
fitting.

*ACCESSORIES

—Hundreds of styles
—Unbelievable Low F'

*PICTURES
• •;:

AVAILABLE

.

Largest selection of
accessories in the
Mid-South.

0 $110 Larger velitt availabl*
4
.„ Villa
— aooq
plain

SUMMER

PARKING

ENJOY

VACATION

YOUP

flaw MN)
111114‘)
E
„ee tel
l
er I)reK
▪
i
1
tlat
tfand '
,00^
io ,8fS
'eo
l
G7
Dept
▪ RUBOR VILLAGE RESORT
ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32074

ee

LAKEWAY V11,1 1GE SHOPPING CENTER — HWY.79 E. PARIS.TENN.
STORE HOURS: 140N.-SAT. 10:00-8:00. SUN. 1:00-5:00 PHONE 642-8142

Name
Address
a Coe, State, bp

j1111.1.0.

s•J'1.•
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:* Dinnerware
,e, Made in
4
r117

-

Staffordshire.
England
Collect your set the easy

c

BIG JOHNS FRESH BAKED
TREATS ARE MIXED AND BAKED

This week's feature piece-a-week way_

RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES!

BREAD 'N'
BUTTER

Applesauce

Week 1

Din nerplate

Week 2 ,

Bread 'n'Butter

Week 3

Cup
Saucer

Just follow this schedule! Wegl 4

69

CAKE
DONUTS
1099
BREAD 59'
ROLLS

SCHEDULE

,

nr\J!\'

Dessert Dish

Week 5

This schedule will be repeated so you can
build a service for 8,10,or 12.

Nit Each Add
$5.00 Per

•

•

eio

WS,

V/

RIDE
OF WO?

Pr P

coo

Cheese

triti4,;)T4,;tiricoo

Pride Of Illinois

PEP%
vbA

rr.

Golden

Cinnamon

syl

649'
CAKE 99

Big 32 oz
•

PEPSI

COR

32 oz. Bottles

German Chocolate

COLA

39

$1
For

47c vs"

Plus Deposit

16 Oz. Can

818 JOHN DELUXE

HICKEN DINNER
I Carton Cole Slew
Req. s1.79
50' Off
$129
With Coupon

3 Pieces Chicken
2 RoIs
2 Potitoes

THERE'S ALWAYS LOTS OF

FREE

FROM OUR DEU

v2 69'
BOLOGNA
LEMON SUPREME 0129
EIIR:gretuJoall:SEAIUSTY

•
•'
,
veva crop...
.r -tow n•:r. 50,110.
emr }er.,
•••*at
•

Kraft Sliced Singles
•1111.111,

follEts

Regular 4.35
2 u.
1
/
Four-Way

38 Oz. Btl.

POT PIES
hr

Ciz Pk.

5 oz.

Pkq

AMERICAN 124 s
CHEESE
Banquet

OIL $149
F
CRISCO

NASAL SPRAY 98'
Regular 4.55 Powder

CASH

46 Park Decorator

DISCOUNT PRICED!
nasal spray

nvi
$3
0
600.0
POI ""

IN BIG JOHN'S

1.7
1Aer
7
1°
0‘

98'

RIGHT GUARD 98t
Regular $2.40 Herbal Essence 12 oz.

SHAMPOO sr

DETEgGENT89t

Regular 4.43

Pyrex Detergent

42 Oz. Box

Purex

.
RR49

Pokr

BLEACH

New Chewable 30 et.

r—

tiCiriai

TYLENOL 98'

Big John

2,„,79C
5 lb Bag $1.29

BROWN-N-SERVE

pkg

Friskies Dry

Regular $1.48 Style

DOG FOOD

HAIR 13 u*
SPRAY 69$

80 Ct. Pkg.

49C

PEANUT BUTTER

NO BAKE PIES

Bo, $1.19

BEANEE WEENEE

15 Ot. CA

n 4 ro,$1.00

t CHICKEN
50eff wilh c"Pi"
:,•I

T.. spielM• mi. Mee. nib oes as•••••••
11111113lopt II. IW7

Doc

li 3 Olrik.11,110001B1300041fitik41.46.

MAKE-A-BETTER BURGER

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
OPEN 7 AM to 11 PM

2,.0, 394

Wishbone Italian, 1000 Island
46 oz.can

594

SALAD DRESSING

itO4
oz 49

Bath Size Bar

ZEST SOAP
14 Oz. BH.

39(

Merit Assorted Flavors

TOASTER PASTRIES

Lipton Assorted Flavor

'
8 oz. ca. 35

Libby's Tomato

ger
Big John Deluxe

894

, Libby's(America's Favorite)

KETCHUP

Kounty IGst

SWEET PEAS

ibu""'11133EMTE

18 Oz- lar

Van Camp

TOMATO JUICE

Pillsbury Chocolate Or Lemon

3

Hyde Park

Glad

SANDWICH BAGS

2 Cal. Jug
1
/

INSTANT POTATOES
11 Oz. Pkg. 494

Baths.37

Bordens Country Store
207. Pi,g. 104

14

•

e

U.S. Choice

This AMIN! Sept. 7 Aro Sept. 13

GARDEN
FRESH PRODUCE!

Big John is so sure.youll be completely satisfied with his
quality meats he offers a DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
Guarantee - See in store for details.

TO HELP YOU COOK A PERFECT ROAST
EVERY TIME!

cij!"_C.Vue Ire m p
ii"

iii

i

.( 0111kIN(. <MI I<

Good In Salads U.S. No.

WWWIAMINYWIPWAAWAAISAMWess
The Vue-Temp Cooking Timer Is Easy To Use!
To Cook Meat Rare To Well Done..just

TIMER IS INSERTED INTO
EACH BEEF • PORK • LAMB
OVEN ROAST TO ASSURE
YOU A PERFECTLY COOKED
ROAST EVERYTIME — FROM
RARE TO WELL DONE

WE INVITE YOU TO TRY IT
GUARANTEED TO PLEASE'

U.S. Choice Chuck
Vise-Temp Timer

Fresh Picnic

Quart Box

Jumbo Size 6

USEONNO
SE
RNSGESt
MO
EVECIROS1C

1) Lift Stem To Set
2)Stem will retract to desired degree of doneness.
When stem is:
down...meat-rare
% down...meat-medium rare
down...meat medium
For well done cook additional 15-20 minutes

49$
HONEY DEW 790
TOMATOES

Fields Fully Cooked

California Jumbo

(Half $1.39)

NELESS$129
IMULDERS

NECTARINES giVir.
APPLES
Bow$459

(Sliced 79' lb.)

PORK ROAST69!

ResataNK

BOLOGNA

A

1 U.S. No. 1 Yellow
ONIONS

Lb.g

Jumbo

!
.
.
:
1
..ss.F.
3
hot,
4
9t
_i . . , PEARS
39$

CELERY

Mrs. Weavers Turkey, Chicken or 71
/
4 oz.

HAM L9t
SALAD v
U S. Choke Boneless

CHUCK ROAST

Lb

U S Choice

SHOULDER ROAST
U S Choke
CHUCK STEAK

Lb.

$1.09

Beef

Corn Valley

$1.79
12 Oz. Pkg. 79'

MINUTE STEAKS

Lb

Reelfoot Beef Or Regular

FRANKS
Market Made

Lb 89'

Tender Boneless

STEW MEAT

$1.19

Lb

$1.29

2 lb

Bag $2.19

Fields

STICK CHILI

Lb Roll

79`

lb

59
(

Sliced

PORK SAUSAGE

79
' BEEF LIVER
Eckrich Regular or
Carton $1.49
BEEF SMORGAS PAK
Lb

ReeRoot

LARD

SAUSAGE

4th.

WEET CORR
Ni, • Yellow

Foe69°

$1.59

Z
:- •
t5
Ca*

II

APPLES 4 In Bos99°
WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO UMIT

POPCORt. ea979
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IT'S HERE! Interest Free Financing
Sept. 8-9-10 Only

•

Make Those Long Awaited Purchases Now!
* 12 months to pay on purchases of $5000 T-0 $50000
*Absolutely no interest or service charge
*Includes entire stock_(except for shoes)
An unbeatable combination - Big K's low low prices and 1 year financing
without any interest. Credit cleared while you shop.
(subject to credit approval)
SANYO

CLOTH OR VINYL

TOSS

—
.111

•
High fashionaccent
rugs. 100% Polyester tufting—
waffle backed, in .3 styles and
patterns.

van
BY SPARTUS

-11

77'

ALARM CLOCK

Ideal for home or travel.
Continuous bright red 100-,
solid state L.E.D. display.
Pleasant alarm tone. Other
'
great features.

2-PC.

BATH
SET

PILLOW

1=

•

Accent your sofa with a 16" cloth or vinyl.c.!.
,
- red toss pillow.

-688

25
REG. 3.88

WITH DOOR

OVEN
CLEANER

MODEL 2R

BOOKCASE

100

11"

BEDSPREAD

CENTER

1997

quilt top bed-

buy this 3 pc. set

Cooks in justininutes

$338°°

2788

Desk with Lamp and Chair

Make homework a pleasure
with this walnut textured
plastic tap desk and walnut
grain upholstered seat •
Lighting is no problem since an attractive desk lamp is attached.

MODE,. 948
Perfect for the playroom or living
assemble. Walnut finish_

• • •

Squelch control — suppresses background noise on CB channels. Can be
used for public address. Complete with
mounting bracket and mounting hardware

997

Versatile, practical with solid wood
posts and simulated Walnut 1.n,sh."
Has tambour sliding door. 15f,x15fvx
64" nigh.

Sanyo
Microwave
Oven

The new star in video games
featuring two target games and four
regular games. On-screen digital
display scoring, variable paddle and
speed control and three distinct electronic sounds. Remote controls.
Requires 6 'C" batteries or Coleco
4041 adaptor. Not included).

MUSIC

ETAGERE

EM 8003T

REG. 1.17

Handsomely styled 2459fkx29fk"
Open bookcase, finished in simulated Walnut to fit any decor.

TWIN
OR FULL

Decorative floral and solid
spreads ,n twin or full sizes.

Coleco
Telstar
Ranger
T.v.
Game

14-0Z.
MR. MUSCLE

An elegant asset to your room.
Ready to assemble, with Walnut

Fluffy 21x27" bed pillow with 25% chicken
feathers and 75'n shredded pot yurethane.

$2490°

Dress your window et
these
60"x81" Sc
color panel drapes.
six colors.

18.30" mat and matching lid in 100% Polyester. Waffle back. Decorator colors.

'25

Panasonic AM-FM
8 Track Player-Recorder
Phonograph
Smoked chromed face with simulated wood cabinet.
_Dual thrusters. Speakers. Maximum input power 12
watts,impedance 8 ohms.

LIBRARY
CABINET

BED
PILLOW

Model
NSE-3170

Ready to

BLACKTAIL BOW
Excellent for bow hunting or field shooting. 44
Inches in length and 50 lb peak weight. The
bow features a 50% let-off •

$5988

Sold
Separately:

$88.00
$15.77
$6.88

Kraco 4000 CB Radio
ICraco Antenna

STRAFORD
AZTEC,
OR TATIOE

szoliwp,
ROYAL ELEGANCE
FULL-SIZE

BEDSPREAD

PERFECT "BACK TO COLLEGE" ITEM

BATH

REG'. 19.88
Beautiful crushed velvet full-sized bedspreads
in Red, Blue, Black, Tangerine, Gold and Avocado.

50"x84"
MATCHING DRAPERIES

•JR \\NH\
WIC M0FiTICELLO

Kraco Slide Mount

ITCHEN TOWEL
OT HOLDER
ISH CLOTH
APRON
OVEN MITT
POT GRABBER
PLACE MATS
Compemehl,i'v to an
pe005 fah,

1.22
884
771
5 33
1.57
2.77
774
lc hen decor. Permanent

BATH TOWEL
FACE TOWEL
WASH CLOTH
Buy now and save on these beautLI oath ensembles. Three lovely patterns to choose from.

SANTO REFRIGERATOR
Perfect for dorm, office or camping' 25 Cubic foot compact
refrigerator now at a low Big K price' Model,SR4801

Blankets
33

Pretty blankets of 50/50 Acrylic/Polyester and
bound with 100% nylon binding. Assorted colors.
72 x 90 inches.

$3988
Panasonic
Tape Recorder
AC-Battery portable cassette recorder with tone control and built-in condenser microphone. Auto-stop mechanism. Easy-Matic circuitry. All
pushbutton operation. Complete with AC cord and 4 Panasonic "C" size
batteries. Model Ftq-3o9P6

$9900

Jo.

Your Choice

BEAR
ARCHERY

Tenna Compact 8-Track
Stereo Tape Player
Under-dash budget 8-track features illuminated program selector, easy glide
slide controls, 12-volt negative ground
and 4 watts of stereo power. Model RR-51 T

Panasonic Black
8. White T.V.
A handy black & white T.V. with 12 inch diagonal
screen, 100% solid state, urn-potential UN antenna,
UHF/VHF click-stop tuner. Model TB8825Y
•

- $3788
KODAK "THE HANDLE" CAMERA
lust grab The Handle, atm and shoot. Then a few turns of the
crank deliversa print that begins to develop right before your
eyes. Beautiful colors with an elegant Satmluse finish in
minutes. No 'mess, No fuss.

ROM MO FILM
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

5.33

75341777
Acres of Free Parking

•

Polaroid One Step Camera
One Step makes fulls automatic instant photography possible for everyone You
tai, push one button OneStep does the rest There is no focusing The picture is
just
ded to you automatically by the motor-driven camera

Polaroid SX70 Film

$544
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COST CUTTERS
MEAN LOVIIER PRICES

FE
FIX10 STAMPS

CENTER CUT

ROUND STEAK

TER
IS. GOV'T. GRANO CUM

18

Boneless Flat Brisket
GOVT. GRAMM MIKE NM

$1 28

Boston Roll Roast
MUM map
Pork Loin

WE HAVE WHAT WE
MIKE IF AT AU POSSIBLE If due to
conditions beyond our contra's, run out of an advertised
specia& we substitute 0 comparable brand at a similar
savings dr give you a Rain Check for the advertised special
at the special price anytime within 30 days. WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE Sal If you are ever dissatisfied with a Kroger
purchase we will replace your Mew or rebind your mone,.

ts.$1 28

IMAM FM

Spare Ribs

US GOT GRADED

CHOICE

is.$1 19

GOMM IMUI RD CROPPED

Ili Gov't Graded Choke U.S. Gov't. Greded Choice
RUMP
CUBE
ROAST
STEAKS
.918 frgal $179
lb.
lb.

Veal Steaks
V.S.O.A. GRAIN 'A' ROUT IRANI

69'
La. 494

Fryer Wings

U.

MEATY WIMUIT

Wings
mus COTTON

mier11.1.0.A. Gm& 'A'

Sliced Bacon
[ROM ST TIN mita
Jumbo Bologna
Sliced Lunch Meats
CAPTAIN NT

99c

Fresh

OZ.
PIG.

Fish Sticks
ANORTED 111rf

iat
ROAST

1

Frozen Steaks
STOCK THE FREEZER!
5 1.116. ROUND STEAK
5 LBS. PORK STEAK
5 INS. GROUND Ulf
51.1$. FRYER QTRS.
5 1.1$. KROGER WIENERS
5 LIS. SAUSAGE

Meaty
TURKEY
HINDQUARTERS

FRYER
BAZ

mmt
Mlir4; Country Style Siab
SLICED
Family BACON
Pa $138
lb. •
Family Pi
PORK
STEAK

„...79c

Ih.
Asserted Varieties
FOX DELUXE
PIZZA
14 os.79C

U.S.D.A. Choice Grade
LAMB
SHOULDER

Ned,
SMOKED
PICNICS

Os.

$108

fir:IL"
T

RED
POTATOES

[COST-CUTTER COUPON31111:
An.dth Frozen

2p$149

ATOlk
,

NORTHERN =
TISSUE
roll
c':f7.6_,Iz='•-)

coupon and $10 purchase. excluding meths prohibited by law, IMO
with.this coupon and 510 purchase, excluding
items prohibited by
addition to ttw cost of coupon merchandise Subiect to imm En liwr, and in
addition ot Me cost of coupon
taxes. Unit one. Expires Sspt. 13th
2
.-7
1.' ma applicable taxes. limit one. Expires Sept. merchandise Sul:moo to
13th

SWEET PEAS '

MAY!DUTY

TINMAPION MUNI

49 02.$1 09

Drive Detergent

)
• 54
4

sox I

II 1A OZ.

Toaster Treats

3a 894

PIIRCNASE ENTITLES YOB TO REDEEM MOEN COIIPONS

Num

$1

GIANT

2 "" 894
6 CANS 79

Avondale Peaches

CAMS

Shasta Drinks...,

111111

silt
Tide Detergent

MAIM IS SUM

ASSONTIO RAYON

101011111 AMMO

FANCY GOUT OR RIO

Delicious Apples

COST-CUTTER COUPON]
III

FRENCH
FRIES

111111110

White Grapes

..79c

sact.99c

Garden
the Kroger

•esseggP AVON
T
DALE
,
Avondale
PEAS '

29c

lb

35,

knew
MEAT
WIENERS

I. I

(Circle B or Hunter)

TURICEY
DRUMSTICKS

.59c

Oily

FRYER
DRUMSTICKS

894
PKG. 994
454
PKG. 994

ASSORTS SIMI SAVE

BOILING
BEEF

Ors& 'A'
or

ta.$1 48

Kroger Fresh

54 OZ $219
BOX

NITTERANUI OR 110111EITTU

75i

Kroger Biscuits

1241

KING Of TIN MIT S Nil

Honeydew Melons

li. 894

V.S. NO. 1 FANCY

Yellow Corn
TROPICANA FRISN

Orange Juice
▪

NO. 1 FANCY

Bartlett Pears
iseamisest
Prune Plums
2/115121011 22 saz
Cantaloupes
Red Peaches

is. 594

RONDA LUIGI

Avocados
NEW MIAS

Yellow Onions
messumn
Sweet Potatoes

2 pa $1
5
$1

ICE
REAM

COUNTRY STYLE
ROLLS

10 a $1
multi' 99'
3 L.,. $1
3
$1
u. 69'

FANCY RIPS

•

Assorted Hovers Cowry

PURPLE HULL
fv PEAS
<

Mae

3

White Bread

ft OZ.
LOAVIS

$1

001111 USIA.
MOE A

VIUMN OAKEN

210241 09

LANGE Cage
EMINViiiP Doz.

or EXTRA LARGE

Angel Food Cake
mt•
PET RITZ
("Gracious" Pattern Ironstone
mcm,cum.coorm111111% Pie Shells
Week's
SARA IN
0\ This
Fearer,
It.. f
ill?TOWARD
WORTH
SO`
=
—
PVROIASI 01 0114
"Z.
Pound Cake
,=
3 j up
Pietism Steamier, =
PS = -Grethen
Mtn
SALAD PLATE =
'2 29
Pizza Rolls
50 Caw Value
You pay

Each

C4,111NIKOST CUTTIII(OUP.0:4; CVIIINVOST (Wilt(0-U-P0il

WORTH 10 OFF
toward the purdesse of
a large Mood of

rrlf

Cowen Expres

with coupon

=

%pt. 13th.

Tr

with Baking Sods

2 "" 994

6.3-0

FRG.

I

a(cPs,

aim

Me

IS Ma
MP MI

- 63c
=

with

.
coUPOn. UM
=
,one. fin"

8lc

NM

MM

Expires Sept 13th

em

ww MD

Dam Pal
PARING
KNIFE

WESTINGHOUSE
EYE-SAVER T-BULBS

1110X

CIO mi.
WM .im

..

PILFtLSOBUURRY

Dm,

(,;.,P',11(osi cuti(e co-uromb.'v,ritcost (urrlif(buroN'
.

lb •

=
—
et
-

WORTH
30' OFF
wort
Mt pyrthos. of

t

0 1 lb

-

Car

o

FO
CO
LGFFEERE'S

755 OFF
E F. WORTH
the purchoset
'MVO d

==

o 3 ID con of

..==

FOLGER'S
COFFEE

.1•1•B

-

with tees coupon. lien

with Mil coupon Lit one
Eximes Sept. 13111.
imam Sops.1301.
em
—
SzPinn SW- 13*
—
an
—
1111111.11.11.111a51111111.1111.1111C.
11!:11.111111.1.11.111‘7;511111111

Mk comes. Limit ens. ••••= IMO this coupon. limit one.
berm UM. 1210.
13*

E.....s.co
Iiimmummus •.5mmiumeimere:51
mi

••••
int gm

.M

Inn

•••

oz.
1!a[COST-CU ER OUPON
ittl. WORT
H
TT c.S
:
. c$OFF
1il1911112
ne0 oew rw0.0 ts w 100 wen =
IND

• 58c :7
,..z. 994 ,
4111111111111111111111111a5

------------optit.c.?? CUTTIR couroriki90;1[COST
p! [cp-si
e191c_o-p_ -c-uii6Cio-u:oi,
cum,coVroi c,
•
PORi
Mawr/ Nuari lea
+ hawk Ceeditiesew
t
::.
1111111U Ia
RAISIN
PANCA E
MAGIC SPRAY
s•
- .
..._
2r:
MIX
BRAN
MIX
SIZING
—
-- —
mi
ww.
iiwi
$106
ww
07
-- NI
== 41-02 $1
sus

la
..

PEPTO
BISMOL

CAN

=
—

Imummussimmsie Egg Beaters

la
a alt
a
a.M.

So.tiu Pia

lout,HAIR

SPRAY

C

TUBE

iski01.$1 39

FUNCIllimers

..... ,.
...ant
la .ma

Aerosol Whits

_PEAK

TOOTHPASTE

.

NO COUPON
NO UAW

BOSTON, NOMADS Oa

Red Leaf Lettuce....3 z. $1
commit STAMM..sin
Mushrooms
ti. 994

•

::4IS01.1

PT KO

La. 294

The Alms Fresh
Bieck eye Pees or

= with this coupon Limn Oa

la

=--.

Of

with this coupon

limit en
Expires Sept. nth.

.11=

Mav
im

CAULIFLOWER 2:
with Mis coupon. I nit one.
emi
Expires Sept 13th

51111111111111111te rilf111111111111111e:

WE

EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT
ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY s A TMOUPRZNYIT

ITS!LottiANIIH
on FLUTY

•
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District Librarian Plays

(CLASSIFIED AIlS

;
Big Role In Oral History
Act librarian plays
,3he
important part in the
community oral history
program, said Margaret
Price, assistant to the Kentucky Bicentennial Oral
listorv Commission.
Since the state Department
if Library and Archives ad..imnistrates the oral history

project, district librarians are
responsible for promoting the
project to libraries in each
district. -If the project is
presented as a worthwhile and
beneficial program, county
librarians usually follow
through in organizing introductory meetings," said
Price. "However, if their.

.111

Crossword Puzzler
DC
1 F

ACRL:S:'.5
1 ch.a0eat.
1 Cook sloo,
Bow 04
esse•
' A stal.

Answer 10 TueS0ay sPuzzie

MED nu mono
EMU= MOO=
Ea mann MMON
FCC MON BM
RUCUOMM rioti
CMMU
S
SC MEM OMM BM
MUUM
MCOM
MUlE
UOMMORM
ig
MC UM= CM
SEM CUOMO MB
MIME 000002
BCC= CO MOO

çor

2 i'oihard
•sneiter
Shreo
4 VV n!er
.en.C'e
TO,
Realm
7 SoJr. es or
w ate,

'3 C.

29 Dine
30 Weaken
32 Proper
33 Vessel
36 Sun god
37 Calm
38 Pursue
40 Girl s name"
41 Symbol to'
tellurium
43 Teutonic

-s
E s.- CPe
Bristle
_ Agreement
o Centu,y
Oia.nt

17

‘..-.•.
74
''''.'
' " 'l3

15

,'./Pi

-5

I9

1

'•

• •-•,
Dec

1

3

'

6

45 Boundary
46 Barracuda
17 Society girl
(oolloo
48 Before
49 Metal
50 Conjunction

7 'Z.?' 9
•:•.
/4
• 7T14

.. . .x.,<
. •:::/,.. ..-1:-::::,.'1

20
:13

24

33
'
36

31

• 38

,
..
.

,
....

r
4'

25 26

134

'
'3,
1
40

_IC

10 11

-'

.
' ' 12
29
'

ifi
mone,
4 7 i-1 ndr a5. • Ei-,71
E• M30
•
C
•

5

deity
44 Heaven .y
body

.
48

52

4

a

45

.9

+

4e

50

i.

.
s
,

don't, the, tape recorder and
tapes remain unopened on the
library shelves."
County librarians (.00rdinate the community oral
hilTory projects. Equipment
and material used for the
projects are kept in the county
libraries apd the committees
meet there also. The committees are made up of
volunteers who are interested
in history, and who take time
to attend workshops on interviewing and on oral
history.
For example, District
librarians Ed Klee of the
Pennyrile and Lucille Callis of
the Green River district are
giving a great deal of their
time and attention to' the
project. "Klee personally
contacted each librarian in
his district and promoted trip
establishment of oral history
projects," Price said. "As a
result of his efforts, six
projects are actively realizing
quality Oral history tapes uncovering history unique to
counties in rural western
Kentucky."
Lucille Callus used some
imagination in organizing
community oral history
projects in her district,- said.
Price. Friends of the Library,
Library Board members and
representatives of local civic
clubs attended an information
gathering at the public library
which resulted in six projects.
In august 1976, Jewell
Thomas, then Lake Cumberland District Librarian,
scheduled a two-day oral
history workshop conducted
by Dr. Lynwood Montell of the
Western Kentucky University

Folklore Department.
"librarians from each of the
counties in the Lake Cumberland district attended the
training sessions and then
returned to their own counties
to organize oral history
projects," noted Price.
Out of that two-day
workshop, several active and
productive oral history
projects emerged. Russell,
Taylor, Wayne and Pulaski
counties are making tapes
relating such stories as early
medical practices in Monticello and women's suffrage
in Somerset.
.Sara LaRoche of the Kentuckiana district has, applied
for a CETA grant for an
assistant to help with oral
history projects. Joyce
Hancock, Henry County
resident, has interviewed
several people in and around
Eminence and Sulphur
Spring. Many of her tapes are
on that county's education
system.
There are 70 oral history
committees in the state
working on various projects,
said Price. "The commission
makes available to those
committees a packet that
contains recommendations,
guidelines and answers to
questions that often confront
volunteer committees in
organizing projects." There is
alsaa representative from the
commission available to help
train volunteer interviewers
in oral history techniques,
Price said, then added, "the
biggest need of. the oral
history committees is interviewers."

Peanuts
°MY
11-4I5 SUMMER I VISITED
NE LIVES 50R1 OF IN
SUMMER
MY GRANDFATHER'S RANCH.. THE COUNTRY...KiND OF
VACATION') WELL,I GUESS IT ISN'T
ON THE EDGE OF TOWN...
EXACTLY A RANCH...

ACTUALLY HE HAS
AN APARTMENT OVER
A DRUG STORE!

I

1 legal Notice

2 Notice

WILL
NOT
be
re9Oonsible for any
debts other than my
own, effeptive September 7, 1077. Charles
N. Axson.

BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell '2
price. Trade two for 1.
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Paducah
Square,
Paducah.

2

Notice

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society

and

753- I 9 18
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
be
may
reached on 7531916and 753-1917.

*APPLES*
Red and Yellow
Delicious

Murray
Ice Co.
408 S. 451
753-1813
/111111111ft

A phone call to us can
.SAVE
you several
DOWNS
on your

TV Towers
and

Antennas
TV Service Center
153-5345

4

1 We carry all of
Formby's
Homer
Refinishing Supplies.
1677 Wilted Feature Svnd.ca.•

I GUESS

ncir•i-r- YOU DARE
CHASE ANY CARS._
}
TODAY
.

--

I'VE
CONVINCED

Clo•stiwt St.

753-2571

SPECIAL
$25.00
BRK SMOKE
DETECTORS

Pickens
Electric
901 Arcadia

WORLD!

The Phantom

i
ONLY WHEN
NEED -THE
ExERCISE.
-1,----

rHE TAPAKIMO
f*ON•••

:777.7)
'
5.*

Model No. 77R
Operates from 9 volt
battery.

SIR, I STRuTTEP
I PROMENADED/
SNARED MYSELF
W1-10LE

NOT GOiN&
TOWN PRESSED
LIRE THAT,
ARE YOU?

r----

7, 71

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

ER„.KARATE...PART
OF THE SPORT,,
/0t.1

0Ni
EE/1446
.F
. '

Blondie

_ANC
,WHEN
WE WANT TO
DAD I NEED
I
SOME MONEY POR I
MY DATE TONIGHT

r DADDY, NEED SOME
MONEY FOR NEW

WONDER WHAT)

Ti-IATS FOR'
,

SHOES

s

TWO
grown
FULL
Guinea hens. call 4365429 after 1 p. m.
WANT TO BUY - good
used mobile homes. Call
527-8322.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
•

We can help you with
your plumbing & electrical needs.

Murray Home
& Auto

WHAT WE DO best js
care. Needline, 753-6333.

!_., .wAVERBS 14:12 "There

WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
15.Articles For Sale
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write
Edward Ipock Route 2,
Providence, Ky. Phone
249-3019 or 667-5030.
CAREFULLY SELECTED sure enough real
fieldstone' delivered.
Excellent for walls.
Fireplaces, patios. Will
also do real stone work.
Call 753-0122.

LOST YOUNG male cat,
grey tiger striped in
vicinity of N. 7th Street.
Please call 753-5531.

SALE-all fuel chimney,
triple wall, 6" x 36".
$21.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

LOST VERY THIN
female dog wearing a
chain choke collar with
tags. Part Beagle
mostly black with white
and brown spotted legs.
Has long black tail with
white tip. Call 753-9311.

SALE-KING automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

6 HElp Wanted
PROJECT MANAGER
for general construction
and
construction
management company
to do hospitals, industrial and large
commercial work. Must
be capable of layouts
and coordination of
subcontractors. Prefer 5
to 10 years experience.
Send resume to HartzKirkpatrick
Construction Company, P.
0. Box 1328, Owensboro,
Ky. 42301,

WANTED BABYSITTER for
school child. Call after 5
p. m. 753-4594.
WANT A BABYSITTER,
nights. Call 436-2444.
HEATING AND AIR
conditioning firm needs
a competent sheet metal
mechanic for duct
fabrication and installation. Must be
capable of working
without supervision.
References
required.
Send resume to, P. 0.
Box 32S.
NEED BABYSITTER in
my home. Call 753-8624
after 5 p.
LADY TO STAY in home
of elderly couple. For
information call 492,-8165
after 8 p. m.
$200 WEEKLY POSSIBLE stuffing envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

F

t

•

5 Lost And Found

6

HER

Beetle Bailey
LT, FLAP! YOU'RE

THE FAMIltY of Steven
E. Farmer wish to thank
each and everyone who
helped in our time of
sorrow. A special thanks
to the friends and neighbors who prepared food
and sent flowers and to
Bro. McKinney and Bro.
McKendree for their
comforting
words.
Parents, brothers,
grandparents, Aunts
and Uncles

EARN EXTRA money.
Take orders for Lisa
Jewelry. Call for FREE
Catalog Sales Kit on toll
free 800-631-1258.

Murray Home
L Auto

-ERN/48
/94
,
5,444iL LAP-

11 Vacuum Cleaners

12

19. Farm Equipment
3 Card 01 Thanks

5014 feeler

14 Want To Buy

10 Business Opportunity
BUSINESS LOANS
Real
available on
Inventory
Estate,
Operating Capital, etc.
Call James A. King, 502222-1584 days. 502-2221189 nights.
AVAILABLE
LOANS
business, farms, real
estate and venture.
Some 6 per cent interest
loans available. Call 502885-1795 aft& 5.

is way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 753°984.

WANT TO BUY green
beans, will pick. Call
• 753-4/86.

BELTONE
FACTORY
fresh batteries. - Wats
Drug Store, Muttay, Ky.
Chll 753-1272.

WOULD LIKE toregistered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy, Call
753-5669.

14

Want To BO

WANT TO BUY ssed air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9114 or 7531551.

TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3,4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
ktprting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per
inch.
Paint.
Styofoam insulation 1 2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting aL-$5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall baiid. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office deski starting at
- $40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skirting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
SOUP'S ON, the rug that
is, clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop".

TWO ROW FORD corn
picker mounted on
International tractor.
Elevator and 2 wagons.
. $2,000. Call 437-4750. 1961 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton grain truck. Good
condition. Call 1-3452291.
20 Sports Equipment
BROWNING
3
in.
magnum with extra
barrel. Excellent
condition.$325 firm. Call
753-0789.
SAIL BOATS. Irwin,
Pearson, Venture, AMF
Alcort, Dyer Dingheys.
Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
22 Musical
ALTO SAXOPHONE.
Call 753-9385.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to _purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee.

PIANO
IN STORAGE
Beautiful
spinetconsole stored locally.
Reported like new.
Responsible party can
take a big saving on
low payment balance.
Write Joplin Piano
Co., Joplin, Missouri
64801.

23 Exterminating

ip

FREE

IF
,Termite

1/I
Inspection

Certified ly IPA
Avoid Costly Horne Renews

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nesse owned owl *penned •••r 2o
yews. Do net sive iine owing* lora ise
I.fhed.
100 South 13th St
Phone 753-3914
Roaches.Sliver Fish

row
TWO
BURCH
planter, in good condition. Duo Therm oil
heater. Featherbed,
boasters and pillows.
Call 437-4382.

and Shrubs

24 Miscellaneous
METAL STORM DOOR.
36" standard height.
good as new with grill.
Call 753-3190.
FOUR
HANDMADE
willow kitchen chairs.
Call 753-4147.
FRIGIDAIRE DEIAJXE
washer. Call 492-8365.
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all 'densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
.Avenue. 753-6767.
16 Home Furnishings
FOLD OUT couch. Call
evenings, 753-7522.
KING SIZE mattess and
springs. $50. Fife'years
old. Call 753-5995 after 5
p. m.
COUGH AND ('HAIR set.
Good condition. $39. Cali
436-2294!
•
TWIN BEDS, solid oak.
Also box springs and
mattresses. Call 7530091.
COUCH, GOLD and olive
floral. Perfect condition.
Call 753-8019.
• COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit,solid wood. ElectsiC
amp, _
and
, guitar
Electric welder, 50 amp
1
and • miscellaneous
items. Call 753-8127.
•

CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
ikapiairect and save on
all mattresses,
Health dic or foam.
Also s
their elegant
gallery
fur ture,
Bamboo, Wic er and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
FURNITURE
1136
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1413-7323.
•
LTD FORD 1970,'. door,
with air, good condition.
One bench grinder, new,
15' deep freeze 4 month.
old. Wood heating stove.
Call 437-4801.
SALE - FRANKTAN
fireplace, 24 in. $199.95.
- Wallin Hardware, Paris.
. •
26 TV Radio
WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on.25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
NEW
19"
Color
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox,753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 X 65 3 bedroom, 2
baths, all electric,
washer and dryer,
central-air and skirted.
See at RiViera Cts of call
before ,5, 753-3280 or
after 6, 436-5524:
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27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 BUCANEER
mobile home,2 bedroom
partially furnished, 10 x
10 frame
storage
building. Extra clean,
gas furnace and tank.
Air conditioner. Call 4742741.

fly
'60

12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 7591039.
rn
In
Ir.
S.

FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good condition. Lots Of cabinets
and large cloaets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.

2
d
5-

n.
a
11

37 Lvestock

Supplies

2 YEAR
1
BEAUTIFUL 2/
old Bay Quarter horse
gelding. Ready for
training, for sale or
trade. Call 753-6491.
14 HENS FOR sale. 12
large. Call 753-6295.
lkt YEAR OLD black
Angus bull. Call 7534504.
AQHA QUARTER horse
mare, 2 years old.
Gentle and trained.
$1200. Call 753-7323.
38 Pets Supplies

29. Mobile Home Rentals

AKC 9 month old English
Call
Sheep Dog.
489-2790.
•
FREE TWO kittens, one
'male and one female.
Half Siamese. Good
pets. Call 489-239

MOBILE HOME spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.

HALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761.

41 Public Sales
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FURNISHED 3 bedroom,
2 bath central air and
heat. Washer, dryer.
Large lot. Call 7534091.

THREE PARAKEETS
with floor stand cage.
Toys and feed included.
Call after 5, 753-0345.

AWBILE HOME, 12 x 60.
Two bedroom, central
air, completely furnished. Call 753-5209.

AKC REGISTERED
Dachshund,7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
41. Public Sales

YARD SALE, all day
Saturday. 1617 Catalina.
•'
CARPORT
Saturday,September 10,
7 a. m. at 730 Fairlane
Drfve. Bicycle,
THREE
OR
TWO
typewriter and table,
bedroom in or near city.
end tables, girls clothes
References furnished.
and toys.
Reply to Box 32Q,
Murray.
FOUR PARTY yard sale 32 Apartments For Rent
Friday and Saturday.
Vine Street. 7-4.
907
near
APARTMENT
men,
Clothing for
downtown Murray. Call
and
children
women,
753at noon or after 5,
infants, blue jeans,
4109.
jewelry, bedspreads,
books, records, fruit
APARTFURNISHED
jars, toys, furniture,
MENT for 2 students.
braided rug. In case of
from
block
One
rain held following
University. Available
weekend.
now. Call 753-7575.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent

36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
753-8850
Brannack
between 8 and 5.
37 Livestock

Supphes

CHESTNUT SADDLE
horse. Call 489-2548.

YARD SALE. Antiques all kinds of household
items. Radios. Friday,
9th. 9 till 5. 105 N. 14th.
YARD SALE, September
7, 8, and 9 at 503 Elm
Street, 8 a. m.-5 p. m.
New quilts, and tops,
dishes, chairs, some
antique.

TWO FAMILY
GARAGE SAI.1
WAIN wed Saturday. Sot
tensile( 9 mid 10, AU DAY.
Infant and boys clothing, high
chair, dressing table, play
pen, walker, home ground
sage, mens clothing, size I6- w
ve shirt,s, ladies clothing size
12-16, lots of odds and ends. 5
and 10 cents items. Something
for everyone.
513 Sea& OW Terme

43 Real Estate
3.17 N. Poplar-Benton

QUALITY
REALTY

5271468 753-9625
EIRCoEla

FOR SALE by owner, 2
bedroom mobile home
unfurnished except
stove and refrigerator.
Washer & dryer connections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage Shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'.'just
3 minutes away from
lake. Excellent well and
septic system. Under
$8,000.00. Call 753-5352
anytime.
NOW IS THE TIME to see
this lovely 4 bedroom
brick, 3 baths, formal
dining, large lot with
mature trees in the
back, extra large 2 stall
garage. Many other
desirable features. For
private showing call
STINSON REALTY,
753-3744;. evenings call
763-3509.
NEW
ANOTHER
LISTING - Located 112
miles from city limits,
quality 3 bedroom l't
bath home with over
1800 square feet of living
area. Located on lovely
34 acre lot, this home is
pleasing to the eye and
to the pocketbook.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are working hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.
REALTORS

AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Wight
641 Auction Hams,Paris, Tenn.
This week another load from St. Louis. Glass,
dishes, chairs, tables, dressers, chest, beds,
bicycles,Honda 70, rockers,no telling what else.

Shorty McBride
N247 Auctioneer
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AUCTION
Saturday, Sipteinhar lOut 10 a.m. at the late
Van Clark bows. From Murray tulle 'Hwy. 94 East
approx. 4 mks, turn south at auction sign, go to
Lust house on gravel road.
Will sell: 1962 Mercury Comet 29,000 actual
miles very clean. 600 Ford tractor, plow, disc
and cultivator; tractor mower, farm wagon,
unused metal roofing, rototiller, wheelbarrow,
lawn mower, electric range, frostfree
Westinghouse refrigerator (2 mo. old), upright
freezer, breakfast set, lawn glider and chaiTs,
elect. fan, vacuum cleaner, coffee table, 2 living
room suits (1 vinyl), vinyl rocker, 21" TV,
telephone bench (maple), three 4KW elec.
heaters, approx. 20,000 BTU air conditioner, old
double tub elect. washing machine wringer type,
hospital bed and wheelchair, odd lamps, coal
stove. ANTIQUES: Walnut bed and matching
marble top dresser, hall tree,fancy iron bed,oak
dining chairs, chifferobe, treadle sewing
machine, floor lamp, 2 lamp tables, large
shadow box picture frame, 2 kerosene lamps,
Hull pottery vases, quilts, milk pitcher, carnival
water set, kitchen clock, lots of crock bowls,
churns, jars and jugs; 2 trunks, tea kettle,
skillets and dutch ovens,shoe last, ox yoke, mantle piece, horse drawn equipment,chicken coop,
spinning wheel, handpainted bowl, sugar and
creamer, lots of depression glass (tumblers,
cookie jar, preserve stand, plates, cups,
saucers), pattern glass, oak lamp table, 5 gal.
churn complete, cream separator, egg basket,
crank churn, celery dish, old scales, cotton cards,sugar bucket, china head doll, old books, bottles, pots, pans, boxes of miscellaneous items too
numerous to mention.
Not responsible for accidents. Detailed announcements day of sale. Eats and drinks
available. '
For all your auction needs and information call

Terry Shientaker 436-5327
Bob W.(Frosty) Miller
Auctioneers

46 Homes For Sale

43 Real Estate

YARD SALE, Saturday,
September 10. 9-6 p. m.
East of Murray. Across
Faxon
Old
from
school.
Elementary
Clothes, dishes, furand
nit ur e
miscellaneous.

CAP.ELt CCIF't

n,

lE"X 30la

M

.4416fr.

South 12th al Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1851

REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
Main, Phone 753-5842.

EARLY VICTORIAN 5
bedroom home on Main
Street. Built in 1917 and
known as the Bradley
home, this is one of
Murray's finest older
homes.Features include
hardwood floors, intricate carvings on
stairway, mantles and
baseboards. We would
love to show this home to
you. Give us a call at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We provide the
full range of real estate
services.
LOVE'TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 312
baths on extra large.lot.
Home has everything
including central gas
air,
heat, central
fireplace, double
garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by appointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spam Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
WE HAVE several pieces
lake _.groperty
of
including
available
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 7537531.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
202 Seethe's Street
Pb... 7S3-3253

BRICK 3 BEDROOM
just
listed.
home
Located only 1 mile
from Murray City
Limits on large one plus
acre lot. Concrete
block workshop and
extra outside storage
building, nice garden
area, lots of trees,
shrubs and flowers. A
pretty picture for
pleasant living. Priced
in the low 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-1222, for full time,
courteous real estate
service.
YEAR-ROUND HOME
with view of lake. Quiet
secluded area - 2
bedroom frame with
large living room.
fireplace, exceptionally
nice, storm doors and
windows, central gas
heat, priced in the 20's.
Call 753-1492 LOROTA
JOBS REALTORS.
44 ACRES, beautiful
building spot, road
frontage, located on
Highway 1346 and
Brooks Chapel Church
Road. Call 437-4848.

Waldrop Realty
"In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646

Save! Save! ,
20 Mile
Free Delivery
Peered, ready ft me. Or buy •LIM awd i.e.. Complete sad
reedy to essoadat Rd op to 241111 staidard, Ime AI preset any aro
swat $hop tiro net thew caw to Custom DM end key 10e best
for Inc
4.........XUSTOM BUILT PRO-TANI BUILDINGS 753-0914

70 ACRE FARM just
listed. Frontage on 2
roads,60 tendable acres,
tobacco barn, all fenced
with new barbed wire
fencing. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222, Real Estate
Headquarters in
Calloway County,

FOUR ROOM HOUSE
excellent for 2 people.
Call 753-7948.
41 Motorcycles
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.

1975 HONDA 750. 2,000
miles. With trailer,
703 GOODMAN ST. Near
Bel-Air Shopping Center-- 81300. Call 767-2007.
in Bagwell Subdivision.
Lovely 3 bedroom brick 1.975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
veneer, large living
room with fireplaCe,- new bike. $750. Call 753den, wall-to-wall 'carpeting. All draperies
48 Automotive Service
included. A r'eal buy at
$32,900. Call or come by FOR SALE (2) deep dish
4 rocket mags for
3
14 x 6/
105 N. 12th. BOYD
Plymouth or Ford. $40.
REAL
MAJORS
Call 492-8802 after 5
ESTAET, 753-8080.
m.
lF7sKOppERUD
REALTY
"Your Key To Happy
House Hunting"
711 Main 753-1 222

44 Lots For Sale
EXCELLENT QUALITY
1969 Chevrclet pickup
short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
ACRE LOT WITH, all
hookups. 2Lt miles East
of Murray. Call after 5,
753-0345.
45 Farms For Sale
35.5 ACRES,all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner - 2 blocks from
campus, two bedrooms,
kitchen-den combination, living room,
and bath upstairs.
Modern basement with
bath, outside entrance
and carport. 28 x 54
garage and work shop.
Built 1,2 years ago. Has
income potential and
living.
comfortable
840.000. Call 753-6123.
FRAME HOUSE,3 rooms
and bath. Utility room
downstairs One large
room upstairs. Lot
145hz' x 871 2'. Call 7530833:
NICE NEW four bedroom
house with 2',2 baths,
with
family room
fireplace and formal
dining room: Priced in
the 50s. Must see to
appreciate. Call 7533903.

CHARMING WHITE
FRAME COTTAGE
sitting on one acre.
Separate 20 x 20 party
building with BQ grill.
Living room with
fireplace set in brick
wall. Kitchen including gas grill and
range. Large bedroom
with 2 closets. Nice
bath with new tubshower. 314,500. 94
East tO Blackfords
Market-right on Faxon
Road, 312 miles on left
side of road. Call 4362268.

49.Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between Sand 7 p. m.
1972 PONTIAC convertible, red with white
$9650
to air, qha
1966 V. W. Karman
Ghia, 40,000 miles, extra
nice, collectors item,
$2,000. 1977 Ford pickup,
150 Super Cub, 460
engine, AM-FM stereo,
tape, cruise control, air,
blue and white, 24,000
miles, sharp. $5,600. Call
753-6123.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. __Dark _Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1968 CADILLAC, 2 door,
$575. Call 753-7271.
1976 CHEVY, Scottsdale,
4 wheel drive, metallic
silver, Can be seen at
Furniture
Thurman
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Call 753-4834 ask for
Roger. Home phone 4928345.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
Transmission
needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

51 Services Offered

51 Services Otiefed4

1973 FORD pickup. Call ' GUTTERING BY
753-32110.
Sears, Sears continuous
gutters installed per
1972 DATSUN 2 door, 4
your specifications. Call
1973
speed, $795.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
Plymouth wagon, air,
for free estimates.
and power. Small V-8.
Good condition. $1250.
EVITTS TRUCKINts.
Call 489-2595.
Call us before you haul.
We haul lime, gravel,
19115 INTERNATIONAL
sand, white rock, etc.
L2 ton. Excellent, good
Call 382-2646 after 5 p.
radio. $625. Call 435-4494
m.
after 5 p. m.
1974 MERCURY Cougar,
one onwer, 25,000 miles,
sun roof, FM-AM radio
and tape player, chrome
wheels and new tires.
$2650. Call 489-2595.
1972 MERCURY Monterey, 4 door, white with
black vinyl top, double
power and air, 351CID
automatic. Local car.
41000.00. Call 1-354-6217.
50 Campers
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
campers' store and
service deaprbnent at
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.

SIGN PAINTING. Call
753-9998.

1976 CHEVY Suburban
Silverado. Excellent
condition. Call 753-8056.
1967 CHEVELLE, good
working condition.
$500.00 or best offer. Call
753-4712 after 5 p. m.
1975 CHRYSLER New
Yorker, 4 door, all
power has everything.
Extra
clean, low
mileage. Perfect condition. Call 753-4620 or
see at 1667 Calloway

1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.

RUM Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
54. Free Column
FREE - THREE yellow
kittens about 10 weeks
old. Call 753-5366.
MALE GREY cat, half
grown. Call 753-6379.

WALLIS DRUG 1
•PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
'LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
W.••-• ume•fachirers of chomical specialties for tie hydration,
lastitetioael mid commercial merkets.
If yore ere e hard worker with•areal desire to amosed,(mass
oxperleac• aptioani) vs vi Invest our time wed many to help
roe bens* seccessfel.
$200 to $80 weehly draw owl acereivos aplast Mend cawmissieas. Espease alloweems while trelaing. Excelleat frays
Dartofirs.

Sepd Resume to:
1973 BUICK ELECTRA,4
door hardtop, excellent
condition. 55,000 miles.
$2450. Call 753-4445.

TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 7534707.

DRIVEWAYS and
parking area white
rocked and graded. Riprap delivered and
placed. Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after
4 p. m.
DO YOU NEED stumps •
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
K And N
-stumps? We can remove
lawnmower
stumps up to 24"
And
beneath ground. Leaves
Cheensers Repair
only sawdust and chips.
*Owe"94 East
Call for free estimate,
Phone
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
159-1221
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

CU5TOM CARPET Care.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
Steam clean one room at
and furniture cleaning.
'8 cents per sq. ft. and we
offers
Servicemaster
will clean the hallway
steam or dry foam
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
method. Servicemaster
10' room would only be
has been cleaning the
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
finest homes for over 30
yeaft,and are Number?' kABYSITTING in my
in the professional
home. Monday through
cleaning business today.
Friday. Call .435-4307 at
For a special inLynn Grove.
troductory offer for July
and August, all carpet FOR BACKHOE and
and furniture cleaning
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
performed will be
354-8161 or 354-8138.
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
WILL HAUL LIME or
cleaning daily, weekly
white rock or sand. Call
or monthly. Call Ser-.
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
vicemaster, 753-0259
753-4545.
today.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

51 Services Offered

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL
P0 Soz 3O310, Memphis,Tenn 38130
An Equal Opportunity Employer

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
MOBILE HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.

*Auction Sale*
Saturday, September 10% at 10 a.m. in
Cottage Grove, Tenn. in old store building
next to Cottage Grove Mill.
Appliance, furniture, antiques, hardware, garden and livestock supplies,
1968 Dodge pickup truck, 1954 Chevy
dump truck,store building 50 x 80,shop
building 31 x 90, fencing wire, barb
wire, lots more. Sale held rain or shine.
Mr. and Mrs. William Luker is owner

Shorty McBride
01247 Auctioneer

INSULATION SAVES
$$$$. Rockwool insulation blown attics
and walls. Financing
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-1316.

simmaiwaspwr

APPROACHING PERFECTION

HAMBURGER HELRER

In Design.. In Quality...In LivabilitY...This new
contemporary residence is nearing completion
and offers a unique blend of features sure to
please the hard-to-please home buyer. Over 3,000
total square feet and located in Canterbury
Estates, this home has features tab numerous to
mention here. Let us show it to you. We are
available at your convenience.

For, your budget! Priced in the low 20's....3
bedroom brick, wall paper and paneling, drapes,
concrete drive...immaculate...Owner wants of-'
fer.

KOPPERUD
REALTYM
711 Main

7S3-1h2

GUITAR LESSONS given
at Chucks Music. All
styles, also music
theories -Call 753-3682.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
,
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles
Cooksey after 6
A7 753-1492
p. m. 436-5896.,
1200 Sycamore
- -ELECTRICAL WIRING
11P home and industrial, air
'
%tri'r Floury
conditioning. and
loin
:753-9794
I re,IA
- 753-6079
Sill Payne
Helen sPann • 753-8579 Brenda 'ones - 751-8668
reftigeration, heating.
m
Call 474-8841

118

•

>P.

GET INTO
SOMETHING COMFORTABLE
Like this•new four bedroom home with lovely
design and ideal location near schools on quiet
street. Central heat and air and an economic
price make this home an excellent choice on
today's market. Phone us today for an appointment

® KOPPERUD.
REALTY

fit

711 Nkdn

153-1222
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Colgate

Extra
Retail Value

Toothpaste

Oil of Olay

47 TABLETS FOR THE PACE OF 40

4 oz.
Reg. $4.50
Say-Rite's
Every Day
Low Price

GER1TOL

GERITOL

Our Low Price

AMERICA'S NO 1 TONIC

Reg. $1.52
SAVE 56'

Ban

NIGH POUND
IRON AND
VITAMIN TONIC

Say-Rite's
Low Price

Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant
1.5 oz.

Olay
Night Cream

*Regular
•Quick Dry
*Unscented

2 oz.
Reg. $4.75

DISCOUNT

Sov-Rite's
Everyday
Low Price

First
in
Price

igh

Store Hours:
9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Telephone 753-8304

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Suave
1 oz.
Reg. $2.29
SAVE 9P

balsam
&protein
TREATMENT

Sinex Nasal spray

Suave

Clearasil

Balsam & Protein
Conditioner

Cream Medication

16 oz.
Reg. $1.49

96.

Reg. $1.75

Lavoris
Mouthwash & Gargle

*Regular Tinted
*Vanishing Formula
1 oz. Reg. $2.15

Look for special
Colgate Super Shopper
display for details on
$0200 Refund

Offer
ultra brite 171
'
7

Gee
\
Your Hair
Smells Terrific
Conditioner
6 oz. Reg. $1.49

COLGATE Toothpaste, Family Size
WILKINSON BONDED Razor Set
Palmolive RAPID SHAVE, 11 Ounces
ULTRA BRITE Toothpaste, Family Size
CURAD Bandages, Bonus Box 80's

6$6

..1010001111111111

...because
we care.

